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LIBERTY BONDS

BONUS

SELL IN N. Y. AT

PAR OR BETTER

BILL AMENDED,
ISAPPRQVEDBY
1

VOTEJF 9 TO 4
Senate Committee Puts the
House Measure Through
After Making a Number
of Important Changes,
McCUMBERHOPES TO
GET PROMPT ACTION
Much Discussed Bank Loan

Provision

Is

Retained;

Ef-

fective Date of Legislation Is Jan.

rr.l

Aiie'd
The
"Washington, May 31.
house soldiers' bonus bill, amended
in several Important particulars,
but with the much discussed bank
loan provision retained, was approved today by the senate finance
committee by a vote of 9 to 4.
Chairman McCumber proposes to
report the measure to the senute
wtihin a few days and said ho
hoped to get action on It before
the passage of the tariff bill.
The more important alterations
mado In the house measure were:
Tho changing of the effective
date of the legislation from rest
October 1 to January 1, 1923.
Removal of the time limitation
bv
on the filing of application
World war veterans for adjusted
service compensation.
Abandonment of the reclamation
Plan and the substitution of a provision tindor which veterans would
be given preference in making entry on public or Indian lands whun
opened to entry.
Forfeiture Provision.
of the forfeiture
Elimination
provision, under which veterans
failing to repay loans made by
banks of the government on adjusted service certificates, would
have forfeited their certificates.
Under the amended bill such
veterans could reclaim their certificates at any time before their
maturity, 20 years from tho da'.e
of issue, upon payment of the sum
they were in default, plus interest
at 4!4 per cent, compounded annually.
Approval of the later house
measure, commonly called tho McCumber plan, was voted by the
committee after rejection, S to 5,
of a measure offered by Senator
Smoot of Utah, ranking committee
lift)
republican, proposing paid-u- p
insurance in lieu of all other forma
In addition to
of ' compensation.
its author, senators supporting? tha
Smoot bill werS Calder, New York;
Dillingham, Vermont: Frelinghuy-seNew Jersey, and McLean, Connecticut, all republicans.
McLean Breaks Tic.
On the vote for the McCumber
measure Senator McLean broke the
tie that had existed among trie ten
republicans of the committee as
Besides
between two proposals.
Mr. McLean, those supporting the
amended house bill were McCumber, North Dakota; La Follotte,
Wisconsin; Watson, Indiana; Curtis, Kansas, and Sutherland. West
Virginia, all republicans, and SimWalsh,
mons, North Carolina;
Massachusetts, and Gerry. Uliode
Island, democrats.
Senator Simmons, ranking minority member of the committee,
said the democrats supported tho
McCumber plun not because they
favored it but to obtain quick action on bonus legislation.
May Xot Suit Harding.
Neither President
Harding s
views with respect to the bonus nor
methods of financing tho legislation entered into committee discussion, senators said. Leading
proponents of the McCumber plan
expressed tha belief that this plan
would prove not unacceptable to
the executive since It called for no
heavy expenditures during the next
three years that would require
(Continued on Page Two.
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DIVORCE VALID

CAPTAIN CUTTLE
ENGLAND

'5

PROBE OF WAR
Strange Laundry Initials Start
CASES
Love Row; Red Flannels Lost 'GRAFT'

RACING CLASSIC
Colt of Lord
Woolavington Also Pulls
Down a Purse Estimated

Three-Year-O-

.

ld

at $100,000.
Associated Press.) England's great
nine
classic, t.ne oeruy, mm
a stake estimated at $100,000, fell
d
to Captain Cuttle, the
colt of Lord Woolavington,
y
Sir James Buchanan),
(former-today. The winner was piloted by
the veteran English Jockey, Steve
rirnnDrliii
whn wrested the rich
prize for the fourth time from a
field of thirty of the llnest
Although
in training.
tho odds were ten to one against
he
Cuttle,galloped home
Captain
eight lengths ahead of the favorites,
Pondoland and St. Louis, covering
tho distance in two minutes thirty-fou- r
second, which
and three-fifth- s
while faster than the derby has
been run in the last three years.
,iia lit. la hni't nf the record.
Viscount Astor's Tamar finished
second, and B. Walker's uraignan-gowe- r,
third. Sol Joel's Pondoland.
which had ruled a favorite for
some weeks, mad a poor showing.
A tumult of distress arose from the
stands when It was seen that he wa3
not even in' the money.
It was tna 139th annual running
of England's historic race over the
famous grass course near London.
An epic event, it was the all absorbing topic of the day, overIrish
shadowing even the criticalbrilliant
situation. The weather was
sun
The
hot.
but insufferably
shone down with remorseless intensity upon the sweltering
of 100,000 people, prostrating scores.
The king and queen, the Duke of
and
Connaught. Viscount lasccllesthose
Princess Mary were among
who witnessed the race.
three-year-ol-

i

COURT DECIDES

BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY.
Washington, May 31. The house
bill authorising a loan of $5,000,000
to Liberia as urged by the administration, was reported favorably
today by the senate finance

n

'

Was-son-

(

MURPHY RICHER

lEIAIRPLAi

RAXDITS STEAL PAYROLL.
New Tork, May 31. Seven auto
mobile bandits today held rip tnree
men in an automobile at Long Is
land City and robbed them of a
$15,000 pay roll belonging lo n. n.
Mallinson and company, New York
Silk dealers.

S. Attorney Gordon

IDE

T

THROUGH UNCHARTED AIR SEAS
IN THIRTEENTH NATIONAL RACE
But
Thirteen Pilots Make Their
StartMiles
the
From
One Descends Four
ing Point; Qne of the Naval Bags Filled
With Helium Is a
Get-Awa- y,

Non-contesta-

nt.

EX CONVICT

30,000

BY

FALLSTO EARTH

AS

RESULT OF RACE

North Carolinan Meets Death Is Presented With Checks
for ; His Winnings at a
OnDay of His Graduation
PhoDrivers' Banquet Given at
From Lanqley Field
Indianapolis.
tographic School. ,

FIJCE

search warrants, tonight continued

search of Lincoln for Fred REPORTED
DaughertyWill Not Divulge their
Brown, former convict, wanted in

Information
During the Omaha
women
Deliberations of the In- chained,
of that
quisitorial Body.
Sunday.

B? Tlia AnorlulFd I'm,.)
Washington, May 31 (l.y the Associated Press). Investigation ot
war frauds oases bethe
gan today before a special federal
grand jury when United States Attorney Peyton Gordon presented,
as the first of tho government's
scries of cases dealing with wartime contracts, that involving disposal of surplus lumber by the
quartermaster corps of the United
States army.
Without a recess Intervening, the
under a. regrand jury empaneled sat
for four
cent act of congress,
hours, the deliberations being accompanied by secrecy usually surrounding such proceedings.
Extraordinary precautions were
taken to prevent leaks. Attorney
General Daugherty announced that
at no time during the progress of
the grand jury investigation woul.1
ho divulge information concerning
its activities nor tho names of the
One of the acts
cases presented.
was to subpoenae all available
papers and records bearing on the
lumber cases.
Conferences Held.
issued from
An announcement
the attorney general's office late
in tho day disclosed that lie had
conferred with Chairman Graham
ot the house committee which
conducted the inquiry into war expenditures and that he "also bail a
conference with
of Illinois in connrctton with
the cases."
"The department Is not ready at
this time to make any further announcement in this connection,"
the statement added.
Charles S.
Former Senator
Thomas of Colorado, a. democrat
whose appointment as special assistant to the attorney general was
announced earlier in the week,
took the oath of office and entered
upon his duties today. It was said
his duties would be "largely that
ot review ot cases."
Tho department's statement said
that Mr. Daugherty would occupy
an office in the land office and
for
forty rooms would be requiredwhich
quarters for the "legal force
will bo employed on these cases."
"Witnesses in these cases," said
the statement, "are not only scat
tered all over the United States but
many ot them have gone to foreign
The department has
countries.
found it necessary to arrange to
have certain witnesses come to
Washington from Argentine and
Brazil."

three
spectacular,
Following
escapes ot the man believed to be
of the
trace
Brown here yesterday,
fugitive was lost late last night
after John Ryan ;ul reported to
police that a man answering
Brown's
description had spent
more than an hour in his room,
eating and resting while officers
searched for him almost under the
windows of Ryan's room.
Lincoln tonight had been divid
ed into four zones In eacli of which
a squad of police anil sheriffs
deputies searched systematically. or
In addition to the abduction
the two women, the imprisonment
of a man who attempted their rescue, the wrecking of two stolen
cars used in his flight from Omaha,
Brown Is also wanted to explain
the caches of jewelry, fire arms.
ammunition and niitomobilo accessories found in tho Lima ha shack
and buried In the ground near it.

LIA1S
SENATE

AGIST

REVOLT

REPORT

REPARATIONS

600-mi-

-

h

....

Duty on Electric Light Bulbs
Plays a Prominent Part
in the More Than Two
Hours' Debate.
(By Tti
WntiViivitrtrm.

Aoclatril

REVOLT IS

"NOT SERIOUS," SAYS

for the nhdurtion of two
whom he held, heavily
in a shack on tho outskirts
city Saturday night and

n

'"

eighty-sevent-

MONEY

HERE, DECLARES

Pre-

TOBIN IS Sl'SPENDF.n.
Sr. Louis, May 31. Rightficlder
ot the St. Louis merlcana
Tobin
(By Tli Asnt'fl.ilfd !'rn.)
(Bj Tba Amnclntril
was given notice of an indefinite
31.
ill- W
lnd
031.
May
Indianapolis,
Ya.,
Richmond)
May
suspension this afternoon by Umiam A. Sydnor. of North Carolina, Jimmy Murphy ot Los Angcle, pire "Brick" Owens, resulting from
OF
who was graduated this morning Cal., is approximately J30.000 rich- an altercation during yesterday's
from the Langley Field photograph er tonight bs a result ot winning content with the Detroit Tigers.
Pitcher Shocker, who was ordered
c school, was killed late today while the tenth annual
internaover his uncle's farm four tional sweepstakes automobile race out of the game with Tobin, wa3
j
Llovd Georoe Praises the flying
not mentioned by Owens.
miles from here, his single-sea- t
army plane going into a nose dive at the Indianapolis motor speedGerman Attitude Toward nnd
He was presented
SIRS. MALLORV DEFEATED.
yesterday.
bursting into flames whenwasit way
with checks for his winnings at the
Chlswick, May 31 (by the AssoThe Identification
the Commission, in a crashed.
ciated
drivers'
Press.) Mrs. Beamish, a
Murphy
a
made by the uncle through
"banquet tonight.
ring
set a new world's record for SOU British player, today defeated Mrs.
on Sydnor's finger..Speech in House.
miles, his average being a little Molla Bjurstedt Mallory, American
better
than 94 miles an hour. woman tennis champion, in the
Annrlntcd
Tho
By
CHICAGO MERCHANT
Pre.)
Twenty thousand dollars of hiu third round of the women's singles
London, May 31 (by the Assowas for first place, and for the Middlesex championship.
DIES AT PASADENA winnings
ciated Press). With Germany
the remainder lap money and pres- The score was
Premier Lloyd George had
ents
from
accessory companies.
planned to make a brief statement
MYERS GETS DECISION.
(Bf The Associated Pre.)
A second cbeck of tho records
on reparations in the house of com31. The death of showed that three others besides
Chicago,
Pocatello, Idaho, May 31. Spug
May
but when
mons this afternoon
a deAdolphus Clay Bartlett, merchant Murphy held the lead at various Myers, of Pocatello, was given
John Robert Clynes labor member, and
in times in yesterday's long run. Leor. cision of Abie Mishkind, ot Salt
of
Chicago,
philanthropist
attributed
debate
and
the
at the end
opened
took the lead at the seventy-fift- h Lake City, here tonighttwelve-round
the present difficulties to tho gov- Pasadena, Calif., yesterday, closed Duray Jap
of their scheduled
in
to
drew
when
Murphy
ernment's election pledges of 1918, the career of one of the elty's'pio-nee- r the pits. He was ousted, however, bout. The men are junior
into
launched
who
business
the prime minister
men, a man
Harry Hart;: on the next lap.
a lengthy defense nf the repara- brought himself to prominence bv
Harts htld the , lead until the
tions commission and the treaty of from a position as office boy.
lap, when Peter do
Mr. Bartlett was born in Strat- eighty-fourt- h
Versailles.
DO YOU LIVE
Paolo took it for several turns
Whatever lack of balance was ford, N. Y.; In 1844. He quit around
course.
Hartz Bpurted
the
the school at 16. clerking for a year in
of
A BUG HOUSE?
evident In the working
J
In the
a country store
and teaching' school to the front dgalnhold
treaty, and likewise tho workings
the
until
it
and
lap
asho
a
year.
of the league of nations,
lap.
Even the most careful houseWhen he came to , Chicago his one hundred and twenty-firs- t
serted, was due to the absence of
driving at a paco better
keeper is likely at times to
tho United States, who, having no first Job was that of, office bov in Murphy,
100
miles
an
than
trouble with some ot the
forged
hour,
have
claims with respect to reparations, ths firm of which he later became ahead at this
numerous household pests such
point and was not
was friendly to France, Italy, Great the head.
headed
as ants, bedbugs, cockroaches,
again.
Britain and Germany and was con- Mr.Aside from his business activities,
fleas, flics, moths, rats and
Bartlett was a director in two
cerned in seeing that reparations
mice.
banks
TO
ahd
the .art institute and DAUGHTER IS BORN
were not given to extremes, to upIn spite of all precautions
trustee of the University of Chicaset tho balance of world trade.
FORMER EMPRESS ZITA these unwelcoma visitors frego and Belolt college. He was the
Xo Cause for Disagreement.
donor
of Bartlett gymnasium at
quently get into a house and
Mr. Lloyd George praised the
Immediate action must be taken
- (By The Associate PrM.)
German attitude toward the repa- the University of Chicagor
toward their extermination.
Burial will be held in Chicago on
Madrid, May 31 (by the Assocrations commission and indicated
'
Poisoning, trapping, fumigatiated Press.) A daughter was born
that so long as Bhe was not defiant June 6.
ing, and the use ot repellents
this morning to former Kmpress
Germany could count on Britain's
some of tho methods emAl.are
INTEREST
of
RATE
Zita
of
King
REDUCED.
sympathy and understanding
ployed. But great care tnust
May 31. Reduc- fonso, as soon as he received the
the difficulties involved in meeting tionWashington,
taken
because some of tho
be
In the rate of interest charged news, went to the palace at Pardo,
the treaty conditions. He declared,
farmers by- - federal - land banks in the suburbs of Madrid, where the most effective ways of destroyhowever, that there was no cause from
t per cent to 5H per cent, efhad been residing since ing these troublesome creatures
for disagreement between France
the Island are dangerous to human beings.
and England, for should Germany fective tomorrow, was announced her return recentlythefrom
Tho
government
popular
late Emperor
refuse to attempt to fulfill the today by Commissioner 'XoBdell of of Madeira after
Made
booklet "Housecleaning
farm
the
exile
Britloan board.'
Charles died in
early in April.
commission's prop rjils, Great
In
to telling
addition
Easier,"
of
side
ain's play would be at the
the housewife how to keep her
the Versailles signatories, despite
premises clean and orderly all
which are
the
ths year round, contains full
'
being made.
instructions Sot eliminating all
Great Britain believed In the trahousehold pests. .
ditional policy of moderation and
This Is a free government
fulfillment, continued the Pr"?
publication arid our Washington
minister jmd he gave warning that
Information Bureau will secure
The change in ownership of the ' Albuquerque
Isolated action on the part of any
a copy for any reader who fills
one of the allies would be disasr
out
direcand mails the coupon benew
The
trous to the entente between them. Morning Journal ha been completed.
low, enclosing two cents In
after
"It Is the policy pursued when
.
tion begins with this issue.
stamps for return postage. Be
toward France,
Waterloo
sure your name and address
Prussia nnd Russia and tho other
the
Journal
in
the
is
that
There
are
truth
written plainly.
no
report
that France be
victors urged
me.
trampled," said Mr.In Lloyd George.
sold
was
was
me.
It
bought by
by
FREDERIC 3. RASKIN,
that day re"The government
Director.
will
It
fused to countenance such a policy;
It
for
was
not
,
purposes.,
political
acquired
course.
The Albuquerque Journal Inwe are pursuinT the same
she
if
Is
formation Bureau. Washingdefiant,
be independent in policy, bound to no man or group of
But if Germany
ton, D. C:
should say 'this treaty we decline
' "
men. enclose herewith two cents
to carry out,' it would be different.
In stamps for return postage
A German policy of
is
; The
to
its
Immediate
ot
behind
further,
purchase
would bo a policy
purpose
"Preparation of Vegetables."
g
on a free copy of the
.
disaster.
through constructive policies, the greatest possible good
Booklet.
"It Is not a question of France
if there Is defiance
acting
for Albuquerque and New Mexico.' It will be operated
. i alone,
Vn
, ni- - t.aatv
r
Name
to
the
treaty, which the as a purely good newspaper for all the people of the
signatories
Street
houBe of commons ratineo. wb ro
committed to it. In spite 'of all
'v
..
".
state.
city . .
Kt ill
Shall
n.lafiriHAinntnttnnl
M. WEIL.
stand for tho policy of moderation
SIDNEY
State ...
'
I
and luiiuimeni,

OF

IG

ARCHING

sents First One Involving

-

12 GIGANTIC BALLOONS SAILING

FR

MEXICO IS

Fred Brown Is Alleged to
CHIEF
Have Abducted Two Women and Held Them
Disposal of Surplus LumRequest for a Loan Forms
in a Shack.
Chained
the
Army.
ber by
No Part of the Republic's
(Ht The Aminrliiti1 Pre"i)
Is
Financial
precautioTsTtaken
Program,
Lincoln, Neb., May 31. Kitty ofcity, county and
Claim of Do la Huerta.
TO PREVENT LEAKS ficers representing
state, all armed and carrying
U.

a uivorco ii l
Moore was sustained 1, .tf$ Aen
n V af
the Nevada supremefirmed the order ot V
Judge
Service
Frank r. Langan qu
V
In
of summons
the
brought
r to set
by Attorney General-- .
aside the decree granted tiie movie
star.
The divorce of Mary Pickford,
motion pietuio star, from Owen
Moore, also a screen favorite at
Minden, Nev., March 20, 1920,
an action by tho state for
the dissolution of the decree on
the grounds that Miss Pickford's
residence in the slate had not covered the. Jieriod required by law.
Tho district court, in which the divorce was granted was asked to
review its decision and reverse
itself, but held that the action had
been regular In every particular
and that the decree should stand.
Attorney General Fowler then
appealed to the state supreme court,
charging that the divorce was obtained through "fraud and collusion" on tho part of Miss Pickford,
and holding that the Minden couri
had no Jurisdiction.
The defense answered that the
state was not an aggrieved party
and therefore had no authority un
Mrs. Don U. W
der the Nevada law to prosecute.
the action. Arguments were heard
the contents of the hamper. They
(By Central Press.)
here January SO.
Chicago, May 31. The mystery did.
Miss Pickford married Douglas of the laundry or who saw "ye olde
"D'Ja ever find any red flannel
Fairbanks'. also a motion picture red flannels."
's
underwear in tho hamper?"
notable, two weeks after her
That's what's gumming up the
attorney asked.
The maids looked surprised much
Wasson matrimonial
difficulties
as though they didn't believe such
here.
MARY SAYS SHF, IS
Mrs. Don U. Wasson brought suit thing as "ye olde red
flunnels"
"VEItV, VFJIY HAITI" for separate maintenance charging existed in this flapper age. They
was found in a denied seeing anything that resem- her
husband
that
San Francisco, May 31. "I am hotel with another woman whom. ibled such.
Wasson'a attorney refused to revery, very happy, moro happy than she claims, is her double.
I can express," said Mary Pickford
Wasson flatly denies this charge veal what has brought the prido of
ot
when informed of the decision
and makes several countercha gs. the hod carriers into tho case.
the Nevada supreme court uphold- That's where tho mystery enteris.
"Wait, it'll all come out," was
Moore,
Owen
from
divorce
her
ing
Says Wasson:
"My initial: are his comment.
So now the sprightly and ultraaccording to her counsel, Gavin D. U. W. That's plainly evident.
McNab, who telephoned tho news Now how could a man'a handker modern citizons ot this bristling
to her in Los Angeles.
chiefs get in my house laundry village are wondering, waiting and
hamper with the Initial ,E. H. watching to see who wears "red
NOC1ALF.S GETS CONVENTION. on them?"
flannels" and who was careless
SI.
The
He called In former maids at the enough to leave his venerable suit
Nogales, Ariz., May
1923 convention of the Arizona di- Wasson home to testify .regarding in the Wasson laundry hamper.
vision of the National Federation
of Postoffioe Clerks will be held in
Postmaster
Charles
Nogales.
Keatty announced today that No- AVIATOR KILLED
gales w'aiomosen by a unanimous
vote yesterday ot the annual convention held In Tucson yesterday.

FAVORS FOLIC!

OFFICERS

ARES

FEDERAL JURY

Nevada Supreme Court Affirms Order of the D'
trict Judge Quashing- .vice of Summons.

-
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BEGINS BEFORE

.

EDITION
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Single Copies fio
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Thr Amoriated Trrw.)

Newj York, May 31. l or the
first time since the date of issue all Liberty bonds today
sold at par or better.
Heavy
trading in Liberty bonds at
highest prices and transactions
embracing several lots of
were tho outstanding
features of tho bond market.
Continued ease -- of money
and investment buying by individuals and corporations 1n
anticipation of June interest
and dividend disbursements,
gave stimulus to the day's extensive purchases of these war
flotations.
Maximum and minimum
quotations of these bonds so
far this year afford interesting
The high of
comparisons.
$100.06 for 3H's compared
with a low of $94.48; the first
sold as low is
4's of 1932-4- 7
J98.10 and as high as $100.10:
the second 414's of 1927-4- 3
ranged from $95.80 to $t00;
the third 4,i's of 1928 from$90.82 to $100.04 and the coupon fourth 4 '4's in which
dealings often have been very
large, rose from $95.72 to
$100.04.
At the low quotations of last
year most of these bonds were
yielding from 5 to almost 6
per cent. On the present basis
of values the SH's net exactly
Z'i, per cent and tho 4's and
4ii's from 4 to 4 3 per cent.
In fine, predictions of treasury
officials made early In the
year that all of Uncle Sam's
war flotations would reach par
or better have been fulfilled.
(II

MARY PIC

1,

CITY

Trend

Mnv It
There was
tonight in the senate re- -

a revolt
pubilcan ranks agalnt tho finance;
committee recommendations to im
poso a duty of 70 per cent acl valorem on clccti-ilight tiulls and
other illuminating glassware. An
amendment by Senator Jones,
democrat, New Mexico, to substitute a 40 per cent rate, was defeat
ed Si to DO.
Fourteen republicans supported
(he Jones amendment.
Tluy were
Borah, Capper, Cummins, Kellogg,
Keyes, Ladd, LaFollette. Lenroot,
McNary. Newberry, rvortiecK, jn orTwo
ris, Sterling and Townsend. Itans-uell
Broussard and
democrats
voted agulnst the amendment,
Without a roll call tho senate
approved a rate ot tti per cent ad
valorem on household glassware,
blown or partly blown in the mould,
and a duty of 50 per cent on such
glassware wiren presscu aim um-uiished.
Senator .Tones, first sought to
make the rate on bulbs and other
40 tier cent.
in,.
but that amendment was rejected.
'11 to 29.
Thirteen repuoiicans unu
tha fourteen democrats present
supported it.
A letter written to senator
TTniioito
Wisconsin, by
Samuel Cntermeyer, counsel for the
Lockwood investigating committee
in New York, wlilcn was rcuu m
the senate last week by Senator
and which alleged control
ot tho electric bulb situation by the
played a
General Electric company,
n
!.,.. r.qt In the mnt-- than
two hours' debate on this subject.
icu me oppoSenator Jones,
sition forces, pointed out that clec-- i
h. ti!,i hpnn dealt with sep
house bill and hud
arately ain tho ot
3J per mm
rate
carried
there had been "some
charged thathandiwork"
In the revery deft
paragraph
writing ot the glassware
in tho senate bill.
of the tariri
This paragraph
hoM awnv today and to
the time that the
night throughout
sen-latariff measure was before the
Senator Jones sought to have
on
laboratory
the 75 per cent rate
recommended
by the
glassware
Icommittee reduced to 45 per cent
but his,n amendment was rejected
L.
i.
McCumber, republican,
Senator
. i. r.
in rhiiriro nf the bill.
'and Senators Krelinghuyscn, of New
oi
Jcrsev, and Sutncriana,
Virginia, defended the committee
which ranged
rates on glassware cent.
from DO to 75 per

Declines to Discuss the Details or Plans Forming tho
Basis of the Conferences
in Nev York,
(Br The A.kocIii'kI

I

MOTE

TO

BETAKEN AMONG
RAIL EMPLOYES

itin-,i.i-

te

rrcn.l

New Tork, May 31. Mexico
not seeking new money for her
financial
rehabilitation In the
I'nited States, Adolfo de la Huerta.
Mexican minister of finance, told
newspaper men today In a brief
discussion on the forthcoming international conference on the adjustment nf the Mexican national
debt. A request for a loan, he said,
forms no part of her financial program here.
Senor de la Huerta explained
that he came here soJcly to confer
with the international committee
of bankers on Mexico and that his
visit had no especial status Insofar
as the American government was
concerned.
Thomas .W. Lamont,
acting
chairman of the international committee, who returned from Europe
yesterday with a delegation of the
French and British groups, called
on Senor de la Huerta this morning and paid his respects. Walter
C. Teagle, president of the Standard Oil Company ot New Jersey,
and head of a committee of oil
men, which has been in conference
with Mexican government officials
on the subject, of oil taxes, also
called on the Mexican minister.
Senor de la Huerta, who looked
pale and ill, told newspaper men
that reports of his illness were
greatly exaggerated.
Tho Mexican minister declared
that the success ot tho conference
relied to a great extent on the
and
secrecy of the negotiations
that he therefore could not discuss
the financial details or the plans
forming the basis of the conversations. He was emphatic, however.
In the assertion that the reported
revolt In Mexico would not affci-- t
the situation here. The trouble
there, he said was "not serious."
The first full meeting of tho
conference will be held at 11
'
o'clock Friday niorninz.

(Bt The .'.oclnlfrt PrM.
Detroit, Mich., May 31 (bv ths
Associated Press). Grand officers
Brotherhood ot
United
of the
Maintenance of Way Employes and
Ttnilway Shop laborers spent today perfecting plans for a strike
vote among the 478.001) members
of the organization throughout the
United States, and approximately
n
men. who would
75,000
be affected bv a walkout.
K. F. Grable. grand president of
the organization, today reiterated
his belief that other railroad brotherhoods in addition to his own
would send out strike ballots.
A check of the official ruling ot
the railroad labor board with figures published in newspaper accounts of the decision, made by the
executive council today, showed
the two to be Identical in the main,
Mr. Grable announced.
non-unio-

LKWIS BF.TAIXS T1TI.F..
Muskogee. Okla., May 31. Ed
his
"Strangler'' Iwis retained 'here
wrestling championship title
Grando-vich
tonight by throwing John
Both were
in straight falls.
the result of the application of th4
head lock, the first coming In
minutes and the second In 1
1

.

'
IATEO PRESS.)
tho air. but the sky pilgrimage ror
one, Roy Donaldson, of Springfield,
111., ended almost as soon as it began. His bag was unable to hold
its gas and when Donaldson saw
himself headed into Lake Michigan
he came to earth at Bay View, in
the sputheast section of the city
The
after a four-mijourney.
landing was made within a few
hundred feet of tho lake.
11 Are Contestants.
Of tho twelve participants soarthe air, only eleven
through
ing
are contestants, for one of the naval
bags, filled with helium and carrying a recently invented radio device,
I is
The
flying as a
greater lifting power of the non
Inflammable helium mado it unfair for" this bag to compete 'with
FOKECAST.
the others, so It is making ths JourDenver, Colo., May
experimental purMexico: Unsettled Thursday and ney purely
poses.
Friday; probably showers north and
The balloons were started on
east portions; warmer Friday.
Arizona:
Generally fair Thurs- their wav bv a custy wind which
carried
day and Friday; not much change oast.. them rapldy
weather
reports
Special
In temperature.
showed, however, that as soon as
feet
an
to
altitude
6,000
of 3,000
LOCAL REPORT.
was reached tne big bags would be
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
fnto a northeasterly direchours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, shifted
tion by a steady southwest wind.
recorded by the university:
All of the pilots planned to take
64
Highest temperature
62 advantage of this sir current, which
Lowest
12 would carry them Into northeastern
Bang ,
w..,,.'...
68 United States or southeastern CanMean
ada, provided they successfully ne8
63
m
a.
Humidity at
78 gotiated ths Great Lakes, looked
Humidity at 6 p. m
as the greatest
.30 on by tha pilots
Precipitation
64 peril of the hazardous flight.
Wind velocity
Virtually nothing was known
Tiirei-tloKast
of wind
ou Jfags Two.)
Cloudy
Character ' of day,..

IBS THIS ASSOC
Milwaukee, Wis., May SI (by the
Associated Press.) Twelve gigantic
gas bags tonight were sailing
through endless unchartered areas
of the upper air as participants in
the thirteenth annual balloon race
which started hero this afternoon
and ends for each navigator whenever and wherever It becomes necessary to return to earth.
.Thirteen pilots took balloons Into

le
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EXPENDITURES IN CAMPAIGN III
KEYSTONE STATE ATTACKED BY

Austria-Hungary-

SENATOR HARRISON, DEMOCRAT
Make Those of the Michigan Campaign Seem
Insignificant, He Declares; Pinchot's Statement shows He Spent $117,000 in the Re-

PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT
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cent Gubernatorial Primary.

(BV THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
elec- Washington,' May 81. Expend! travagant use of money In
lures In the campaign for the re- - tlons."
The Mississippi senator added
publican gubernatorial nomination that with Mr. Plnchot admitting an
In Pennsylvania were attacked by expenditure of $117,000 and with
Senator, Harrison, democrat, Mis- Former Senator Beverldge, nomiNew, resissippi, in the senate today as a nated to succeed Senator no
stateIndiana, filing
"second edition" of the Newberry publican, was
to
that
believe
he
ment,
ready
In
case in Michigan. Expenditures
"the
progressives" were
asas willing to pollute elections with
Pennsylvania, Senator Harrison
serted, made those ot the Michigan money as the "reactionary" repubseem
licans.
insignificant.
campaign
The statement, filed by Glfford
Senator King, democrat, Utah,
Plnchot, the successful candidate, Interrupted to ask why Mr. Harshowing a total of $117,000 spent, rison described Mr. Plnchot and
y
Mr. Beverldge as progressives. Mr.
read like the testimony In tho
trial, Mr. Harrison said, and Harrison replied he called them
progressives."
Inquired whether the republlcana
did not feci that their notion in
"Oh, I see," returned Mr. King,
near beer
not
like
are
"thev
had
Senator
Newberry
seating
I
given the seal of appiovul to "cx- - of one per cent or such a matter,"

'

New-berr-

"so-call-

one-ha-

lf
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MONEY CHARGES
Mrs. McCormick Begins a
Battle to Preventthe Marriage of Her Daughter to
Riding Master.
(By The Aiawlaled rraae.)
ChicaKo, .May 31 (by the Associated Press.) A determined battle

"to prevent the marriage ot Mathilda
heir to
'McCormick, prospective
millions, to Max Oser, Swiss riding,'rnaster, was begun In court today
by Mrs. Edith Rockefeller McCor-jnlcthe
girl's mother
nnd divorced wife of Harold F. McCormick, millionaire head of the
'International Harvester company.
.'. Asking
restraining order from
; Jirobate court to prevent the marri-ugMrs, McCormick declared that
because of her "tender age" Miss
Mathilde might "become the subintrigues
ject of machinations andShe
added
of designing persons.1'
"that Oser being a poor man,
the marriage "primarily" because he believed "in so doing he
;will secure large sums of money
end financial, gain."
Tho motion was mads In Mrs.
'.McCorniick's answer to the application of her daughter for appointment of Mr. McCormick as her legal
law,
guardian. Under the Swiss
consent of the guardian or both
parents of a minor is necessary for

-

k,

e,

:

J

;

marriage.

Declines To Grant Order.

,

however,
Judge Henry I.. Horner,
a

declined to gratit even

marriage to Mm might involve her
and intrigues."
Disparity In Age,
was
declared by the answer
Oser
to be 27 ',3 years older than his
young fiancee, "a disparity In age
which renders a marriage between
them undesirable for reasons other
and more serious even than the
diversities of taste and outlook
which must follow such differences
in ages." He also was declared to
be "without sufficient funds of his
and
own to adequately maintain
support' Mathilde. if he married
her.
Attorney Cassel announced the
petition for injunction as an "unusual and unheard of proceeding."
He argued that Mrs. McCormick
admitted her former husband was
a fit and proper person to act as
consent
guardian, vet declined to reasons.
without "giving sufficient
He declared that without proper
evidence of unfitness there was
nothing for the court to do but
grant the request for appointment
of Mr. McCormick.
"Th ouestlon of marriage and
similar personal relations is not in
the same category with education
no
nr other more legal matters,
court
clared Mr. Cassel. "This
the
with
to
not
interfere
ought
guardian except under very grave
circumstances.
Grave Circumstance.
'
"These are grave circumstances,
Cutting.
Attorney
Interrupted
"This girl will lose her American
citizenship. This girl Is also the
heir to millions and that is believed to Influence Oser."
Mr. Cassel Interjected a remark
that it was "the first time he knew
ot that poverty was made an objection in a case like this."
"tTorn In America." he added,
"we believe it is a commendable
fViimr fne n.
welthv woman . to
marry a poor man. Citizenship and
poverty surely are no objections.
"Only the gravest circumstances
should' be a reason for granting
this motion."
Agrees Unalterably.
he
Judge Horner stated that
state-me"agreed unalterably" to that such
and added that unless
grave circumstances did arise, he
would take no action.
w
stated that the petition
should not have been presented in
the reply of Mrs. McCormick to
Mathllde's original application, dui
should be made in a separate mo
tion, which he set to De neara
June 3. meanwhile directing bethat
is
the letters of guardianship
sued to Mr. McCormick.
in "machinations

EYE IS

USER'S

temporary

continued
restraining order, but
the hearing of the motion until
.June 3, meanwhile ordering that
letters of guardianship be drawn
up for Harold F. McCormick under

bonds of 120,000. Mr. McCorniick's
counsel, Edwin H.vCassell, agreed,
however, that the guardian's consent to his ward's marriage would
not be given before the hearing.
Charles S. Cutting, attorney for
Mrs. McCormick, indicated that he
would use every legal means to
.Mock consent ot the international
the grandmarriage by whichD. Rockefeller
of John
daughter
Would become the bride of the former cavalry officer, who was her
'.riding master for many years during her residence In Switzerland.
Neither Mrs. McCormick, Miss
Mathilde nor her father were In
rVnirt.
Judgo Horner read Mrs.
:McCormick's answer carefully.
i
Points In Pntillon.
Tf
t nn hrieflv these colnts:
u That Mathilde is a minor child,
her seventeenth
having reached
last month.
birthday only McCormick
believes
That Mrs.
,.hat the "sole object" of seeking
of
a
"guardian" Is to
isppointment to
give his consent,
tiermit him
pursuant to the requirements Ma-of
fiwis law. to the marriage of Max
thilde McCormick and "one
Oter. a ritizen of the confederation
Switzerlnnd, and not an American citizen."
That Mrs. McCormick does not
approve ot tho contemplated mar
riftffe.
' Objections to Oser were listed as
Tils age, bis Swiss citizenship, that
n
.be Is "without a regular sun
Income" and that Mathllde's
"

;
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12 GIGANTIC GAS BAGS
ARE SAILING THROUGH
UNCHARTED AIR SEAS
(Continued from Page One.)
here of five of the bags after they
left, for thev shot almost straight
up into the clouds, which hung
within BOO feet of the ground, and
thousand
Twenty
disappeared.
persons, barred from the park for
fear of accidents and gathered on
house tops and streets outside, saw
the bags suddenly become invisible.
These balloons were the army bags
of
piloted by MaJ. Oscar Westover
nn.ViltiM T.Inf .lames T. NeelV
helium
the
California,
of Ross field,
filled naval bag commanaea oy
t,
Ueut. Com. J. I. Norfleet of
N. J., and the civilian entries
of Ralph
Vpson ot Detroit and
Bernard von Hoffman of St. Louis,
Lake-hurs-

Mo.

The other flyers were visible lor
some time.
Squalls, which blew up at the
start of the race, made the getaways extremely difficult.
Beautiful Getaway.
the second
Major Westover,
beautiful
starter, made the most
armv entry.
.it
loaded with life rafts in case ot alake landing, and camping equipi
ih. wiiHs nf Canada
were reached, shot almost straight
up. Within a few minutes n ao
mi) nf aierht In the clouds.
fnnn made a beautiful start
and the neat appearance of his
the army,
craft loaned a to him by With
tll6
Utm
favniHI.
His balloon, although
spectators.
civilian craft, is laoenea u. a.
In the
Commander
Norfleet,
helium filled naval bag. told a
..ni..fAntBtk-nf the Associated
Press just before he shot into the
air that he did not expeci 10 come
down for ten days. His balloon
carried almost twice as much bal
last as any other bag, besides Deing
loaded with many instruments.

Furniture

STORM SWEEPS
CURRY COUNTY
Heavy Losses in Property,
Livestock and Fruit Re
ported: Cloudburst Fol
lows in Twister's Wake.
Clovis, N. M., May 81. Heavy
livestock and
losses in property,
fruit are reported here today from
the eastern portion of Curry coun
ty, over which a terrific hail and
wind storm swept yesterday evening about 6 o'clock.
Over large areas hall Is said to
have fallen to a depth of nearly a
fnnt. The storm broke over the re
gion from the north, sweeping south
with a twister at Its neaa. Telepoles wcra
phone and telegraph
snapped off at the ground and
fence posts uproofted in Its path,
which was about- - a'half mile in
width. Trees were stripped clean
of limbs.
One family was driven to a dugout for safety when hail stones beat
shingles off the house. A cloudburst followed in the wake ot the
twister and for miles around the
prairie was standing In three or
four inches of water, while roadrivers. At
ways wore veritable
noon today large areas were still
covered with four to six Inches of
hall, looking like enow fields from
a distance.
Several ranches report losses in
The
n4 nth, livestock.
fruit crop of the storm region is a
loss.
total
Yesterday's twister Is the first
ever known In this region. The
altitude and rare atmosphere were
a
thought to preclude danger of
cyclonic variety.
K M.. May 81. There
...Gallup,
- .iirVit Aiatri.- - storm here
this morning and the weather is
threatening, but mere nas ucen
rain,

i.v..

Magdalena, N. M., May 31.
There was a light rain here this
afternoon and the indications are
that there will be more. Heavy
Magdarains have fallen west ot received
lena, according to reports
here.
0..1.k. M M M9V SI. Light
showers fell here last night. The
weather was cloudy loaay.
Silver City, N. M.. May 31. The
weather was cloudy and threaten-- i
.ii u"j
j... huf nnw rain -fell here.
his e."
Moisture is sorely needed in tins
part of the state.
Pni-tak. M.. May 31. Light
showers fell here last night The
was cool, cloudy and
weather
threatening rain today.

A good

W.tanda. N. M.. May 31.
rain fell here today.
xt ' t itov 51. A- rain
ti
.ii Jl.
AUBnciii
a
partfellot goutheastlarge
covering
.
Movinn
yesterday
evening and last night and in parts
of the territory today. The weather
ana iui
is . still threatening
A
- uio
hv. the T: DRW (Ml
rams
jiiout.n
weather station. While the rainfall
in the city was only a quarter
an inch, it was much heavier north,
south, east and west of the city.
While it did not reach the propor- tions of a general rain, yet stockih. If tie henn of erreat
value to the range. It was also or
much benefit to tne farm crops, r
peclally the thousands of acres of
Durango cotton fn the county.
Las Cruces. N. M., May 31.
iirTnu a mtlllnn rinllnrs an Inch to
the cattle and sheep ranges of
southwestern New Mexico," is the
value set by livestock men on tne
value of fifteen minutes' ot drenching rain at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon. The ranges surrounding Las
Cruces were greatly benefited by
the downpour, particularly on tho
Jornado, east of Las Cruces, where
thousands of cattlu are pastured by
V. W. Cox, Jefferson Isaacs and U
T. Turney.
reGrowers in the Mesllla valley acport that the fine hall which of
companied the first few minutes
the downpour, did not damage the
fruit or vegetables.
x--

...

--

Ve reserved a fine lot
FOOTE-REY-TOUD-

S

wood b'e'ds,
ihis last month. Twin
jbe'ds in four posters

and

iull

three-quart-

er

an'd

size bow foot beds

In walnut and

mahog-ny-

.

Prices Way Below
Some Sale Prices.
2
Strong Block
Copper at Second
M

1
SAVOY HOTEL
Opp. Santa Fe Depot

beleWeTts

been baled.

"Illiteracy is mental bondage.
Free 6.000,000 souls," is the appeal which Mrs. Josephine Corliss
Preston of Olympia, Wash., Is sending out to each of the state chairmen of the educational department of the General Federation of
Women's clubs.
i

ELMS HOTEL
304 North

Firt

St.

FINEST KOOMS 1ST THE STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AXD
COLD WATER. ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.

Transient Bates: Single, $t and $1.60; double,
With batb, single, $1.00 and $2.60; double,
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath,
per week.

May 81.

Tueumcarl,
ALFALFA MOVING OUT
were visSurrounding communities storm
last
a terrific hail
ited
OF THE PECOS VALLEY night.by In
Smith canyon, ten or
rain
a
heavy
twelve miles west,
(Special Correipondenre to The Journal.) followed the hail, taking out the
Artesia. N. M.. May 31. The al Whito bridge on the Ozark trail
falfa growers in this section of the near the FInnegan ranch, tying UP
Pecos valley are almost through tourist travel over the road until
with the harvesting of their first It is replaced.
Travelers to the
crop of alralfa hay. Hundreds of city at noon reported hail to a
carloads have been shipped by the depth of four feet still in the canArtesia Alfalfa Growers' associa yon. Quav wheat plains reported
The hail
tion in the past few weeks. Hay heavy hail and rain.
buyers have also shipped many car miesed Tueumcarl, but It has been
the
loads to the market.
day.
raining slowly during
The price received for this crop
to
ton,
$20
per
ranged from $16
Mounlalnalr, N. M., May 81.
which Is a fair price for the prod- Showers tell here last night and
uct. However, the demand is not todav. The rain was reported
as great as usual, causing a little heavier In the foothill country. The
tne growem. outlook Is good for more moisture.
uneasiness among
This is expected to be only a temporary condition of the market.
at AlbuquerThe
Manv tower hay balers are oper que wasprecipitation
.30 of an inch, according
of
miles
Artesia,
a
few
within
ating
to the register at the University of
giving employment to the many New Mexico. Taxi drivers who
school boys of the town. These arrived here last night reported
large presses can bale from eight- that a heavy rain fell over most of
ton each day. the
een to twenty-fiv- e
country between the capital
A shortage of labor is expected in
second cut- and Albuquerque.
when
the
a few weeks,
ting of the alfalfa will demand so
much attention.
The rain, which fell last week,
damaged a portion of the crop,
which had been mowed but had not

Four Persons Killed.
Vincennes, Ind., May 31. Four
persons were killed and one seriously injured when an automobile
In which they were riding was
struck by a Chicago & Eastern Illinois passenger train ten miles
south of here today.

5

M.,

$1.60 and $2.00.
$2.60 and $3.00.
$4.60 to $10.00

GRAYS 8 TO

MAN KIDNAP
toil'
HIS OWN WIFE?

SOLDIER BONUS BILL,
CAN
AMENDED, IS APPROV-B- Y
VOTE OF 9T0 4

HAIL AND WIND

N.

f

Juhe 1, 1922

KLBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Pase Two 1

4

MEMORIAL1 DAY
Eelen defeated the Albuquerque
Grays at the Belen field Tuesday
by a score of 9 to 4. Jolly, who
so far this season has had his owts
way with the batsmen, fall down
and was replaced by Salazar who
did fairly well for a frame or two
and then the Belen sluggers got to
him for five runs and he was replaced by O'Connell.
Holzman, twlrler for Belen, covered the entire nine frames and
wa backed by Kurtztnan. former
catcher for Santa Rita, whom the
Belen aggregation is said to have
signed up for the entiro season.
A return game is booked here
with Belen for June 11. The Belen
team will play at Santa Fe on Sunday and expect to take a large
crowd of rooters.
Off of the three Gray pitcher
the Bejen sluggers copped sixteen
hits while the Grays were only able
to scatter five.
Layne, Belen
shortstop, won almost constant apthe
through
plause
speedy acceptance of everything which came
within a mile of his position.

(Continued from Page One.)
either new taxes or
ny large
drafts on the treasury.
Chairman McCumbcr said that
after tho first three years the necessary funds probably could be supplied from interest on the refunded foreign debt.
As now drafted
the bill is simply a charge against
the federal treasury.
The bonus bill in certain to lead
to a long fight in the senate. The
democrats express themselves as
not at all pleased with its present
form and havo indicated that they
will have a number of amendments
to offer. Senator Snioot plans to
offer his insurance measure as a
substitute and may introduce) the
issue of the sales tax Into the

J,

r

Special Announcement

VI

,

iMiwnnn

A SALE OF CHILDREN'S DRESSES
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
GINGHAM, PERCALE AM CREPE DRESSES
Values to $2.00

bus-oan-

it

'.

DIMM , mm hi

Maximum Fair hgures
,

II

in

Districts Are An
nounced by Hoover After
Meeting With Operators.
Five

Values to $4.00

$1.98

$2.48

--

,

nr

""!

THE ECONOMIST

'

nn mm

$1.66

$1.19

prepare for a Fight.
Opponents ot a bonus in any
'
form, who include Senators Borah,
'
!- Idaho; Moses, New Hampshire;
Wadsworth, New York, republi
cans, and Williams, Mississippi, and
'v
Meyers, Montana, democrats, are
preparing for a determined fight
on the bill.
Under the bill as the senate will
receive it, the amount of compen
sation credit for veterans will be
Mrs. Irv'n L. Stair.
computed on the length of service,
less the 160 bonus paid the men at
months ago Mrs. Irvin I
Two
the time of their discharge from
the service, but would not exceed Stair, wife of the president of the
$500 for those who had only, do a er.iin company in Minnesota, ap
mestic service and $625 for those plied for a divorce from her
who saw service overseas.
Following her action, ihi
A cash hohtiB would be paid only charged later in court, Stair
to those veterans whose total credit
her. She obtained an injunctdid not exceed $50 .
ion preventing him from molesting her. Now she has asked that
he be indicted for kidnaping her,
claiming that he invaded her apart-iiien- ';
BRAKES PUT
and, at the point of a gun.
made her go 60 miles in . autc
:1 with him.
a
to
Ik
nn

I

SIZES 4 TO 14 YEARS
Values to $2.75 Values to $3.50
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Victor Records for June
SACRED

We

v
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invite
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tuneful concert and Operatic

O
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New
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DANCE SELECTIONS

'

Th Vtrrinlana
.
(Cuddle Up Bluea Fox Trot
Tha Vlrrinlana
Lovln' 4rmaHoney'a
,000,lMy
.. - a,Fox Trot
"
'es
i. " .
At
a.
tl l.
188Ki Do It Againl Fox Trot (from "French Doll") Paul Whltaman and Hla Orehaetra
Goodaees Sake")
Smith and Hi Orchestra
..... (Every Day Med. For Trot ("For
Juaanh C. Smith and Hia Orehaetra
( 6..IvlI,lM.dl.. Welti
looo)(p.
AllStar Trio and Their Orehaetra
No Use Crying Fos Trot
18888
All atar l no ana i neir urcnestra
t
ry Light on Broadway Fox Trot International Novelty Orch.
18889
Club Royal Orchestra
iLovey Dove Fox Trot (.from "The Rosa of Suunboul")
V.IUD rtoyai urcnastna
taaonlCalifornla Fox Trot
All Star Trio and Their Orehaetra
loBTO.Wno B.Hev.d in YouT Fox Trot
Paul Whltaman and Hia Orchestra
I Some Sunny Day Fox Trot
188,1 Roay
Club Royal Orchestra
Posy Fox Trot (from The Blushing Bride")

..

June
Victor
Records.

ROSENWALD'S
Phonograph Department 3d Floor

'I

a fe

er

Automobile Owners
and prospective owners will be particularly interested in the special
showing of "Endurance' the remarkable new film of the oil fields, which'
has been arranged for June 1, 2, 3.
It abounds with scenes that can not'
fail to impress anyone who has ever
experienced the thrill of pulling" out"
of a seemingly impassable mud Hole
with a trustworthy car.

;

the intimate glimpses
of the oil country, the "bringing in"
of the mighty gusher, tlie trip' across
the famous "lake of oil" and many
other interesting sidelights on tHe oil
industry, as well as the spectacular

lYou will enjoy

'dashes of the oil field se'dan.'

BE SURE TO SEE THIS PICTURE

C. H. CARNES

They Can't Beat Us

rosy-whi-

Bring

June

Duke City Cleaners

Squeeze the Juice of two lemons
into a' bottle containing three
ounces of Orchard White, which
any drug store will supply for a
few cents, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best
freckle and tan lotion, and complexion whltener.
Massage this sweetly fragrant
lemon lotion Into the face, neck,
arms and hands each day and see
how freckles and blemishos bleach
out and how clear, soft and
the skin becomes.

Journal .Want Ads

Thursday, Friday
v and Saturday

For Service, Quality and Prices

UGLT FRECKLES

ts

Results,

Phone

446. 1209 North

L U M B
GLASS
CEMENT

I

er

i.

JjjilPvin

"""iStabat

l5Slavonio Danca No. 2 (Dvorak)
Victor Concert Orehaetra I
laJtfltFeuat Walta from Kermeaee Scan (Gounod) Accordioa
Piatro;
Accordioa
of
Aire
Pletra;
Favorite
Operatic
l00"M.dley
'
VOCAL
SELECTIONS
.WW LICHT. TUNEFUL
Ollre Kllna
tnaBaby
,a
Dadmun
IA Littla Home With You
Royal
Ollr Klirw-El- sl
Baker
Indiana Lullaby (Waltz Song)
Ollva Kllna-Ela- la
Baker
Mereheta (Love Song of Old Maueo)
Peerleaa Quartet
Mammy Lou
Peerleaa Quartet
iewwtpc) M. Lip
Lay Mo Down In Dear Old DUieland
Rut I Hate to Co Home Alone (from "Tka Franck Doll") Victor Roberta
18892
victor KoMrta
Don't Feel Sorry tor Me
nenry Burr
Wik. Up Littla Girl You're Juet Dreaming
Charles Harriaoa
m vondfu! Worid After All
LITTLE SONGS FOR LITTLE CHILDREN
(1) The Bunny (2) Pretty Pussy (3) Little Chickens and Snow Birds
Bowwow-wo- w
Alice Gran
(4) The Squirrel (5) Cold Fish
18886
(1) Sing, Bluebird, Sing (2) The Butterfly (3) Robin Redbraast
Willow
Green
The
(6)
(7)
JackyFraat
(5)
Woodpecker
Pussy
(4)Ralndropa
(4) Now It Is
(1) The Wild Wind (2) The Rainbow (S) Happy Thought
Allc Gram
Th
Littla
Star
Dolly
(S)
Twinkle,
Twinkle,
Spring
() Erenlng Prayer
( 18887 (1) God Loves Me (2) A Chrlstma Lullaby (1)
Allc Green
Lr
(4) Praise Him (5) Th Child Jesus

hear

CHI

i

Amallta Caltl-Cur- cl
7474) Echo Sane (Sir Henry R. Bithop)
Emlllo da Coforaa
66046 Only to Draam You Lova Mai (Laaciali dir, tf aTajnil)
Maria Jarlta '
66057 Dio Tota Stadt Lautanlied dar Marlatta (E. W, Komcold)
7479 Lohengrin Elaaa Traum (Elaa'a Dream)
Wafrar) la Carmaa Maria Jaritaa!
E un riao aantil ('Tia a Ccatla Smile) In Italiia Giovanni Marttnelli
660(2 Zaii
66044 Jasmin Door (WaauwrlyScott)
Sophia Braalau ,
RalnaU Werranrath
66047 Moonria
o.v
4
MELODIOUS INSTRUMENTAL
Scala Orehaetra
7474! Midaummar Nlght'a Draam Wadding Marcb3 Toacanlnl-L- a
Solo
Violin
Mieeha Elman
66048 Serenade (DrdU)

to

IIIUh III

SELECTIONS

But th Lord li Mindful of Hla Own
Mm. Laulaa Hamar
Matar CuluaAnimam
(Roaaiai)
' Larobart Murphy
Matar Inlammatua (Roanni)
Lucy Iaaballa Marah and Chorus

68638 St. Paul

'

you

(Br The Anaoclated Tresf )
Shanghai, China, April 30 (Cor(Br The Aociated Prem.)
of the Associated
Washington, May 31. Maximum respondence
people, out of
fair prices for spot coal In five dis Press.) Six million
mil- of twenty-seve- n
tricts were announced tonight by alionpopulation
In the province of Hunan are
after
Hoover
Secretary
reaching starving and hundreds of thousands
agreements with committees rep- aro certain to die before
under
the
fields
those
according to estimates ot mis
resenting
there.
plan adopted in the general con sion workersthousands
have fallen,
Literally,
ference of operators from produc never
to
rise, in the fields and by
ing fields for provisioning runa the roadsides. The bodies of the
way prices on coal at the mines dead are stripped by the emaciated
survivors and the pitiful rags that
during the strike.
the corpses sold for the
It was determined that In the clothed
brass coins they may bring
fair
the
Alabama district
price few
should be 25 cents below the final with which to buy a handful of
"Oarfield scale," or a maximum of rice.
One missionary of the Augustln- 12.20 a ton to S2.60 a ton.
lan order, writing fom Yuanchow
In the Harlan and Hazard fields said:
of Kentucky, the southern Appaupon a
lachian fields of Tennessee and once'This afternoon I called
family and found
Kentucky and the Pocohontas. them prosperous
Each had a bowl of
New river. Tug river and Winding boiled eating.
and in each bowl were
gulf fields (smokeless coal districts a few grass
rice. The rice In
of
of West Virginia) tn maximum all tho grains
bowls ot the entire lamny
price was fixed at $3.50 a ton.
a
it
would
fill
not
tablespoon,
Production Costs Reduced.
breaks mv heart to see this people
Costs of production have been
with no possible help, as the
reduced In the Alabama field since dying
funds wo have received are suffitho final Garfield scale was de- cient only to aid a very limited
termined, Mr. Hoover explained. number."
The operators, he said, emphasized
In one part of the famine belt
a maximum,
that the price set was Bell
the last dreadful resort of the
below it starving,
that any one might
cannibalism is being prac
tor-mand that long contracts for coal ticed, according to Ma Ling-yare necessarily below the levels set
minister of education ut Tekin.
today.
Girl children aro being given
In the other districts, lie de- away on the mere promise that they
incosts
have
clared, production
will be fed and boys are soia hi
creased since the Garfield scale from twenty to thirty cents apiece
and that scale included contract
coal which now sells below the FROM SHADOW OF THE
new maximum. The operators arc
to absorb a reasonable selling exGALL0WSJ0 FREEDOM
pense at the new prices. Secretary
Hoover said.
(Br The Aaniristed FrMi.) 31.
Fair prices for the remaining Calgary.
Alberta, May
fields which are producing during From
tho shadow of the gallows to
tomorrow
the strike are to be fixed
Mr. freedom was the cycle completed
between
after conferences
by J. V. Gallagher.
Hoover and committees represent- today
He was charged with tne mur
were
apwhich
districts
those
ing
der of John G. Coward, who was
proached after the general meeting found dead In an automobile near
today.
Carbon, Alberta, last September.
Plan Adopted.
found guilty and
The plan adopted at the general Gallagher towas
death.
sentenced
meeting calls for agreements
Tbreo days before he was to be
Mr. Hoover and the differreprieve was granted. An
ent committees upon fair prices for hanged a court
ordered a new trial
coal at the mines at their respect- appellate
ive districts based on the Gm ficSJ on the ground mat tne judge nacia
misdirected the Jury. Yesterday
scale as modified by locnl conditions. Moral suasion will be re- second Jury acquitted him.
lied upon by Mr. Hoover to 'tcep
the agreements In force for the
duration of the strike, It was indicated.
"In the Kentucky and Tennessee
fields," Mr. Hoover said, in explanation of the price set there, ''the
last Garfield prices ranfred from
$3 a ton to $3.50 a ton, while in the
West Virginia districts the last
Garfield prices, including selling
commission, varied from $2.60 to
ff-"$3 a ton for domestic coal and 7
For Infant
3IC
from $3.85 to $4.35 per ton on ex: Invalids
AlaIn
coal.
the
bunker
and
port
bama field, the Garfield scale
NO COOKING
to
ton.
$2.83 per
varied from $2.45
lot Ail Agea.
fhe "Focd-urink- "
In the Alabama Field.
"The Alabama field," Mr. Hoov- Quick Lunch at Home OfBce,ao4
caer said, "is not running nt full
foi HORUCICS. r
of orders and Fountains. Ak
pacity due to lackIncreased
BO.O0U
can
be
production
1STAvoid Iadtations & Substitutes
to 100,000 tons per week. Therein southeastern-statesfore, consumers
together with those accessible to water borne roal in the
i
Glass-Lumbsouth Atlantic and Gulf sea boards, I Wind Shield
CO.
J. O. BAI.DRIDdE LUMBER 401.
together with inland markets us I (21
I'bone
Soutb First Street.
far as St. Louis and Kansas City
would be well advised to take this
opportunity of securing supplies."
Secretary Hoover said tho fixation of fair prices for all the producing districts probably would be
finished within the next day or
two, adding that he planned to
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
reach agreements with the various
REFRACTION
"ft
committees as rapidly as possible
10? S. Fourth.
Phono 1057-In line with his announced intention of restraining prices snd inthe
creasing production during;
strike.

GIRLS! BLEACH

Si

1, 2, 3.

Fourth

ER

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

Ideal Theater
119

West Central Ave.'

.

U. S. EMBASSY IN BERLIN NOW OCCUPIES
FORMER QUARTERS OP AUSTRIAN ENVOY
m

government

VALLEY OF RIO

find work for

a

trained vets F

NEEDS

By FREDERIC J. ' HASKIN.
Washington,
May 31. A new
kind ot employment agency is being
Most
the
government.
opened by
offices of the sort start out in busiMarcus P. Sawtelle Returns ness with a list of alluring positions
and invite Jobless men to apply for
From Trip to Valley and them. The government is beginning at the other end. It has a
Reports Loss of Area group of well trained men on its
hands, and its employment agency
As Farm District.
will try to fit them into the jobs
which are no doubt available about
Changes In tho Rio Puerco val- the country but which are Just now
ley which have reduced that once singularly elusive.
fertile area to an almost cropless
The now agency is in ln vete
waste were discovered by Marcus rans' bureau, and its efforts are to
conP. Sawtelle, Albuquerque
lie put iorui in Dennu oi me
war veterans who are being
tractor, who has Just returned
from a trip into that, region. Mr. rehabilitated under the direction
Sawtelle noticed the huge eco- of tho bureau. .....
Althouch it is more than tnree
nomic loss In the district and the
probable need for an Investigation years since the, war ended the peak
ot
reclamation
of rehabilitation has not Deen
the
by engineers
service.
reached, largely because so many
"I first went Into the ttlo Puerco of the veterans have been taking
This
region in 1K84," said Mr. Sawtelle. three and four year courses.
grad"At that time, all tho residents June several thousand will betechniwere busy farming. They were uated from universities and
raising heavy crops mora than cal schools, and will be back in the
the farmers of the Rio Grande competitive struggle of unamg On
Next June there will rewere getting, because the soil was
a. still greater number of men
richer.
alleased from the government's su"At the time I went through,
most the whole course of tho river pervision.
.
-- ... men tana
To Unto
.." .ntV1was through areas where flooding
em
was common in the spring. The pleted their training and arearo i
river was running almost on the ployed . More than iuu.vuu 318,- surface and would annually cover training now, and ultimately
been renaomiavcu.
the ground with five or six Inches 000 will have
disabled men have not
qt new soih It was like the valley Many of the
not yet
They are
training.
was
begun
of the Nile." The mam stream
their - cases are
then not over five or six feet deep. physically orable,
reason
other
some
for
"Year by year the river has been pending,
.
tin Vnfn deferred. calls itcutting down until now it Is 70
I'ha new agency, which
feet deep in places and will average
title of
it self
by the mouth fillingsection
The
30 or 40 feet in depth.
of
has been tha,t the people have the rehabilitation Division ui w.
the
exhausted themselves putting in veterans'
its
bureau has Just begun
rotten brush dams. They have lost
It has men or
their labor year by year until now taslf. vocation
on its hands, from
they aro unable to do more. They every
and farmers to stenograhave given up the fight since their dentistsand shoemakers.
To avoid
phers
dams always go out.
it announces at
misunderstanding
"The population of th country the
outset that it will not be able to
lias been reduced. There aro no
persons to find positions
help
yields from the farm lands and exceptanythe disabled war veterans
this
was
ihere
nothing planted
who have been under government
year. There is no way to plant training. That is in itselt a largo
corn and no way to irrigate. The undertaking.
v.
.
v.
land holds water well and one
The employment section has ora
would
produce
good Irrigation
establish contracts with
to
crop. The river now runs dry ganizations tnat vro in touch with
most of the year, althought It used all
angles ot the Job market. The
to carry water all the time.
civil service commission is reporta
been
here
have
who
"People
to the bureau on available polone time, like Arno Uuning, can ing
sitions
in trie government depart
remember when the farmers of ments. Already tne department ui
ten
In
that country would bring
has arranged to employ
loads ot wheat every day after tho agriculture
one young veteran who made a. reharvest. The corn from the valley markable record at an agricultural
used to be shipped to California college. This boy won prises for
for sepd.
cattle judging, he heads his class
"I believe," said Mr. Sawtelle in his studies, a.nd he is regarded
"that if the reclamation service as an expert in cotton breeding.
would look Into the situation, they
Contracts are Deing
would be able to do something Insurance companies, trade jourthere. They could probably show nals, the American Federation of
how dams could be built to divert Labor, professional societies, and
the water and permit its use for big corporations, such as the V.
Oil ,
irrigation. It is an empire of New shipping board. Standard the
Lnited
Mexico that should be producing
electric, and
wealth for this stato every .year States Steel, corporation.
'
Needed.
to
Is
Are
Where Men
and, as it
territory tributary
vetAlbuquerque, I believe that the
Employment experts of the
citizens of this city should become erans' bureau aro making a study
of the professions and trades to
interested in its improvement."
a
dctermino which are crowded,
trainpartial survey indicates inthat
PAJARITO SCHOOL IN
the
past
ing has been provided
which are bad. y
CLOSING EXERCISES . in some vocations
ttvererowded, while other Muesli)
IN WOODS YESTERDAY which trained person.-- In future
been overlooked.
have,
.v.
will cons der supply ana
o
Para-,1it11
No.
at
District school
demand in starting its disabled men
in
exercise
held its closing
on new work.
tho woods near the school house
A number or oociors aro u
yesterday. A May pole dance and list of rehabilitated men, and
no
feacrowning of the May queen
these, atleast, should have
tured the the open air program. difficulty in establishing connecand Miss tions, since small towns all over
Miss Julie Hubbell
Adole Gricgo were the teachers the country have been calling for
in charge.
doctors.
fann-....- ..
The program follows:
Considering the tieod forto learn
Ten
encouraging
it
dance
girls.
inveterans
May pole
are studying
Palm drill
Primary girls that 15.000
.
some phase ot agriculture.
English folk dance
poFourth and Fifth grade of them have, already secured
sitions which they, will enter on
Swedish folk dance
Third and Fourth grade graduation. ,A number are going
to teach agricultural suojkh
"The Swing," a song
One
and colleges.
Intermediate
grades
is going to South America as
man
and
girls
Ovpsy dance. Irge boys
"Rock-a-Bv- e
a salesman of agricultural impleBaby," song and
of farming
drill
Primary girls ments. The students
are being urged to buy land and
Crowning of Sara Kubi as May
start in business for themselves,
Queen.
School nd msnv sre planning to do so.
May pole exercises
The men who have been study
Old English minuet. .Eight BirU
ing trades are placed in union
"Night," a song
for practical experience,
Largo girls and boys shops thev
aro able to do a full
School when
song
day's work they are considered re
habilitated and given positions.
POSTMASTER WES.
A man learning a trade or bus!
folorado Springs, Colo., May 31. ness
is rehabilitated when he has
Thos. J. Standford, 61, postmasthe governments
ter in Iranltou for eight years, died a position, and
toward him ends. It
this morning in a Colorado Springs responsibility
wnen an
hospital, after a long sickness. is more difficult to say Is he a
Charles E. Liebold has been named artist Is rehabilitated.
he
when
artist
a
full
to
paints
fledged
acting postmaster, according
or
telegram from Washington tonight. his first promising picture;
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The Woman's Tonic
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RETK1T1.no

the-pure-

Make It At Home By This
Takei
Eay Process
Less Than 30 Minutes. '
Nowadays, more snd more women are doing as their mothers
did and are making their own
oap. If you have never tried it,
you will be surprise d to eee how
ea?y it la to make good snap,
soft aoap. hard soap or floating
soap,
just by. using kitchen
scraps and waste grease together
can of Merr. War Ly.
a
with
the aaf. and sure soapmaker.
In the old days when aoap was
made by the boiling process it
took nearly all day to make a
kettle ot soap. Now It la hardly
no
any work at allrequiree
boiling takes less than to minutes. Saves you money and gives

.
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SCENE

FROM

A rVCIV

SPIRIT

"THE

WIFE"
tirrine'photodrama,
spectacle and a veritable
travelogue describes "The Sheik's
Wife," a French production made
SHEIK'S

A

for-geo-

in Arabia. In
ll
by
the cast are Emmy Lynn and Marcel Vibert.
This Wonderful Picturo Show Ins
At tho Lyric Theater.
Henry-Rousse-

Hats Reduced

All

warm blooded Onrnrat love and
back of it all Is tho big theme
marthe question of inter-raciriage.
Journal Want Ads Bring Results.

to 50

3313

Austro-Hungaria-

All represented in this sale of trimmed, tailored and
Sport Hats.
There are Leghorns, Hemp, Georgette, Chip-straBraid and Milan, in colors of White, Red,
Brown, Mahogany, Periwinkle, Black and Orange.

w,

when he makes his first sale? The
government has a number of students of the arts among its proteges. One group ot men is studying at a school of Illustrating in
New York with such well known
"B' Theater Repeating again
artists as Charles Dana Gibson today "The Ordeal," with such
and Howard Chandler Christy as stars as Agnes Ayres, Conrad Nagel
their teachers. Another veteran, and CW'ence Burton in the leada Baltimore tailor, has spent two ing roles; also repeating the Burand
years studying sculpture, in which ton Holmes "Travelogue"
he has always been greatly inter- "Current Events" picture. In conested, and now ha has gone to nection with this excellent prowork in Rome. '
gram the vaudeville acts by Clyde,
All of the men whom the gov LaKue and Oresham will be shown
ernment has, undertaken to have also.
trained were unablo to return to
their old positions on a competi
LjTin Thcnter The Vitagraph's
tive basis With other men. These great
"Tho Sheik's Wife,"
veterans have not been permitted which picture,
has been the main attracto take up new lines of work in tion SX the Lyric the past couple of
which they would bo tiandicappod. days, is being repeated today for
the last time. The management is
Right Men for the Jobs'.
The bureau is trying to impress also repeating "Ship Ahoy," the
on the public the fact that it need Goldwyn-Graphl- c
comedy.
not hesitate to employ the reha
bilitated men. The government is' Pastlrao Thoator Sessue Hayanot senuing oui any
kawa, the great Japanese film star,
park gardeners. A' man who was in "Black Roses," is tho main atso badly injured a.bout the face traction at tho Pastime
today; also
that he is at a disadvantage In presenting a Sunshine comedy,
"A
to
not
is
trained
meeting peoplo
Villian."
On tho Perfect
be a traveling salesman.
other hand the loss of a leg does "BLACK ROSES" IS A
not affect the work of a draftsDRAMATIC PHOTOPLAY:
man and a disfigured face Is not
STARRING HAYAKAWA
a handicap to a stock breeder.
The disabilities of the men aro
Suppose you'had been made to
of all kinds and degrees, from the suffer for a crime you had ne.ver
loss ot members or faculties to committed.
Suppose your wife
chronlo
bronchitis
and asthma, were stolen from you, and you were
has been left to spend your entire lifetime
and special attention
given to finding them suitable in prison. Would you try to escape,
and congenial vocations.
to reap vengeance upon those who
The employment section is dis- had caused your suffering? Perbut Sessue
so
of the fact that
haps some would not, Robertson-Coltinctly proud
e
his latest
many of ' tho bureau's trainees Hayakawa-Isuper-specihave a greater earning capacity
production,
the
at
which
opens
now than they had in their pre- "Black Roses,"
war occupations. A typical case
is that of a man who had been
a landscape gardener on a large
estate. He lost one arm and Is
now, an auditor in the government service at $1,200 more a
year lian he was earning before
the war.
The Veterans' Bureau says that
it is starting its employment serv- Free Trial of m Method That Anyone
ice with men of fine caliber.' A
Can Us Without Discomfort
report has Just come from thu
or Lose of Time
University of Florida stating that
a method for the control of Asththe average of scholarship in its maWamiliave
w vnnt wilt In trv it at nur PXDenst.
law department Is 85.5 per cent ' No muter whether
vourcaje Isof long slandfor trainees ot the Veterans' Bu inn ri recent develnnment.
wliethrr it is ores- reau, while other students av- ct. ii nay rever or cnrnnic fuinia, you
ho:'d ?nd for a free trial of o ir method.
eraged 79 per cent.
No
in what climate you live, no matter
At the Carnegie Institute ot whatmatter
your age or occupation, if you are
troubled
seventeen
with
aittlima or hav fever, our
Technology this spring
should relieve you promptly.
out of the twenty war veterans in method
We
especially want to wnd it to those
the graduation class are honor apparently
hopeless cases, where all forms of
men.
Similar records are being inhalers, douches,
opium preparations, xumes,
stumade by-- the government's
"patent smokes,'' etc., have failed. We want
to show everyone at our expense, that our
dents In .other schools.
end all difficult breathThis is attributed partly to tho methodell is derlgned toand
all those terrible
wheeling,
fact that the veterans average i!6 ing,
paroxysms.
years in age. They are more maThis free offer Is too Important to neglect a
Yay. Write now and beiin the method
ture, therefore, than the ordinary single
mail coupon
run of college students. Then, too, at once? Send no money. Simply
Do it Today you do sot even pay
below;
they appreciate the advantage of postage..
training. They keep at their studies
with the single aim of getting back
FREE TRIAL COUPON
Into the world's work. Tho gov
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., Room0
ernment.is Confident that its
Niagara and Hudson tits., Buffalo, K. Y.
can make good. ..
Send free trial of your method toi

Theaters Today

Children's Shoe Specials

.

ANIT0R

MISSES' SHOES AND PUMPS
Sizes 11 Ve to 2.
$3.50 to $5.00 Values for $2.95
Included are black kid and calf; button and lace
shoes and tan calf lace shoes; also tan, patent and
black kid strap pumps.

Porcelain Lined Refrigerators
Reg.

Sale Price

Price

$65.00
$80.00
100 lbs. Ice Capacity
$75.00
$90.00
125 lbs. Ice Capacity
$85.00
.$100.00
140 lbs. Ice Capacity
These refrigerators have oak cases and are
'
made by Bohn Refrigerator Co.
ON SALE 10 DAYS

HMBW

WHITNEY

one-iegg-

BOYS' SHOES Sizes 1 to 6
and
$4.50 values. Boys' black and brown
$3.50
calf lace with rubber heels, to close out for. .$2.95
CHILDREN'S SHOES, PUMPS AND OXFORDS
Size 8V2 to 11.

60.

.
$3.00 to $4.00 Values, Sale Price $1.95
Included are Children's patent button Shoes, black
and brown lace shoes, and dull calf lace shoes, also
patent oxfords, patent and black kid strap pumps,
and brown strap pumps.

The Scientifically Built Watch

EXTRA SPECIAL Values to $2.00
Children's and misses' sandals and play oxfords,
up to size 2. Clearance Sale Price. . . .$1.00 pair
INFANTS' SHOES AND PUMPS 95c
Sizes 1 to 8
Black and brown button shoes, black kid, patent
and white canvas pumps.

n

Free to Asthma and
Hay Fever Sufferers

Waltham Colonial "A"
Cat. No.

i6.

'

of the university com; Because
mencement next Wednesday which
the Kiwanis club has been invited
by President David Sperice Hill to
attend, and because of the visit
ot ' several thousand Shrlners in
the city the Kiwanians have declared : off their next regular
luncheon.
They will all devote
Wednesday to. the graduates and
the visitors;
At the suggestion of Capt. DIck
Guest in command of the local
Salvation Army post, the club
yesterday agreed to sponsor a
This is in
troop of Boy Scuuu.
line with an attempt'beins made
for"1 the
Cluest
Boy
by Captain
Scout council to extend the movement in the city to more boys
who ; might be benefited by the
'
membership and activities.
Muslo was furnished at yesterquarday's luncheonvby
tet composed ot four university
professors. and four students. Two
silent boosts were given, a can of
condensed milk by John O'Laugh.
lin, and a cake of soap by
Boule. The attendance prize, a
five .dollar bill given by Marcus
Sawtelle, was won by Fred Fisher.

---
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NO
Exchanges
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Kerunas

is the result of

Watcli today
doing
for
well
AWaltham
years.
seventy
supremely
thing

YOUR HAPPINESS

one

From the first Waltham Watch to this masterful, lovely
model (The Colonial "A" No. 264 Washington) the great
Waltham organisation has been refining the product.
in
That means making the Waltham movement supreme
e.
g
for a
dependability and unexcelled in
This is what wc mean by "Refinement." It goes deeper
thanthecase. ltisolderthantodav. Itistnat something
which is not included in the price, but makes this grand
watch worthy of your dciire and decision to own it and
:
noneothcr.
Cut out this advertisement. Ask your jeweler to show you
the watch it describes. Ho knows what a great watch it
really is.
"
Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal Watch" education
Scit free upon request. The WaltliamWatchCompany

with
Complete your home and home-lif- e
music. To acquire the utmost in satisfaction your choice will be the

life-tim-

time-tellin-

A Demonstration Will Convince You

WALTH AM
THE WORLD'S. WATCH OVER.

'

"

a Torrlnelon
Electric '.Vacuum
ad4 an extra day to
every week tills

'

f

Vhtn you
Hahcntftht famous

this si'g.t tfry ttU fraltham

APOLLO MUSIC SHOP, INC.

TIME

GEORGE GEAKE, Manager

Wtkht .

Watiham
quality Slmdomelen
AutomcioiU TinU'pttcts used on th toorhl's feuding CiVJ

405 West Central.

and

Phone 401

GIFTS THAT LAST

.

New Mexico's

Headquarters for Waltham Watches.

We hve
gummer.
made arrangements
get
whereby you canconthem on i very
venient terms.

"What

Jewelers

We Say

It la.

i GOTTLIEB JEWELRY COMPANY
is Our Name"
.

Pppositq

74S West Tijerns Avenue. Tel. 901-Offers a special Summer Session In which students may aTsO
themselves of
SUPERIOR COrRSES.
'
SUPERIOR INSTRUCTORS
SUPERIOR STUDENT BODY
SUPERIOR POSITION'S
SUPERIOR IOCATIOX
Ask for Our Spcclnl Summer Rate.
1'T"
"Better a month In the best school tlmii three months In
school of Inferior ffradc;"
J.

It Is."

Diamond Merchants.

"Your Guarantee
105 North Firit Street,

Business Training School.

PRIVATE SECRETARIES

FAMOUS WALTHAM WATCHES AT

i

Indliia

THE WESTERN SCHOOL FOR

MINDLIN' S

-

flail

?

What Refinement Means
in a Waltham Watch

Torrington
Electric
Vacuum

Iet

-

,Joura?A"KatA(li Bring Besults,

1

Washington carved green gold case
Raised gold figure dial
Price $isj .00

Crescent Streel,Waltlxam. Mass.

,

-

WITH

Clearance Sale of Millinery

New home of American embassy in 'Berlin and Ambassador Alanson
Houghton at ms desk.
The new American embassy home In Berlin formerly was occopiec
ambassador to Prussia.
It is situated or
n
by the
Moltkestrasse in the Konigsplatz of Berlin. The U. S. embassy is agait
functioning under Ambassador Alanson Houghton.

.

i.

AL BUQUCRQUE. M.MCX.

AN OLD STORE

THE NEWEST SHAPES,
THE NEWEST COLORS,
THE NEWEST STRAWS,
THE NEWEST FABRICS,
THE NEWEST TRIMS

KIWANIANS TO DEVOTE
NEXT MEETING TO THE.
VISITORS IN THE CITY

,
clean soap you
you 'all
need lor. Kltcnsn. launury ana ...
j.m.kv-.wIIUUSCIIVIU.,
Vr.,i mill rinrt aimnle directions
for aoapmaking on the label of
every can of Merry War Lye
also many other recipes such - aa
how to make lyt hominy, how- to
soften
water. how. to make
clothes washing easy. now to
brighten cooking utensils, etc.
Merry War Powdered Lye la
cleaner and
also a wonderful
purifier for use nbout the home
nouse ana
bsrn. chicken
Comes In a convenient
can. with revolving ""slftlnr top
that cannot, come off, cannot get
lost.: reoloses tightly and pre
serve contents. , It is economical
to buy and easy to use.
Ask your dealer for Merry War
Lye be sure you get "Merry
War" the lye that hat made
good for 3S years.

Golden Otule SVor

tod.-iv- .

pro-teg-

Til AH TV0 CENTS A POUND

h. Great Clearance Sale

AT IA'JUC

"The Sheik's Wife," the great
French production that created a
furore when it was presented at the
New York Strand, is being repeated at the Lyric for the last time
The Sheik's Wife" was filmed
entirely on the great deserts of
Arabia under
the direction ot
Henry Ttouscll, author of tho story.
The leading roles, including Marcel
Vibert as the Sheik lladjid Ben
K
and Kmmy Lynn as the
Knglish girl who has married the
slieik. are played by professional
actors, but thousands of native
Arabs were employed in tho production. Thro are no sludlo sets
all the scenes, down to the Interims of the tent harems, were
made on actual location. The home
costumes of tho Arabs, their tentcities on tho sands, the manuovermen, their
ing of their fighting
crurlo courts of Justice, their marriage laws and customs all are
faithfully and truthfully portrayed.
pulsating,
Tho story is one of

,

GOOD SOAP FOR LESS

" i

HE SHEIK'S WIFE" IS
IX ARABIAN DESERT;

I II.MED

I

3

Pastime theater today, not only
manages his escape from prison,
but succeeds in his great avowal.
"Black Roses," from the pen ot
E. Itichard Thayer, talented screen
writer, is one of the most interesting productions in which the famous Japanese star has been soen
for some time. It contains all the
elements of the successful photoplay and one which will appeal to
It is a
every type of audience.
story in which thrills, action, romance, intrigue, love interest and
dramatic force fight for supremacy, and in which the loading character is interpreted by the most
dramatic actor on the screen today.
A notable
cast, regarded by
many ns the strongest ever assembled for one production, appears in
support ot Sessile
Hayakawa.
Tsuro Aok (T.Tls. 3essue Hayak-nwi- ),
is seen in the leading feminine role.

lt,)3
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Winning pitcher

Score Second game:
R. H. B.
Washington . SOO 000 104 7 11 2
000 030 0014 10 2
Boston
Batteries:
Mogridge nnd Ghar- and AValtcrs, Ruel.
Ferguson
rlty;

:

the First
Game to Boston 6 to 4,
But Walk Away With the
Second Contest 7 to 4.
Drop

(By The AnMX'inled TrcM.)

Boston,

May 81. Washington
lnt (lie first cnma of Its double
lieadcr today with Host on 6 to 4 but
won the second same 7 to i. Six unearned runs wore made off Johnson In the second inning of the
first game, nice, Rltiege and B.
Harris errlnp. Plnplos by Pinch
Jllttor Milan nnd S. Harris, Rice's
triple and .lurtpo s double after a
pass to fihnrrltv rnvc WiixliinFtnn
four runs in the ninth inninz of the
second game. Kcnre. first game:
Wasiriimton,
n. ir. TO. A.K.

Ttluege. 31) . . .
S. Harris, 21)..

Rice, cf
Goebel, rf
Judge, lb . . .
Rrower rf
K. Smith, If. .
Piclnlch, c . .
xMilnn
Pecliinpaugh,
Johnson, p . .

rxGharrity

,

Totals

,r.
3

r.

r
n

f
,

.

10 24 17
Tf.

TO.

4

A. E.

3
4

1
1
2
1

....

10

0

2
3

0
1

6 27 12
31
Totals
x Ran for ricinleh in ninth.
xx Batted for Bluege In ninth
,
By Innings:
003 000 010 4
Washington
060 000 00x 6
Boston
e
hits
Summary:
2. CRourkc, Pecklnpaugh, E
Double plays Pratt and
Smith.
J. Harris; S. Harris. Peckinpaugh
and Judge; O'Rourke (unassisted);
Bluege, S. Harris and Judge; PIcl- nich and Bluege. Base on balls
Off Johnson, fi; Fullerton, 1: Rus- 1." Struck out
By Fullerton,
1; Russell. 1: Johnson, 1. Hits
off Rus
Off Fullerton, 4 In 2
S

Plcl-jiic-

Two-bas-

x-l-

MUfffflNS

nil"
(YANK

Hie

0

1

1

0
0

3d
6 13 24 10
Total
x Patted for. Clark in ninth,
xx Kan for Slanion In ninth.

Jit.

St. Louis ...
Washington
Detroit

Philadelphia

Cleveland
Chicago
Boston

. .

....

0

Jouis.

AO. R. IT. PO. A. E.
"

8

If.... .
,

Pet.

18

23

24

20
19

2t

.571
.489
.483
.487
.477
.429
.425

21
18

17

20
23
24
2

7 10 27 13
32
TolaU
By Innings:
n"
0025
Detroit
o;;u 04D o"x v
at. Louis
e
hits Eller-bSummary:
Three-bas- e
McManns, Klagstead.
hits Shorten, Williams, RigDouble plays Gerber and
ney.
McManus. Base on balls Off
Dauss, 2; Van Gilder, 2. Struck
out By Dauss, 2. Hits Off Dauss,
9 in 6 Innings; Johnson, 1 In 3; Van
Gilder, 13 in 8, none out in ninth;
Pruett, none in 1. Winning pitcher
Van Glider. Losing pitcher
Dauss.

ft

e,

Chicago, 8: Cleveland, 4.
Chicago
Cleveland, May 31.
made It three out of four from
Cleveland, winning today's game 8
to 4. Lindsey, a recruit, developed
a wild Btreak In the sixth and Chicago scored five runs with the aid
of only one hit.
Falk, Chicago
leftflelder, hit two homo runs and
missed another by only a few feet.
R. H. E.
Score by Innings:
Chicago .. 010 005 0208 10 1

f

ji

I

-

Burns, cf
Daubert. lb

S

0

4
1
Neale, If
8
Bressler, If
.
4
.
.
,
Harper, rf
Margrave, o . . . 3
1
I.utz, c
4
Bonne, 2b
4
ss
.
.
..
Caveney,
4
Plnelli. 3b
0
Couch, p
3
Schnell, p
1
xKimmlck

O

...
.....

1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
1
0
4

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
3

0
1
1
1
1
1

0
1

0
0

4

13
0

0

0
3
2

0

0

2
0
2
0

0
0

1
0

1

0

I'ittsburgli.
A R.

Maranville, ss. .3

rf

Carey,

.

Rohwer, cf

Jt.
2

4

. .

1

.

0

0

If . , .
Tierney, 2b . .
Traynor, 8b ,.
Barnhart, 3b,

4
4
2

0

,

Bigbee,

Mueller, rf
Grimm, lb

. .

..

Gooch, c

Jonnard, c .
Hamilton, p

11.
2
2

0

4
0
0
0
4
2

8
2
0
1
8

10
S

2

4

0

2

11

0
0

0
4

0
0

0

1

0

2

4i PSi

' ,1i
"

In

FO. A. B.

0
3
1
2
0
1

3

0

0
0
0
0
1

Walter Gerber spearing a high om
at short.
0
The brilliant fielding of short-sto- p
0
Walter Gerber is one of the
0 important reasons why the Browns
0 are sriving the Yankees a fipht for
the honors in the American raca
1 to date.
0

110
3

'410100

.
.

.Totals

113

.35 11 14

By Innings

27 14

001 000 001
310 034 00X

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Summary:

2

24
23
23
20
22
15
14

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

Brooklyn
Chicago
Cincinnati

Philadelphia
Boston

rf

Young,

21

Pet. Meusel, lbif
.634 Kelly,
.600 Cunningham,
c
. 3 5 Snyder,
.523 Ryan, p

20
24
28
25

.500
.478
.366
.359

16
20

Two-bas-

Philadelphia. 3: New York. 1.
Philadelphia, Pa.. May 31. Lee
Meadows held New York to seven
scattered hits today and Philadelphia achieved its third victory out
of the five game series, S to 1. The
timely hitting of Henllne, Williams
and Lee was a feature, score:
New York.
AB. R. H. PO. A
Bancroft, ss.... 3 0 0 5 5
1
2 0 1
4
Frisch, 2b
3 0 2 0 0
Groh, 3b

TTi. "T

0

4
4
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
0

1
2
0 11
1 2
0 3
0 0

31

1

7 24 10

F,

U

Totals

0

1
2

Philadelphia.

AB. R. H. FO,

Walker, rf

3

Wrlghtstone. 3b
Williams, cf . . .

0

2b..

1

Lee, If

Parkinson,
Fletcher,
Leslie,

0
1
0
0

2

4

cf

lb

Henline, c
Meadows,

13
4

p....

0

Two-bas-

By Meadows,

3;

Ryan,

3.

Brooklyn. 4: Boftton. 1.
Brooklyn. May 81. Brooklyn
bunched two doubles and a single
for two runs in the fifth Inning
and two singles with a pass and an
error for two more in the seventh
off Oeschger today, beating Boston
4 to 1 and winning the odd game
e
series. Grimes
of the
pitched his best game of the

or

five-gam-

Score hy Innings:

like La Azora.?
To the Friends

ofLa Azora

Boston

;

the bouquet of true Havana, 1
that Havana is astonishingly
mild. As a strictly mild
cigar, yet one of the most
delightful cigars to smoke,'
we consider La Azora today
a triumph in agar making.
la Axon Gear la made by 'I
Coxuolidattd Cigar Corporation 'J
DUtributedbf

ROTHENBERG & SCHL0SS
CIGAR CO.

Invincible
Washington

10'

San Antonio, Tex., May Sl.-Nuovo Laredo, across the
Rio
Grande from Laredo, Tex., Is not
fearful of rebel attacks, according
to a dispatch received tonight by
the San Antonio Express.
The dispatch said the military
commanders of Nuevo Laredo and
Fort Mcintosh near Laredo, as
well as the consular department of
both governments, denied that the
Mexican border town was

IF

EVEN

ONE LITTLE
WHISKER
ESCAPES YOUR

s-

XL
PRESENT

RAZOR-B-

A

UY

Man

hfravttt
swrrr kazo

1932

-

6
7

THE MORNING JOURNAL
USED BY PARAMOUNT
ACCOUNT CIRCULATION
The Albuquerque Morning Jour
nal has been selected as one of the
newspapers to carry the big fifth
annual Paramount week display
This is a signal
advertisement.
recognition of the Journal s circulation and shows clearly Its position among national advertisers.
Paramount week Is ,an annual
demonstration
sponsored by the
Famous Players-Lask- y
corporation
In the fall of each year for better
motion pictures. It will be held
from September 8 to 9. and It is
predicted that 90 per cent of the
theaters In the rtato will Join in the
celebration.
Only the largest and most Influential newspapers along with the
national
magazines are used by
Famous Players-Lask- y
corporation
to carry the campaign
and any
paper that is selected can be duly
proud.
"Paramount week" this year
will be the biggest organized effort
for better motion pictures ever attempted and the largest national
drive since the Victory Liberty
loan campaign. Besides the large
displays In the leading newspapers
and magaslnes, there will be a na
tionwide novelty campaign which
will bring every movie fan In direct
touch with his or her favorite star.
Famous Players-Lask- y
corpora
tion have undertaken the task of
furnishing every motion picture
with
theater, which
them, free lobby, screen, billboard
and newspaper advertising.
Another woman now has the
distinction of being the first of her
Dr. ivy
sex to achieve something.
Williams of Oxford, England, was
sworn
as
wom
in
first
the
rocently
an barrister In England. The cere
mony took place in. the famous
parliament room in the Middle
temple.

Journal Want Ads Bring Results.

Ererr unit In this new Light Stat beers tweherd-we- a
'okn" first that of the specialized manufacturer
who made it( and second, the final approval of the
Sucbj
engineer who built it into a completed car.
name aa Continental, Timken, Durston, Auto-Lit-e,
of reapon-aibUi- ty.
Strom berg and Flak are on thla roll-ca- ll
In thia way dependability ll doubly checked.

Watch for The Car Thafs Coming

140,-00-

0,

DISTRIBUTORS
Phone 807.

219

Take Advent a ge of Our

2B

DISCOUNT
SALE

For Three Days Only
STARTING TODAY

LI VING STON& CO

U

V

IfliOME FURNISHERS
213-21-

West Gold.

5

Albuquerque, fi.

H

V

T
Highly
1GEM CONQUEROR
piano finished, solid art
wood case, triple nickeled tazor, big;
solid handle, and supply of Oem
Double Life Blades in nickel blade
sheath.
Nov
complete

fl

SUPREME Flat model,
2 GEM
sanitary imitation ivory case with

highly finished, triple nickeled razor,
big solid handle and sheath,
containing supply of blades,
compartment arrangements for
contents, Case can be washed.
Now
complete

fl

GEM PEERLESS
3 Metal
case, highly
nickeled, luxuriously
lined with royal purple
velvet, containing
highly polished triple

nickeled raxor.bigsol-i- d
handle and nickel '

sheath holding sup
of Gem Double
Lly Blades.

YESTER

9

North Fourth

mwmmammQ..

DEALERS CALL FOR
194,750 CARS, TRUCKS,
TRACTORS FOR JUNE
Ford dealers in the United States
have asljea for a total of 194,750
Ford cars, trucks and tractors to
meet their June requirements, says
a statement Issued
by the Ford
Motor company, Detroit, Michigan.
A a result, the estimated output
for June has been boosted to
which is an increase of 10,000
over the present month, and, of
course, will set up a new high record in spite of the fact that the
May output will show a substantial
increase over tho previous highest
month.
Ford sales have been constantly
increasing since tho first of ths

American Garage

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Chicago at St. Louis.
Washington at Philadelphia,
Boston at New York.
Detroit at Cleveland.

Norvfl

complete

DAYS
SUITS

1
2

uwu;

Dotiljle Checfcecl At Every Step

NATIONAL LEAGCE.
New York at Boston.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at Pittsburgh.
Cincinnati at Chicago.

R. H. E.

001 000 0001
000 020 20x 4

Brooklyn..
Batteries: Oeschger ana
Grimes and Miller.

La Azora is milder and finer
than ever. While its filler hast

Denver, Colorado

...

NUEV0 LAREDO DOES
NOT FEAR AN ATTACK
BY REBELS, IS REPORT

ITODAYS
GAMES

2

..30 3 8 27 14 0
Totnls
By Innings:
100 000 0001
New York . . .
000 010 02x 3
Philadelphia .
e
hit Cun
Summary:
run Henllne
Home
ningham.
and
Bancroft
Kelly;
nnnhio ntv
Fletcher and Leslie; Walker and
Dans utt
on
Base
Henllne.
Meadows. 2: Ryan. 1. Struck out

heavy?

management of the same company
is able to handle all classes of vegetables and, fruits. This plant has
been operated during the Dast few
years for the purpose of canning
the famous "Valley Maid" brand of
tomatoes.
The company,
with a capital
stocK or ivs.uot), Is headed by such
men as J. H. Jackson, president of
tne Artesla chamber of commerce
E. L. Humphries, manager of the
Artesla canning factory; J. D. Ed
monson, chief engineer
of the
Pecos Valley Light and Power com
n
bust
pany, and other
ness men of Artesla and El Paso,
Texas.
The Artesla Utility company has
contracted tne output of oil from
the Brown and the Belt wells. It
is being hauled to Artesla. where it
win be used as fuel for tho opera
tion of the plants.

2
2

ss....

By NORMAN E. BROWN.
Said Nothing.
But sawea nomiet-sThat's what Bob Meusel of the
Yankees did when Commissioner
Landis lifted his suspension the
other day.
Not much attention was paid to
Meusel's reinstatement outside of
New York. .The fans were waiting
with bated breath for word that
Babe Ruth had been restored to
good standing, however, for they
were pining to read of his exploits
with the home run club.
But when the two swung Into
action Babe got off on the wrong
foot. ciuDoea out one homer and
then drew a suspension from Ban
Johnson for mussing up an umpire's unlfurm and seeking to engage in mortal combat with a fan
in the stand.
And Meusel slammed out three
homers while all that was going
on and indicated that he has many
more lusky clouts in his hitting
grip.
Meusel is one of the much talked
of but rarely seen natural hitters.
He Joined the Yankee team in 1920
and divided his time between third
base and the outfield that year
while slapping the ball at a .828
gait. Last year he hit .318 while
confining his attention to the outfield in 147 games. He collected
twenty-fou- r
homers, which would
indicate he was picking the good
ones last season.
He was born in San Jose. Cal .
July 19, 1897 and began his base- ball life as a first baseman with
Oakland. The next year he played
first for Spokane and served notice
that he was a hitter by bailing
.311. It was his batting with Vernon the following year, however,
that earned him the chance with
the Yanks. He was ptaylnnf third
base when brought up to the big
cans ios Angeles homo
snow,
these days and spends his winters
around those parts.

year, the demand growing during
the past two months faster than it
nas been possible to increase production.
Tuesday, May 18, brought forth
a new record or cars built for one
day, the figures reaching 4,878 at
the close of the day's work. This
was an increase of sixteen over
May 15, when the previous high
mark was established.
On May 18, the six millionth
Ford motor was assembled. Number five million came off the llns
May 28, 1921.
Ford officials state that every
atfemnt Is beine made to build a
sufficient number of cars and trucks
to fill the retail requirements oi
their 8,000 dealers.

T, 1922
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PLANT AT ARTESIA IS
11
e
hit Lute.
MANUFACTURING
ICE
Three-bas- e
hit Grimm. Double
plays Hargrave and Daubert; Pl- (Special Correspondence to Tbe journal.)
nelli, Bonne and Daubert; Caveney
Artesla, N. M.. May 31. The
Hamilton
and Artesla
and
Daubert;
company, which was
Grimm: Tierney. Maranville and recently Utility
organized for the purpose
Grimm. Base on balls Off Ham of building
and
installing equipilton, 1; oft Schnell, 6. Struck out ment for the manufacture
of ice,
By Couch, 1; by Schnell, 1; by has completed Its new plant and is
Hamilton. 2. Hits Off Couch,
ice.
manufacturing
A cold storage plant has been
Cleveland.. 100 003 0004 9 0 In 1. none out in second; off
Batteries:
and Schnell, 7 in 7. "Winning pitcher
constructed In connection with the
Robertson
Couch.
Hamilton.
and
ice
O'Neill.
Losing
pitcher
Schalk; Lindsey
plant.
The canning factory, under the

How do you like your cigars-- ?

2Jor2$

'

(By The Anoelatrd PreM.)

35 2 9 24 15 2
Totals
x Batted for Schnell in ninth.

NATIONAL LKAGUE.
W. L.
.622 New York
IB
26

L.
17

Couch and Snell Are Unable
to Check the Slugging:
Pirates: Phillies Defeat
Giants 3 to 1,

2

JOHN M'flRAW

W.
28
24

;

....

.

MGR.

AMERICAX LEAGUE.

DY PITTSBURGH

who won 11 to 2. Score;
Cincinnati.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E

Club

i

llllii
CI

2

Pitts-burgher-

xxCole

.
.

11--

Pittsburgh, May 31. Pittsburgh
moved within a game and a half
of first place by taking today's
game from Cincinnati while the
New York Giants lost. The Pirates
took three of the four games from
the Reds. Couch and Schnell were
unable to check the slugging

9

Two-bas-

ss..
Fullcrton, p ..

MILLS

0

3
3

Pruett, p

rf..
lb..

i

1

McMamis, 2b. .
Van (Wilder, p.

3b

Russell, p

3I

.Tones.

.lacobson, rf .
Severeid, c. .
ldlerbe. Sb. .

f

O'Rourke.
Ruel, c

fi
5

Clark, rf
Veach, If
Outsliaw, 2b. .
Flagstead, cf.
Rigney, ss...
Bassler, c . . . .
lianas, p
Johnson, p...
Woodnll, c.
xManion

Willianiff,

.
.

.

Menosky,

Pratt, 2b
Pittlnger,
J. Collins,
J. Harris,

i

.

Tklon.
AR R.

cf

t

AB. K. H. PO,

Haney, 1h

Shorten, rf
Gerbrr, ss
Slsler. lb.. .

4

'tlbolrt.

t

Browns here this afternoon, Detroit losing 7 to 5 after Dauss had
lieen driven rrom ttio mound by
When the Tigers
timely hitting,
threatened in the tilnth Pruett replaced Van Gilder. Shorten took
Tobln's place In the fielding and
batting position, tho latter having
been susponded Indefinitely, due to
argumenis In the second Memorial
day game, fcore:
Detroit.

HIS FIELDING IS
ONE REASON WHY
BROWNS ARE THERE

IS

DEFEATED.

St. Louis, 7: Detroit. 5,
St. Louis, Mo., May 31. The final
went to the
game of tho snric

ADOUBLEHEAOER
Senators

CUT

Jnns

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

Philadelphia, 3; New York,
Pittsburgh, 11; Cincinnati,

1.
2.

Brooklyn, 4; Boston, 1.
Chicago-St- .
Louis; rain,

I

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Boston,
Washington,
Chicago, 8; Cleveland, 4.
Rt. Louis, 7; Detroit, 6.
No other scheduled.

a
Dollar Limit Game!

5.

buy better than the best You
YOU. cannot
buy a better safety razor than the Gem

WESTERN LEAGUE.

Des Moines, 10; Sioux City, 2.
St. Joseph, 5; Wichita, 8.
Tulsa, 2; Oklahoma City, S.
Denver,' 6: Omaha, 0. (Called

AMERICAN
Columbus, 3;
Minneapolis,
Kansas City,
Indianapolis,

one-ha-

lf

Innings;
v

ASSOCIATION.

t

Toledo, 13.
7; St. Paul, 1.
; Milwaukee,
.
3; Louisville, 4.

a,

a;

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
Score:
n. it. v..
Sweetwater
i
l
8
San Angelo
8
2
Batteries: Ward and Shaw;
Trammel and Robertson.
Score:
R. H. E.
2 11
Lubbock
3
Mc-Ge- e,

2 6 1
Ranger
(Fourteen Innings; called on account of darkness).

Batteries:
Cantrell and Allen;
York and Duckworth.
Score I
R. H. E.
1
Amarlllo
3
4
Abilene
5
7 8
Batteries: Riding and Byers;
Hoys and Whitehead.
Score:
n. H. E.
Clovls
1
0
Stamford
4
9 0
Batteries:
Mickey and Ervln;
Applelon and Edwards.

De Luxeno matter what yov :r:v. It marks the
limit of shaving luxury. Anc, i
Gem De Luxe
is now priced at $1. To pay u .va is
downright
extravagance. The Gem De Lu..o makes shaving
a dollar limit game.
, .

These are strong claims but the Gem De Luxe bears the
whole burden of proof. The Gem guarantee says the Gem
De Luxe must make good or we will. It's a
simple guaranteeno strings or red tape. ' If the Gem De Luxe doesn't
give you a better shave than any razor at any price you
get your money back from your dealer. That's all there is
to it. We take all the chances.

SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
wet grounds,
Nashville-Atlantrain.
New Orleans. 4: Momnhls. 12
(eight innings; darkness).
Birmingham, 6; Little Rock, 10.

........... ....
....

fl

is

COAST LEAGUE.
Los Angeles, 8; Vernon, 2.
Salt Lake, 2; Seattle, 0.
San Francisco, 13; Oakland,
Portland, 12; Sacramento, 7.

after four and
ram).

Case, now

S$"-Y-

4;

Built like a

$3-0GEM TRIUMPH, mw $1.00
'
-- Thin, paeeful, 'brightly polished,
triple nickeled clga.
with
nd
velvt
I!t?.c",,TlUr,Jd
'", snugly fitted with
0

highly nickeled razor, big solid handle and ahsatb
supply of blades.
No

tl

hold-in- g

Complete

Gem Double Life Blades, 7for 50c

'

'

Like aJewel!
Each of the Gem De Luxe Razors looks like a $5 outfit
Each is encased like a costly jewel in rare woods, In rich
Watch-ncas-

ed

leather effects, in highly polished metal, and in imitation
ivory. And each outfit contains a full supply of Gem Double '
Life Blades with the keenest cutting
edge that ever met :
beard. Remember the guarantee and get
yours at th
'
dollar price. Sold by dealers
V
everywhere. k"

J

OEM SAFETY RAZOR CORPORATION

BROOKLYN,

NEW

YORK

'June
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St. Paul's Ladies' aid will meet
at church at 2:30 p. m.
JACK ASKS 11FXEV TO DKOP less dislike of him," Helen comChristian Missionary society wil' SOME FACTS ABOUT CANNING
BARNES.
meet with Mrs. W. A. Guy at 115 THAT YOU MAY NOT KNOW.
plained.
CHAPTER G7.
"Tou like him well enough for South Walter street at 2:30 p. m.
Helen's club activities had grown both!" Jack was goaded to answer.
Klks' dance at club house at 9
Every year brings us new dis"I do like him! He's generous, p. m.
until they had assumed alarming
coveries about the art of canning.
lively, and such good company."
Kor instance, a few years ago we
proportions as regarded all other Helen
had acquired a habit of acdid not know that tho acid vegeinterests In her life, Had these
her words i a way that BLACK BINDING
centing
tables are less difficult to preserve
clubs been literary, political, or of often repeated became annoying.
than
those'whlch contain no acid.
ON TWEED SUIT
some broadening or helpful nature
"Well, I don't like him and I
This Is because the antiseptio acwish
I
can't
IS
But
And,
not
Helen,
so have mattered.
NEWEST FAD tion of the acid in the vegetable
it might
pretend.
they were not. They were all card you would not be quite so friendly
(or fruit) is so much increased by
clubs, or claimed to be. That other with him not quite that either. It
the temperature of the boiling
games were occasionally played is is more than fitiendly the way you
water in the
bath proa matter of no importance. What and he pair off together. People
cessing of the cold pack method,
was important, especially to Jack, will talk if you aren't careful,"
that it perfectly sterilizes the fruit
"Let them! Who cares " Helen
was that Helen spent her days and
or vegetable in the jars.
Fruits
whicl
moment
a
in
his money over the card table.
replied after
and vegetables containing a large
She had taken series after series she stared at Jack scarcely believproportion of sugar are also easily
of lessons of a Mrs. Newell, al- ing her wm criticising her. It had
bath
sterilized by the
said
method. Whereas vegetables such
though she claimed to plav as well been a long time since he had
untrue
sav
as
much.
"If people
as any of her friends. Sha seldom
as corn and peas are much more
now told Jack when she won, never things whv should I caro "
difficult to preserve because they
"You might care for my sake,
when she lost. Wut he knew! Her
contain neither acid nor sugar in
considerable quantities ' and are
pretty face would harden and a Helen."
"Nonsense!"
look in her eyes invariable told the
ordinarily infected with A certain
more
no
said
and
Hp
his
bit
Jack
bacg
of the anaerobic
story.
Save for absolute necessities and but when alone he uttered:
teria
which, scientists tell us, are
on
I
can
go
"How much longer
to keep himself looking neat, Jack
ablo to withstand high temperatures.
gave Helen all he earned. Often this way?" He was becoming very
unhappy at
very
he begged her to open a bank ac- discouraged,
Experiments at tho University of
and
count, to save something, and al- times. The years were passing
California have shown us that
was
see
he
right
as far as he could
ways she answered:
vegetables can be saved from spoil"When you earn enough I will. where he was when he began, for
age as easily as fruit if a little acid
But it Is out of the question until while he earned more, much more,
is added to tho water in which
he had saved nothing and could
you do."
,
It was found
they are canned.
not
let
would
Helen
u
She insisted that Jack have dress save nothing.
that peas, beans, asparagus and
well
him.
groomed.
beets kept perfectly when heated
clothes, that he look
She also insisted that whenever
in the Jars to 212 degrees Fahrenheit in a brine made by adding
they went out at night they have a w. p.
taxi.
four ounces of salt for every six
"People In full dress look like
quarts of water; this brine was
MOVE TO EL PASO
fools In a street car!" she replied to
then acidulated by adding to it
"Nell Layton
Jack's objections.
five ounces of lemon juice for
with
W.
McDowell,
P.
formerly
says she would rather stay at home
every gallon of bflnc. But when
the
of
is
she
the
when
advertising department
than rldo in a car
the same vegetables wero heated
dressed."
in Jars in brine of the same
Morning Journal, will move to El
"Let's stay at home then. That Paso within the next ten days to
would suit me right down to the become identified with a wholesale
firm there. Mr. Mc- firv cnm1
ground.
Indeed we won't stay st home. Dowell was in the wholesale dry
I
Neither will we ride in the street goods business for 15 years prior
cars. Hun along, dear, and call a to coming to Albuquerque.
taxi." And "dear'' would do as he
Mr. McDowell will dispose of his
was bid. That a growing rebellion home here before leaving, lie has
was dawning in his soul, not even lived In Albuquerque
III
for four
he scarcely realized.
years, during which time he has
In spite of Jack's dislike of play-- ; been in the grocery business, the
Ing cards for money, Helen had ln- - real estate business and with The
sisted
Joining one club of Journal. He has been active in
BY
' men andupon
women that met one even- -' community affairs and nerved as
each
week. The Lawtons. Nat- president of the Fortnightly club.
ins
alie Hunter and Dell Moore, Hor-- I He was also a member of the
nee 'Barnes, Gertrude Lnngdon. he
club and other organizations.
Much Interest Taken in Inand Helen, made up the two tables.
By r.LOISE.
The tweed suit is common enough
To Jack's diseust ho was eon- vention at Confectioners'
today but there is still a new fea
stant'v paired off either with Nat-- 1 DR. CLAYTON NAMED
ture discovered now and then even
alie Hunter or Gertrude Langdon,
COUNTY
Exhibition;
Industry to Be
in
PHYSICIAN;
tweeds.
One
has
called
designer
leaving Helen with Barnes.
attention to his tweed suits by using
Their seeming friendliness, their
TO
RESIGN
PEARCE
Expanded.
embroidery on them. It may call
chatter constantly interrupted by
attention but it is not being favorlaughter, got on Jack's nerves so
Mrs, Berthold Spitz returned yes
received by women of taste for
commissioners
their
at
looked
ably
and
County
that he was miserable
forward to the weekly club meet-- , meeting yesterday morning re- tweeds aro essentially sports and terday from the east, after exhibitand ornate trim ing and demonstrating her successing with distinct dislike. He could quested the resignation of Dr. J. F. tailored outfits
served as county ming really has no place on them. ful plnon
machine at
rot forget, not for a moment, that Pcarce, who has
mohas trimmed Up
Another
some
The
time.
for
for
designer
Barnes
to
physician
Helen had gone
the candy show during the national
his
tweed
suits
black
with
was
for
his
binding
tion
never
ho
had
resignation
again
asking
mo";"' although
and pockets. This is confectioners' industries exposition,
nientin icd it even to her. But while made by County Commissioner on the lapels more
in keeping with held at the Coliseum in Chicago
Max Gutierrez, who stated that Dr. effective and
frigidly polite ho could not
fabrics than embroidery is. during the week of May 22 to 27.
himsoif to show any friendliness Pearce had been unable to attend tweed
Mrs. Spitz has developed' plans
is
many of the duties of his office When a smartly tailored suit
and it was
toward Barnes
. , a con-- to
. a '
made of French blue tweed as this which have attracted the attention
through lack of time. Dr. B. M. one
Slam. cu:::.e or cumpiami uy 1T.I.it is scarcely necesary even to cf some of tho foremost representa
"Iter, such a good sport,(Jack! I Clayton was selected to fill the add is
the unusual black binding. Thin tives of finance and Industry whose
do wish you'd get over your senso- - vacancy..
medium long suit with slashed keen interest in her enterprise was
pockets at the hips and one breast a featuro of the Chicago exposipocket, and a plain skirt also with tion, where crowds gathered dally
pockets bound in black will find about her booth, to witness the de-- 1
monstrations of her model mechanmany buyers.
tho packages of
ism and enjoy
which the F. S.
shelled plnon-nut- s
S. Sunshine
and SepaMASO.V.
WALT
Bj
CO
rating maclilriB produced, much to
the spectators' delight. "Nuts on a
Christmas Tree!" exclaimed the
Timbuctoo I wonder what he can
unitiatcd visitors. Mrs. Spitz has
DIFFERENT TASTES.
see in that! And some go off to
returned to Albuquerque with a
CITY
I like to rit by a spreading tree the sombre woods, to picnic there,
budget of requests for carloads of
and numerous
shelled plnon-nutday after day you may see me on the grass to He, to eat stale
there! and road of perils on land dnushnuts and kindred goods, and
inquiries for machines. ,
"It is opportune to remark," said
snd sea, of heroes hold and of get their feet In the custard pie;
H
Mrs. Spitz yesterday, "that in the
I read my books I soo them go with their baskets
damsels fair.
till the long day cools, and the big, to the dark abode of the bug
early spring when there was a fore-of
cast of tho unprecedented crop
shadows lengthen on field anl and bat, where the skeeters skeet
plnon-nut- s
to be expected from the
flat: I see men pass with thur and the chlggcrs chlg I wonder
or
How
carelessness
Ignorance
1921 yield, I endeavored to interest
I
can
see
in
wonder
what
The
that!
what
golfing tools, and
they
diseases several of New Mexico's business
communicable
they can see In that. My friend Joy of one makes another sick, spreads
when men in the enterprise. Opportunity
yesterday
Jim Jerk has a gorgeous wad, and the fun of James Is a grief to was illustrated
O. C. was
Dr.
Officer
Health
me: give me a volume that has County
ho goes away on his
knocking at thee door of the
womdiscovered a man and
state and every
dealer;
tramps; he sends mo cards from a kick, a tale of perils on land West
comfrom diphtheria
carloads of nuts unshelled were
strange towns abroad, and letters and sea! Then James may off to an suffering
mounthe
from
out
of the
into
the
city
persistently shipped
sealed with unholy stamps. And the Jungle speed to chase a tiger ing
country. I am still receiving inhe might sit 'neath a stately yew. or other cat; I'll watch him go as tain district.
InDr. West was making an
sistent demands for carloads of
with a good warm book and a I sit and read, and wonder what
and for maspection trip beyond Tijeras and shelled plnon-nut- s
stogie fat; but off he travels to he can see in that.
when driving out, passed a wagon chines."
Mrs. Spitz Is considering the leas.
in which were a man and woman.
Both of them had handkerchiefs Ing of her machines but not on the
Dr.
over their mouths. Returning,
installment plan, her proposition
West met them before they reach- covering the careful protection of
ed Albuquerque and out of curios- the industry and her patents. Sho
ity, inquired why they had the will retain the sole manufacture of
By Edna Kent' Forbes.
handkerchiefs over their mouths. the machines while she promotes
Examination proved that they this method of procedure in
to her Industry.
from diphtheria.
were suffering
RELAXATION.
ciently to sleep, you may be so Further
The recognition given Her work
questioning brought out
nervous that you never will learn
to
were
the
going
by
leading confection manufac
that they.
The great trouble with the mod- to doze off in the afternoon, but the fact
at a house where there are turers of the countiy, and the treern woman Is that she cannot re- even so the rest will do you good. visit
mendous interest shown in her
children.
If you are very nervous you nine
lax. When I think over my list
The couple were placed In a proposition throughout., the trade
of acquaintances I feel as though may find it necessary to read house
care
whom she visited during the past
be
taken
can
where thev
some of them had never relaxed while you aro lying there. After1
of and where they will not carry weeks, Is considered the practical
at all, not from tho time they a time, however, you should have the
culmination of hor work and the
disease to others.
were babies and bounced about in gotten yourself into the habit of
have ultimate issue Is the expansion of
might
two
"These
people
so
quiet, then it will be possible to
baby carriages to distract them
plnon-nthe shelled
industry
spread diphtheria to dozens of per- made
lie quietly relaxed with the eyes sons
they wouldn't cry.
possible by her invention
in the city,"; Dr. West pointed
We do live a restless, hectic shut.
masuccesful
and promoted by her
out.
life, all of us. In strange cities
. Mrs. Spitz has planned to
chinery
noises constantly assail the ears,
make further demonstrations with
June: Since you are the Irish
even In the country there are few
her model unit used at the recent
In Chicago.
places free from the ehrlek of an type with black hair, brows, and
exposition
engine or the honk of a motor. deep blue eyes you have no limit
even
to
a
in
learn
with
choice
of colors. If there
We
your
sleep
constant hum of noise going on In is any 'preference it should be
the air around us. If it doesn't given the blues and after that all
hot-wat-

hot-wat- er

spore-bearin-

Mcdowell

to

:

SHIN

EAST

MRS. SPITZ

is

,

i

I

health

strength but containing no lemon
juice, they spoiled.
The popular practice of canning
corn with tomatoes,
is based on
the same principle; the corn keeps
Perfectly because the tomatoes
supply the necessary acidity.
Many housekeepers havo written
me in the past few months to ask
why their corn or peas put up last
year, spoiled in tho can. So this
year I am going to ssk these disappointed housekeepers to 'try the
following mothod, ipstead of the
One Period Cold Pack method
which they used last canning season:

The Intermittent Cold Pack
Method: This is exactly like tho
t'no Period Cold I'ack method except that the Jnr is boiled for a
given period on three successive
days, instead of for a long period
on only one day.
Many canning
clubs and private Individuals use
this Intermittent Cold Pack mothod, as an added precaution, when
canning asparagus, corn, peas and
beans (both string and lima). It
destroys spores In the Jars and is
the safest method that can be used
with these four particular vegetables (unless, of course, you use
a steam pressure cooker, which admits of a higher temperature than
the water bath and which gives
the best results of any canning
outfit known, for these four vegetables).
From now on, each week, I shall
publish Cold Pack canning directions for all the common fruits and
vegetables as they appear In the
home garden, explaining the Intermittent Cold Pack method minutely for the four vegetables

I

passed through

You can hardly realize

the wonderful im

provement to your skin

your

mirror will reveal to you
after nsmgGouraud'sOriemal
Cream for the lirst time.
Stnil5c.hr Trial Sti
SON
FERD. T. HOPKINS
New York

S lb. cans of Del Monte Raspberry,

Croup is frequently
ne application of

V aro Rub
V
Ova 17
Jan
Million

Used Yearly

Strawberry,
D

Xij I

OQ
LlOKs

Del Monte DILL PICKLES,

each No. 2 12 can

-.

.-

Fancy Almonds, per pound... 29c
Fancy Walnuts, per pound.:. 35c
15c
Budweiser, each bottle
MANITOU TABLE WATER,

each large bottle

--

.......

.

MANITOU GINGER ALE,
each large bottle i

'"

JO
... . JLOL
;1
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SUCH PAINS AS
THISWOMANHAD

SELF-SERVIN-

Two Months could not turn in Bed

GROCETERIA

G

The Hifhwt GracU Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spafhottl and

We

Sll

iinairiii

there. I

n

other Macaroni Product

ui

miivi "iiait.if a

mi

THIS EVENING'S
DINNER AT MIRAM0NTES

in bed and
could not sleep.

I

was this way for
over two months,
trying everything
any one told me,
until my sister
Pink-habrought me a bottle of Lydia E.
I took
Vegetable Compound.
it regularly until all the hard pains
had left me and I was able to be up
nnd to do my work again. The hard
lump left my aide and I feel splendid
in ail ways. I know of many women
G. Richard,
it has helped, "-son, 4640 Orcas St, Seattle, Wash.
This is another case where Lydia
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound
brought results after "trying
everything any one lold me had
failed.
If you are sufferingfrora pain, nervousness and are always tired; if you
ora Inn uniritpd and cood for noth
ing, take Lydia E. PinUham'a Vege

Onions
Tlarliahes
Olives
Cream ol Tomato Soup
Candled Sweet Potatoes
Asparagus
Cucumber Salad
Strawberry Short Cake
Mlik
Coffee
Iced Tea

Eufced Ham

m

Dinner will he serTcd nt fl and nt 7 p. m. Tuesdays nnd Tliurwlny, niul Tens from 5 to 8 Sundays nt Mirnniontcs during tho summer months.

Teas, 7Se

Dinners, $1.25
Make Dinner

Reservations Before
Dinner Days.

10:30 on.

MIRAM0NTES ON THE MESA

1

table Compound.

HOOVER

s,

ten-ye-

DIPHTHERIA

It BEATS. . . as it Sweeps as it Cleans

ar

wide-awak-

BEAUTY CHATS

ut

Th Hoovtr U rutnnteti

to

'

OREGON FOREST
FIRES DESTROY
HOMES
SEVER

1

M

sexy

Learn to Relax Completely.
ui consciously I am sure the autumn shades.
that the ears of our tubconscious
Dickey: A girl of 17, height
5 feet,
con2 in., should weigh 110
mind must be tired of the
stant din.
pounds.
J".
We are, I seriously "believe, Jn
Mrs.
R. B.: I am sorry yon
danger of losing our power of re- did' not Include the stamped adIt Is one reason why dressed envelope as you stated,
laxation,
we grow old soon and worry over since it has delayed the mailing ;o
If a you of the henna formula.
grey hairs and wrinkles.
Girlie: There
woman wants to stay young she
nothing that
should force herself to relax. She will produce a complexion which
will probably have to teach her-i- f Is free from coarse
pores and
how. If vou have time for' a blackheads as the dally hot bath
15 In which the pores of the whole
even
In
the
for
afternoon,
0P
minutes, compel yuuraeu to uo so. body are cleansed and active. The
of the face are relieved
Lie down in a darkened room and pore
lie still even though it Is an ef through this and begin to confort. It may, tnko you weeks and tract of themselves, since they arc
weeks before you can relax suffi- - no longer being overworked,

2

Portland, Ore., May 81.
Several homes have been destroyed by three forest fires
in the vicinity of Corbett,.in
eounty
Mulnoma
eastern
been
has
some
livestock
ap-- .
houses
farm
other
burned,
are doomed and
parently
women and children have fled
from the danger zone. Every man available is fighting
a losing battle, according to
reports reaching here today,
asking that more help be
rushed to tho scene. An area
six miles long and one mllo
wido has been swept by the
flames.
Bucket brigades have formed about a number of homes
In an endeavor to save them.

GRADUATION

Give Books

'

Seattle, Wash.,
Forest ana brush fires which
broke from control In half a
dozen localities In western
Washington today caused the
death of one man, damaged
the town of Cedar Falls and
burned property worth thouSeveral
of dollars.
sands
mall towns were menaced by
the flames, and forest officials predicted a serious situation unless rains and cooler
weather afforded relief.

'

Advertise in the Morning Journal ' for best
results. :
'

.

Nothlntr wilt leave a moro Inst
enjoyable memory of
the graduation season .than tin'
wise choice of a good book. Let
us help you In your selection
There are books to meet ever;,
temperament . and taste and
remomber, there Is a peculiar
dignity ' attached to the gift of
a book that Is in no way at
fected by Its price. ins: and

May 81.

affect

A

r

Cup of Flour

-

pnloni tht lii ej rup

and a Broom

Many housewives still persist in using the
broom, in spite of the dust
storms, of the backaches, of the blisters.
The reason must be that many think the
broom really cleans rugs clean. So they
put up with inconveniences that might
easily be avoided.

Then try the same experiment with The
Hoover. Every bit of flour will be taken
up, and along with it all destructive embedded grit, all clinging litter and all surface dirt. An examination of your rug
.will prove this.

You can quickly convince yourself, though,
that broom sweeping does, not clean. Just
put a cup of flour, on one edge of your
rug and try to sweep it across. Not a
particle will ever reach the other side it
will all have been pushed right down into
the rug itself. ' ,

bines the three essentials of thorough
cleaning beating, sweeping and air suction. It eliminates dust storms, backaches
and blisters.

THe Hoover cleans

thoroughly, for it

com-

-

Let us demonstrate The Hoover on your
rugs at home or in the store. There is no
obligation.

.

STRONG'S
Book Store

1Q
10L

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

or

SUFFERING

T

STJ

30c

Lemons, per dozen

Mrs.

CROUP

and Loganberry Jam,

Blackberry
each can

break-dow-

lump

Almost
Unbelievable
and complexion

Barrel Lemon Snaps, barreL25c 1

Albu-

-

I

RIPPLING RHYMES

and

'0'

PHONE 353

querque yesterday on thfc return
trip, fainted from exhaustion late
yesterday afternoon about two
miles this side of Alameda.
The police department was notified that a woman was unconscious
on the road near Alameda about 6
o'clock last night. Police notified
Sheriff Tony Ortii who immediately started for Alameda by suto.
Before Sheriff Ortiz arrived at
the spot, the girl had been picked
up by Jack X.yons and a party
which was coming to Albuquerque.
They met Sheriff OrtiK and turned
her over to him. The sheriff made
arrangements for her to spend the
night at tne x. w. c. A. hotel. Dr.
E. M. Clayton made an examination and reported that she was suffering from exhaustion and a nervous
According to Miss Daves, she had
been troubled with hrr nerves when
at home in Detroit and her physician advised walking. She made
the trip overland lust fall and win-tand was expecting to reach De
troit early this summer.
"The walking has done me a
world of good," Miss Daves stated
last night, "But I should have rest
ed for a lew days, i was too urea
but thought I could reach Alameda
last night."
She will resume her trip in a few
days.

The latest scientist to make an
to the
contribution
Important
Finally Restored Health
health of humanity is a woman.
She is Dr. N. Krltch, director of a
"I had dragSeattle, Washington.
hospital laboratory In Moscow. For
and could not stand
two years Dr. Krltch has been ging pains first
uuinjr jeeiM men J.
searching for the typhus germ, and
had chills and
reports that she has isolated it
fever and such
have just been confirmed.
pains in my right
side and a hard

&4

GROCERY BULLETIN

Miss Olman Daves,
Detroit e'rl, who has hiked from
Detroit to San Francisco for her

By LAURA A. KrUKMA.V.

BY JANE PHELPS.

.

UNCONSCIOUS ON
ROAD NEAR HERE

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAND

71

HIKERESS DROPS

9

Albuquerque Gas
"At Your Service"

&

Electric Company
Phone 93

f
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TRIO OF LEGAL LIGHTS TO BE NEMESES
OF PROFITEERS IN COMING PROSECUTIONS

NEW YORK CITY

FACTS OF IRISH

'

'J
"AV

SITUATION ARE

ROTARY SPECIAL

GITOIK

ARRIVES T Oft!

tty Th Associated
London, May lil x(by

Kiwanis Club to Furnish 20
Autos for Accommodation
of Visitors; More Will Be
Needed; Notify C. of U.
Kiwanians are pledged to afsisl
in entertaining the
who
Rotary convention delegates during
will stop off in'Albtiniierque
the next few days on special train
hound for the convention in California. At the Kiwanis luncheon
vesterdav, twenty tnenibcrs promised their cars to taue the New York
Ttotarv delcpation on trips through
thn city and immediate vicinity
'
today.
The New York ppecinl 2will arrive here this afternoon at o'clock
and will leave at 7 o'clock, giving
to
he visitors five hours in which are
there
explore Albuquerque. As and
their
more than 300 delegates
families on the train, a large number of cars will be needed.
Persons with cars who intend to
assist In entertaining the visitors,
nre urged to call the chamher of
commerce by noon today. eIt is auseventy-fivpected that at least needed.
tomobile will he
Many of the niy organisations
with the chamber
will
of commerce and the notary club
days. 1 he Maduring the next few Kllss'
club and
sonic Temple, the
the Woman's club will be open for
their entertainment.
Jomlmi Delegation.
Five members of the London,
England, Rotary delegation passed
morning
through the city yesterday
morning en route to the convention.
There are eleven delegates in the
London representation.
Those stopping here were Artnur
Chadwick, immediato pastMr.president of the London club; Mr. andd
Mrs. K. V. L'nwin, Jr.;
Arthur a.
Mrs W. B, Shearn,
Shearn and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
an
Phillips. The delegation spent unhour in the city. As they were
able to get fair version of the city
short stay,
and vicinity during their amount
or
they requested a large from the
literature
Albuquerque
chamber of commerce, which prothe
vided them with several aofcomlatest city booklets giving
the
prehensive report on not only
and the
city but the entire stale
southwest.

FEE ICE CREAM
HEADS MILK FA

I

-

Jk&

W

J
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onies, in the house of commons today, but the fate of the treaty
which serves to bridge tho difficulties between Great Britain and
Ireland cannot be determined until after the Irish selections, when
those chosen at tho polls will be
put to the test of a treaty oath.
Mr. Churchill, in tho commons,
and Lord Chancellor Birkenhead,
in the house of lords, announced
Great Britain's position as rigid
adherence to the treaty, which the
pact entered Into between Eammon
de Valora. and Michael Collins is
declared to have menaced.
The return of Mr. Collins to
Dublin, with Arthur Griffith remaining in London, together with
the announcement of a further
postponement of the dail elreann's
sessions, suggests the possibility of
further negotiations after conversations between Collins and Do
Valero, to see how far the points
mado at Lonckin can be mcf- - al
Dublin.
Mr. Churchill's speech seems to
hiivo created general satisfaction,
nccordinf? to reports from Dublin
and lielfast, while Messrs, Collins
and Griffith adjudged it "a fai
presentation of the facts."
Lord Birkenhead told
of lords that the British government stands for the treaty with
Ireland in letter and spirit and
would not go an inch beyond it.
Lndcr no conceivable
clrcum
stances would the government con
sent to tho republicans becoming
ministers in the Irish government
nnd should such a crisis arise the
resources of Great Britain were by
no means exhausted.
Tho government s policy corresponded with the wishes of the
democracies of the two islands, for
whose political fortunes tho gov
ernment was tho trustee. The dai!
elreann's action in January postponing tho elections was a tragic
decision, he declared,
showing
great weakness, political inexpert
ence nnd luck of judgement on the
government,
part of the provisional
while the Collins-D- o
Valera agree
ment came as an additional shock.

The three special United States
attorneys are preparing to go ahead
with the prosecution of war profiteers. They are: Former Congressman Roscoe D. McCulloch, Canton,
Charles F.
Ohio; Congressman
Reavis, Nebraska, who will resign
to take up the new duties, and Col.
Henry W. Anderson of Virginia.
McCulloch will have charge of the
camp and cantonment cases. Reavis
will handle the quartermaster department cases. Anderson's assignment has not been announced.
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DEXTER HIGH SCHOOL'
(Sprcinl CurrMpondence to Th Journal.)
Dexter, N. M May 31. Commencement exercises of tho Dexter

schools were completed last week
when a class of twelve, the largest
in the history of the school, received their high school diplomas.
held in the
The exercises were
auditorium of Dcxtcr's new $100,-00- 0
school building and were well
attended. Tho stage was a bower
of roses when the curtain rose, a
proper sotting for the class composing eight girls and four boys.
The program given follows:
Class Song Class.
Salutatory Robert Monical.
Address County Superintendent
C.
., Hill.
Vocal Solo Oldhnm Moore.
Presentation' of diplomas by Z.
T. Monical, president board of

Fee's ice cream factory leads the
amount of milk
city plants in therecent
tests nf ice
fat as shown in
cream which have heen made by
Tha
the county health department.
Fee ice cream tested 14 2 per cent
milk fat.
Results of the fat percentage
tests follow:
Fee
COUNTY AGENT
New Mextcn
Ti--

,

IDE

4

i'i-
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FIREMEN

LOSE JOBS; 'OLD'

FIREMEN NAMED
Changes in the personnel of the
city fire department, which were
unexpectedly made yesterday by
Fire Chief Robert Henderson Included the removal of Truck Driver
Jake Gallegos and Gabriel Armljo
Gallegos is said to be one of the
most expert drivers in the southwest.
to
announcement
According
mado last night by the fire chief,
one
of the fireCarpio Martinez,
men who lost his berth during the
fire
department reorganization
me cuiiiiiummuihtb
which mei'isui-eie.
uun,
m;en mimeu iu
y""
,
.,,
aiic c iiaiiK, ttcia iimim ill lut;
interest of efficiency," Kiro Chief
"1
Henderson stated last night.
have not yet decided who to select
is
nnd
it
for tho second vacancy
possible that efficiency can he preserved with one less man on the

..,

lu",u"-

HURT
Jorce."
TO VOTE O.V BOXD ISSUE.
WHEN AUTO PLUNGES
Hot Springs, N. M., May 31.
INTO DEEP ARROYO StRto Superintendent
John V. Conway was a visitor In Jlot Springs
County Agent Lee Reynolds was last Saturday when ho addrepsed
slightly Injured Tuesday night and tho people on the proposed school

.

Thomas
Waldie :
Matthews
Velvet
Jame

-

ls
1

'.

10.8

BURKE TO VISIT SANTA FE.
Santa Fe, May 31. Charles H.
Burke, United States commissioner
of Indian affairs, will arrive here
tomorrow to visit the United States
Indian school. He is now on In-a
tour of the west, inspecting the
dian schools and agencies.

bond issue of $35,000, which will
be voted on Juno 3. Mr. Conway
strongly favored the issuing of
sufficient bonds to build a school

his automobile damaged when he
ran Into a deep arroyo on the mesa
wind storm. The
during tho heavy
driving from
county agent was
Barton where he had attended tho
A gust
Memorial day celebration.
of sand prevented him from seeing
the cut in the road.

house that
community
service but
munity self

will be an asset to the
not only In educational
in civic pride and comrespect.

(Bt T1i Aranclnted Trcs..)
Washington, May 31. The an
nual war department appropna
tion bill carrying $3,972,000 was
today to tho senate uy tne
reported
anproDi-lationcommittee.
Tho measure as it is returned is
$49,495,000 larger than as passed
by the house, but approximately
$40,000,000 under the estimates for
tho coming year s expenditures.
The measure as sent to the sen
ate. provides for reduction within
five months of the officer person
nel to tho nrescribed limit through
plucking
operation of a
board of five ottlccrs.
Tho reduction is to be accomplished through discharge or retire- a
ment and it was contemplated
on the
classification of officers
basis of efficiency and physical
qualification.
While not taken as a whole, the
committee accepted tho principles
of tho reduction plan proposed by
General 1'ershlng and rejected the
house provision which carried no
method for reduction except abrupt
discharge of sufficient officers to
cut the commissioned strength to

0,

vT Here's a real treasure W
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and harbor appropnauun
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from your

grocer today.

GrapeNuts the Body Builder
Mde by Poftum Cereal Company,
Battle Creek, Mich.
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TEXUNE, TEXAS,
'

Not an Add Dentifrice. Once more Colgate's!
stand Is with the members of the two great pro-- 1
fusions who refuse to lecogniie the false claims of
s
but who recommend to
medicated
their patients a Dental Cream with thorough,
cleansing qualities, pleasant to taste, containing
safe ingredients.
,
The most effective and trustworthy tooth cleanser for habitual use Is one combining the action
of
precipitated chalk and pure soap.
Colgate's Ribbon Dental Cream is mildly alkaline, practically neutral, and cleanses without
disturbing nature's balance. Recognizing that
other good dental creams aid cleanliness
throughout the nation, Colgate & Co. desire
only that professional friends pause to differentiate between the true snd the
Colgate's cannot harm the enamel or soft
tissues it leaves the mouth clean, cool, and

l.

tooth-paste-

non-gritt- y

psuedo-scientif-

"pstent-medici-

psuedo-scientif-

"There's a
Reason"

f5

refreshed.

'

jj
,

CLEANS TEETH THE RIGHT WAY
Doesn't Scratch or Scour

'Washes' and Polishes

ACCIDENTALLY

J
CAKUrrr

Colgate's cleans teeth thormghly

no dentifrice does more. A LARQS
twte awti
2jc why pay morel

Truth in
advertising Implies
honesty in manufacture.

M anisffactareir s

Sacrifice Shoe Sale

,

BOY

to The Journal.)
(8pela1 Corrf.uonditni'ii
Clayton, N. m May si.. ami-18
Aav evening Preston
Rogers,
years old, only son of Mr. and Mrs.
John E. Rogers ot uexune, ie.,
was accidentally shot and instantly
killed In the City garage here.
Young Rogers and a party or nise
friends had driven over from
late in the evening, and reached Clayton in the rain. The young
ladles of the party were lnit at a
hotel, and the young men drcve to
the City garago to put on their
innd chains. As Rogers bent over
to put on his chain, his .32 caliber
automatic dropped from his pocket
and was discharged as it struck the
concrete floor. The bullet entered
Rogers nose and came out at tne
top of his head. Death , wat instantaneous.
Preston Rogers wan ft recent
high school
graduate of tho Texllne on
tho Texand popular short stop
is a
His
team.
father
llne ball
and large
prominent stockmanTcxline.
property owner of

At 9 a. m. this great shoe sale will open and will
continue until every pair of shoes on hand and a
limited amount yet to arrive will be sold. Nothing
in stock priced over $4.98 regardless of value.
Bring your family! it will take but a surprisingly
small amount to shoe one and all.

at prices that will readily

Offered
Sacrificed.
sell them at sight.
Conic well prepared
both immediate and
put on any number.

To say more is superfluous.
and get your needs in shoes!
future. Absolutely no limit
How many pairs will you
:

get?

.

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
IN CHAVES COUNTY TO
BE HELD ON JUNE 20

W omen's White Dress
Low Shoes

Men's Best SHoes and

There are oxfords, pumps, straps
with high or low heels; patent,
brown or black kid.

All Sizes, 6 to 11
Values to $10.00

Here you will find strap styles,
oxfords, "etc.; military, baby
French and low heels. All sizes.

$1.98

$1.75 to $4.98

$1.98

Oxfords

Men's and Women's

Women's Best Low Footwear

Leather House Slippers.

Your choice of SatinsSuedes, Patent, combination
colors,. etc.; all styles, all sizes; values to $10.00.
Sacrifice sale price at only

All Sizes.

$3.98

$1.25
CHILDREN'S
SANDALS,
OXFORDS,
Sizes 6 to 11
75c

CHILDREN'S
LOW SHOES
Sizes 8'2 to 11
$1.19 and up

,

Pair Misses
and Children's
Boots and Shoes

1000

Sizes

has not called tho executive committee together to decide lh question. Suggestions, received from
democrats
throughout the state,

Hundreds of

t

Bargains- Not on This

800 Pair Women's

f

Boots and Shoes

Values up to $10.00

MISSES'
; LOW SHOES
Sizes 11 V to 2

49c to $1.69

$1.39 and up

1--

8Vatollto2

$1.49 to $1.98

Merchandise Will Be

MANUFACTURER'S

.'

Gladly Exchanged

SALE SHOE STORE

List.

301 NORTH FIRST STREET.

SAVE1

JELL IT THROUGH JHE' jCLASSIFJED
'
'

'

.

'

,

'

But No Money
Refunded.

QL U MN S. Q&JHE JOUBMlJ
'

1

If
$1.98 to $3.98

Low Shoes
Sizes 5 to 8

-

COME!

'

Infant's High and

(Sprrlal Corrmnondenc to The Juurnsl.l
Roswell, N. M May 31. The

for Chavce
democratic primary
county will be held Tuesday, Juneft
20, according to plans made at
meeting of the county central committee held here.
for state
An early convention
nominations on the democratic
ticket seem certain. Plans now unconsideration
contemplate
der
holding; the convention In August.
However, State Chairman Hunker

'

Women's Up to $4.00
Dress Low Shoes
.

KILLED

THURSDAY, JUNE 1ST

20,000 FOOTWEAR

Tex-lin-

"refined" foods ara
Many .
ox
Vliai cicmcms wmwu vut wuj
roDDea
needs.
that famous wheat and
Grape-Nut- s
;
food
brings you all the natural
barley
goodness of the grains in perfected form,
with a crispness and flavor that charm ' ,
the appetite.
You will find Grape Nuts an ideal
dish for breakfast or supper-timReady to serve from the package, with.
cream or good milk.
a

...
"

Mother Nature has
GOOD old
in wheat and barlev the
wonderful food properties which build
and sustain life and health.
so-call- ed

-

mm

PD

irom Nature's storehouse

v

ploited, attract attention and piss out. Years ogo
carbolic acid In a dentifrice was hailed as a dental
Later peroxide appeared as a panacea
cure-alto the teeth. Emetlrt (Ipecac) suddenly promised more In a dentifrice than any ethical
dentist could1 do by professional treatment In
his own office. Chlorate of Fotash, too, had Its
day as the end-al- l of dental worries. But the pitiless test of time sweeps away absurd claims.
More recently a resuscitation of pepsin brought
a touch of humor to exaggerated claims for
Solemnly the "Journal of
druggy dentifrices.
Dental Research" exploded the
pepsin theory. Question! What drug shall next
he seized to bolster the illogical claims in the
dentifrice" field? Which dentifrice Is worthy of professional confidence and deserving of endorsement and daily use?
Not a Medicated Dentifrice. During all these
years Colgate St Co. tefused to" drug" their Dental
Cream. They followed scientific authority in the
contention that strong drugs ate harmful to the

um

passed by the home.

.

mucous membrane of the mouth." Such drugs
should not be used in s dentifrice except In the
treatment of diseased conditions, and then only
,..
i
under the advice of a practitioner.
3:r v

tnow how
PHYSICIANS AND DENTISTS
of one tort or another are ex-

BEFORE SENATE

The committee Increased by
to 19.500.000 the appropri
ation for expenses of camps of in
struction for the national guaiu
but it left unchanged tno nouse
item of $1,800,000 for civilian mili- e
camps. The comm.it-te-ot
tary training the
age limitation
reduced
those who are eligible to the sum;
v i
mer ii annus tuuioo
uoes nui hij- vears.
" Tne limitation
.
ul ma .n.
Ply to
iliM'tnanv. however.
An increase from i.,iuu,vvu 1 J
tne mem$3,600,000 was accorded
bers of the officers' reserve corpa
for summer training expenses and
tho appropriation for their pay was
increased from $250,000 to $2,000,-00that all might he taken care
nt
No chige was made in the river.

mmm

r

Al I

vet'-san-

s

v

1
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11.000.

1

u

Modern science rejects
"drugged" tooth pastes

e

I

FROM

L

1ST

Valedictory Roseanne Micienz.
Graduation Song Class,
pnmunsprt OI
loc. r,ll
the following; Hazel Bell. Kliza-- 1
bet Dalgarn. Fern Knight. Myra
Ijuechauer, Edith Marshall, James
McMains. Roseanne Mielenz, Robert Monical, Carl W. Reinecke,
Marion, Faddock. Eddie Vanden-Bou- t,
Tunla Vancen-Bou- t,

1

:

Left to right: Roscoe C. McCulloch,
Col. Henry W. Anderson. Below:
Charles F. Reavis.

--

PER GENT LISTS

Assoc.l-jile- d

I'ressi. The facts of. the
Irish situation wore presented in
a statement by Winston Spencer
Churchill, secretary for the col-

Hie Kolarians

I

Passing Fads
in Dentifrices

Pru.)
tho

June 1, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

PROGRESSIVE LEAGUE OF HEW
MEXICO FORMS PERMANENT UNIT;
WILL HOT LAUNCH HEW TICKET

NcwTfoi'k Police Howes'

Enest inthcHWld

PERFECT MANNEJ3&

of farm and
Representatives
labor orgnnizations meeting fn Al
buquerque yesterday decided upon
the formation of a permanent com
mittoo of the l'rosresslve Jjeague
ft .ew Mexico and determined
that a third party would not be
launched unless it was found that
candidate)) favorable to the platform outlined could not be secured
on eiiher of tho
regular tickets.
J. V. Holliday, a Deming farmer
who represented the Jfimbres val
ley region, was chosen chairman
of tho permanent organization.
1J.
I. Tittmnn, Hillsboro
attorney,
was picked for
ohali-niavice
ivliilo W. S. Patterson, secretary
treasurcr of tlio machinists'
n
of the Santa Fe, with headat Albuquerque,
quarters
was
elected secretary.
Mr, Patterson nlatjd last night
that the organization would Ret
into the campaign this fall but that
it probably would not put out a
separate ticket.
"We will work for tho candidates
who show a desire to support our
platform," said Mr. Patterson.
"If
wo are unahlo to find them in the
regular parties wo will probably
launch a third party."
The delegates
were in session
(liirinir the day and last evening.
An address was made by Penjamin
i'. Marsh, executive secretary of
the People's Keconstruetlon league
with headquarters in Washington,
13. ('.
Carl C. Mageo addressed the
meeting yesterday afternoon.
Tho platform ot the organization
declares in favor of a direct primary law, state and national, urges
free text hooks for students In public schools and better
pay for

Li

teachers, recommends a proercs.
8lvo Increase In taxes on Incomes
and tho restoration of the excess
profits tax, favors the enactment
of a law making Income tax reports a matter of public record,
seeks legislation
encouraging cooperative societies, advocates action by the government to stabilize
prices on farm products in justice
to farmers, supports
government
ownership of railroads, would have
or
state
national,
the government,
own and operate nil water power,
opposes a large standing army and
tho military training camps, would
havo a referendum before a declaration of war. urges a cash soldierr
bonus, a minimum wage, an eight-houday, a new workingmen's
compensation law and a law to
prohibit the Importation of strike
breakers.

--

orgnii-izatio-

We want good? cfean cotton
rags, good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the
JOURNAL OFFICE.

A

The Chickering is recognized all over the
world as the leading piano. Come in and
see our beautiful display.
GEORGE GEAKE, Manager

Central.

Phone 401

Women who have driven other make cars are instantly
won to Buick.

IER

,

at its easy riding, EASY DRIVING quali

They like it because they can loaf along

at four or

hour or less in high gear when they are in
They like it because the clutch works EAS

than they had imagined a clutch COULD work. They

appreciate the instant response of the wonderful Buick
valve-in-hea- d

iM

White Kid

motor.

wmmmmmmmmmm
They KNOW that Buick is dependable. That they won't

the road because something

-

$3.85

fxc

t

$6.85

Mohawk Gloves, Silk Hosiery
Black, White, Brown, Beige, Grey and Nude.

k

1pAjfW

ESPECIALLY
F1UCED

$2.49

THE LADIES' SPECIALTY SHOP
E. MAHARAM & SON
518 West Central Ave.

Zjin

t

Yt

nnesr tioiica nnrsefl in

York Police Department,
"
according to the opinion
'jC horse experts in thia country.
They are all bay, black point
horses and are approximately 1S.2
hands In height.
In order to test out the memories of the horses, they are given a
ten day test of their intelligence
before they are placed on probation at the training stables; Um
brellas are carried over them, pistols are fired at their heads, and
they are taught obedience to the
Slightest word of the men in uniform.
According to the Horse Association of America, these horses show
remarkably high development In
their intelligence, The New York

B.UJLD

gation of its size.

any other

1IHE

mnnities with a population

II

(

Answers to Questions,

j

(Any reader can get the answer to any question by wrltins
The Albuqucr'iuo Journul Infor-

SCHOOL

mation Bureau, Frcderio J.Has-kin- .
Director, Washington, D. O.
This offer applies slriclly to inThe Bureau canno:
formation.
give advice on Jegal, medical, and
financial matters It does not
to settle domestic troubles,
nor to undertake exhaustive research on any subject. Writo your
question plainly and briefly. IVvu
full name and address and encfosa
two cents In stamps for return
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the Inquirer.)

FOR GRADUATES

The Senior class of Albuquerque High school of 1922 bid
farewell to their classmates and
faculty last night in the class day
exercises at the High school. The
valedictory and salutatory addresses were delivered and the
Q. Should false teeth be worn
to the Junior
cane presented
A large glass trophy case at night? P. B.
clans.
a
as
school
was left to tho High
A.
Artificial teeth should he
memorial.
worn
Removing them
Helen Grunsfeld gave a par for theconstantly.causes
the jaws to
ody on Anthony's speech over the assume night
an unnatural position,
dead body of Caesar as tno salubringing a pressure upon the
tatory in a very clever manner. nerve
at the hinge of the jaw.
Woodford Heflin, president of the This has
even been known to
graduating class, presented the
cause dpafness.
cane bearing the class colors ot
course does a hill
(. toWhat
all the classes graduated from linvo
take to become a federal
Albuquerque High school to Na- law? A. If. I).
than Olassman, president of tho
A.
The routing chart of norJunior class. Joseph Benjamin mal course
of a bill introduced in
of tho
made the presentation
ful-- 1
of representatives
tho
house
Lafiar, lows:
class.
Joseph
trophy
room; Intro- -'
valeDraughting
The
responded.
principal
referred to committee; dedictory address was given by Max- duced;
in committee; debated on
well Merritt.
Howe Kller read bated
passed house;
tho class poem, his own composi- floor of house;
published as house bill; Intro- tion.
duced
in
senate,
printed as art
Musical numbers were furnish- of
house; referred to committee;
ed by a quartet of senior boys,
debated In committee;
debated)
Joseph Benjamin, Otto Bebber,
Howe Eller, Charles Doaring, and Ion floor of senate; passed sen-- j
late;
signed by president; printed
by a duot, Schubert's "Serenade," as slip
law; printed in session
Adolla Elder and Walter Doldo.
laws;
printed In statutes-at-largclass
proMela Sedillo read the
Q. What in the Cities Service)
phecy from a crystal ball. Tho
J. 1,. M.
program closed with tho singing company?
A.
This company In addition
of the class song by tho graduto being a large producer of liich
ates.
Commencement will be held at grade erudo oil, controls 70 public
utilities in 21 states and Canthe High school auditorium toada.
The officials of the commorrow evening at 8 o'clock.
pany say that It serves 350 com- -

NATIONAL LIFE PAYS
INSURANCE CLAIM OF
DR. SHORTLE EARLY

.

THEM

are very light. Several orchards in
the Greenfield section were badly
damaged by hail somo weeks ago,
that of E. A. Paddock suffering
worse than any, H being hit by
three different storms and, as a

consequence, the fruit which is left
was damaged greatly. As a whole
I. Is estimated that the Dexter secAccording to Major Charles A. tion will
produce from a third to
Henton, a well known authority a half of a
full crop of fruit.
on police horse, ono of the most
remarkable things about these
CHAItTFR AMKNDEn
horses is their obedience to a man
Santa Fe, May 31. Ui Trinidad
in uniform. "The other day", the Mining and Milling company, of
Major said recently, "I saw old "oswell, has amended its charter
'Shamrock' standing in tho middle lS' lncreas8 ,he capital stock from
to si.uuu.uiin. L. O. Ful
of tho street, waltine for his ride- to return. A police horse is taught len is statutory anent.
never to move from the spot where
he is left by the officer. I
to him, he started and
A
thought better of It!
later a man In police uniform call
ea to him and 'Shammy' walked
over to us. The old rascat showed
he knew me but I was not in police
FOB QUARTER
uniform, so he refused to obey my
orders", ,
mora runaways than
horse in the country.

aggre-

These horses have' three gaits,
walk, trot and canter. They are
named and numbered, the numbers
being burned to their feet. The
fastest horses are placed in parks
and roadways, where they are used
in stopping runaways and chasing
thieves. They are trained to stand
abnormal conditions, working ten
hours a day, every day in the year,
in all sorts of weather. They have
the endurance of cavalry horses.
The temperatures of all the horses
is taken when they come off duty.
"Shamrock" is probably one ot
the most famous police horses In
the world. He has been a member ot the Now York force since
1301, He has a record of rescuing

CLASS DAY HELD

j

.. BUILT; BUICK .WILL

police horse squad is considered

the best in the world for an

Stiff? Sore?

"A lame back, a lore muscle or a stiiT
joint otten it considered too lightly by
the .uflerer. It should be remembered
that backache, rheumatic pains,
i,

has gono

Mkh

.

White Bud
Brown Calf

Prices

Officers of the National Lifo
Insurance company ot the Southwest have received from Mrs,
Allco M. Sliortle a letter
wrong. They KNOW that the brute mower of the motor
the company upon the
speed with which the death claim
her husband, Vr. A. U. Shot lie,
will take them over places they wouldn't dare attempt in of
was handled by tho company.
fr, Bhortlo had two policies
Before
with the National Life.
other cars.
noon the day after his death, the
proofs of death were approved
and checks representing tho total
They know that if it becomes necessary to shift gears a amount of the claim were delivered to the beneficiary.
The following letter was sent
touch will do it. And they know that their judgment is by Mrs. Shnrtle expressing her
satisfaction for the early settlement:
"Albuquerque, New Mex.,
backed by the judgment of the Buick owners in New
"May 27, 1922.
"National
Life Insurance Comot
the
Southwest,
pany
Mexico who have made possible the statement that one
"Albuquerque, New Mexico.
"Gentleman:
is to acknowledge receipt
but of every three cars (other than Fords) IN SERVICE of "This
your checks, Nos. 7U10 and
7011. totalling J5.793.35, repre.
senting tho face of policies Nos.
j
1078 and 1292, together with the
lere is a Buick.
return of all premiums paid on
policy No. 1078, in full settlement
t
of the Insurance Doctor Shortlo
carried in your company.
"I commend
your company
upon the promptness In settling
this claim, as It would be almost '
Impossible for other than a homo
company to deliver a check upon
the day the proofs of death wer
signed by a beneficiary.
"Thanking you for your service
Fifth and Gold.
Phone 1200
tn this matter, I nm
"Yours very slncerelv,
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE
"MRS. ALICE M. SHOItTLK."!

be left out on

Black Kid
White Canvas

Patents

AT

APOLLO MUSIC SHOP, INC.

the traffic.

cut out styles.
Comes in the Following Leathers:

RAGS WART

BABY GRAND

five miles an

I

V!:

C

CHICKERING GRAND PIANO, OR A

They marvel

?

The eighth grade promotional
exercises of the city schools will
be held In the High school auditorium at 10:30 o'clock this forenoon. The address to the graduates will bo delivered by Carl
Magee and an interesting program will be given.

Happiness.

405 West

top

:

LADIES' SPECIALTY SHOP
Shoe Department
The New Flapper Style Pumps with
low, flat heels and welt soles for street
wear: turned soles for dress some are

8TH GRADE EXERCISES
OCCUR THIS FORENOON

Just the One Thing to Complete Your

ties.

Jt

n,

buquerque as Secretary.

e

WE HAVE TH

J. F. Holliday, Deming Farmer, Made Chairman With E. D. Tittman of Hillsboro, as
and W. S. Patterson of AlVice-Chairma-

j

oelecteo because: of good MEMOzrES
AND

Page Seven.

sti;T-ne-

soreness, eallow skin and puffiness
under the eyej are symptoms of kidney
bladder
and
trouble and these certainly
should not be neglected.'

Q. How many chauffeurs are
A. Olsen
there In tlio I nited States?
Says Tanlac Rid Him
h. (i.
Of Stomach Trouble and
A.
According to the 1920 census, there are 283,045 listed in
Rheumatism After EveryOf these all are
this occupation.
men except 949.
In
thing Else Failed-N- ow
I,'. Is it. into that an elephant
T.
Is afraid of a mouse'.'
I,. I).
Fine Condition.
A.
The biological survey says
there is no foundation in fact for
"It's a fact, I looked for the
the statement sometimes mado to
right medicine for twenty-fiv- e
this effect.
Is It only 21! karat gold years and found If at last In this
Q.
that lias a dull yellowish look? Tanlac." pn i.i John A. Olsen. 553
Fast Seventh St., South, Salt Lake
A. A.
A.
Roman gold can he pro- City. rtnh.
"I had stomach trouble In a
22
duced in any karat, though
bad form and then was taken
karat is soft and more nearly of with
the rheumatism.
Between
the color described.
are the) greatest llio two. I've hade a hard time for
What
Q.
twenty-fivthe
Nothpast
years.
known degrees ot artificial heat?
ing I ate agreed with mo and my
K. L.
A.
The bureau of standards legs 1 nearly always hurt me so
bad
Just had to hobble around.
snys that tho highest temperalitlle and felt
tures of artificial heat are at- nilgot so I slept very
frazzled out. I tried manv dif- tained by electric ares, with exmedicines
ferent
hut
they did me
effects no more
ception of Instantaneous
than so much
good
of condenser
Tung- discharge.
water.
sten aro under high pressure ot
"It was a lucky day for me
inert gas has been taken to over when
I started on Taniae, for it
5,000 degrees F.
me feel better and stronger
made
Q. At what tide Is the water than I have for
years: in fact I'm
at mean soa level? M. I). V.
In fine condition and haven't a
A. Tho average height of the
of
rheumatism
sign
any more.
water, all stages of tho tido con- Taniae
certainly Is a wonder."
At
sidered, is mean sea level.
Taniae Is sold by all good drug
ocean stations the half tide level
gists. A a v.
usually differs but slightly from
sea level.
What Is the moaning of
).
tho words "TliCMiur, Amrr, Sep.
tent, Slgil," found on tho beal on
nil paper money?
It. K.
A standard treatment
A.
The seal Is that of the
treasury, and the words are the
with
thousands who
abbreviation for tho Latin sentence "Thesauri
American
know how quickly it
The liSigillum."
teral translation Is "Of the Treas
sick skins
ury of America North .Seal."
Q. Who lighted the lumps In
who
has triedit
Askanyone
tlio belfry vowel- of Old North
church m tlio night of Paul He
verc's ride? I. 1.
A. There has long been a conII
troversy between tho descendants II
IHaA a
of two families concerning tho
idontity of the friend of Paul Redootrunq
vere, who placed the signal lantern in the Old North church In
Hoston.
Some claim that the
lights were placed by Robert
Newman, at that time sexton of
North church, others contend that
it was John Pulling, an intimate
friend of Revere from the time
of his boyhood.
Historians for
tho moFt part now give tho credit
to Newman.
T

'
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INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
--

Jfoucnal

warn ads aei result1

(nttofthhtttervDos
Everyone has heard of the tenalnfr "miracles" performed by yeast. And now
announces the discovery of a process
which enables yeast to build weight, increase
energy and clear the skin often in just Kalf
tht urual time This is known as the process
of Ironiiation.
It is embodied only in
IRONIZKD YFAST, which millions are now
with
splendid results.
taking
Sci-en-

Make This Teat Free!

If thin or

n
or if troubled with
blackheads or boils, mail coupon
Three-Day
for Famous
Trial Treatment of
IRON1ZRD YEAST. Take these remarktwo
with
able tablets
each meal. Then
watch the results!
etc.,
Pimples,
usually begin to disappear
almost immediately. Note the sudden increase Id energy. And as for patting new,
firm flesh on your bones many thin folks
report gaining 5 to ! pounds on the very first
parkage of Ironiztd Yeastt
The reason for these amazing results Is
that the process of ironization helps to Immediately convert the vital yeast elements
Into health and strength, thns enabling you
to derive from yeast ALL of the wonderful
benefits It holds for you.
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wonderful
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pro pe r i
and eifr-cine makes
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ure. Read
hrlow how
IKONIZKD
Y K A S T
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$3
iA
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builds

JCj

R.YJ
S'&f
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flesh and
Cf

v

111,

IU.
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"Gains 10 PoonrU"
! hare taken only 1
parkops of
mONI7.RU VRAST, yet haTe gained
L. W. V.
10 lb."-Re- .Y.

"Gains 8 Pounds"

Mail Coupon Now!

Too limply will not hchee what a wonderful Improvement IKONIZKD YEAST can bring in your
appearance and (reneral health until you try it.
Test ia ahsolutelyree. Mat! coupon at once. Note:
Kiillsiieri packaxesormnNIZEnVKASTaold atall
dnuffistii on our irnarantee of satisfactory results
from first, package or money instantly refunded.

80

Free Trial Coupon

"After one box of IRONI.KD VRAST
I have rained it Itis. and
mj skiu is

The Ironired Yeast Co.
Atlanta, Ga Dept.
(97.

"Gains 10 Pounds"
I hare rained 10 lba. in 19 dan."
Mrs. J. K. B.
"Gains 7 Pounds"
"To my surprise I have sained 7 lba, in
two weeks." Miss M. G. W.

Address

A. (1.

cleared."-- Mr.

11.

Please send me the famous
P V. TTt IAT.TR PITMFVT

City
Only On

J

.r !m,1.I vDAT'll
THBEB

State
Trial Pacltaia to a Family

and learn to

KJ

u

SAVE PART OF YOUR 1
EARNINGS EVERY WEEK
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
ACCUMULATING

MONEY?

tSpeclst Corrrapondenra to The Journal.)

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache

Trial Treatment-Wa- tch
the Quick Results.

-

Dexter, Nr. M., May 31. Dextor
and vicinity was visited by a heavy
downpour of rain which continued
for about two hours Monday night
and which totaled an inch of pre
The fall was accomcipitation.
panied by some wind and heavy
electrical
display, but only minor
3. E. Simmons, 400 E. 50th St.. Porllsnd. Or..
Considerable of
I was troubled with b.ckuch. and damage resulted.
ttritsit
troubl. I (risd Folsy Kidney Pills and the first crop of alfalfa hay which
tmnirj
was
the fields Buffered
will aiy thai I hijhly reeommand (ham to
any soma curing in as
an. troubled is that way, as they ara eicelieot."
a result of the
damage
wetness but enough benofit to oth
Bold avernvhera.
er growing crops occurred as to
much more than offset this loss.
Tho heavy marketing
of hay,
which has been breaking the market during the past two weeks, will
be held UP considerably on account
of the storm and thus allow prices,
which have ranged around twelve
to fifteen dollars, to recuperate.
Corn is doing nicely now and nearly all ef the big cotton acreage
here is up and some of it has been
worked once. The rain will prove
of immense benefit to both these
crops.
Kruit Is doing well in tho Dexter
orchards though the crop will be
lighter than at first, anticipated,
much of It having fallen from the
trees as a result of the late cold
SOLD EVERYWHERE
in the spring. Borne orchards
almost fiilf crous, while, fitters

H

n

m

heals

DEXTER AND VICINITY
VISITED BY HARD RAIN

'
help the kidneys eliminate from the
system the poisonous waste and acids
that cause these achet and pains. They
act promptly and effectively to restore
weak, overworked or diseased kidneys
and bladder to healthy, normal

FREE!

t

tsffff

SI

Mail Coupon for Famous

SUFFERED

OFpTIf

of

Ik IF

i

i

ro-li-

If you arc, you will find it to your advantage
to deposit regularly with the State Trust &
Savings Bank, where your money will be securo
and earn liberal interest for you.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT NOW.
4

Use Cuticura And Watch
Your Skin Improve
,
Nothing better to clean ie and
purify the akin and to keep it free
from pimples and blackheads than
Cuticura Soap for every-di- y
toilet
use. Assist with Cuticura Ointment
when necessary. Cuticura Talcum
Is also ideal for ths skin.
AiMrees: "Citlnratek.
hapklHirmWIIill
erttMlee.tMM.lir.MalaeniS.llsaa."
Soldenrj.
wheej. BMplSe. Olntnent MudfcOe. TaleaasUa.
jpal Cuticura Soap sham withrat bus.

Interest Paid on Savings Accounts.

State Trust and Savings Bank
Albuquerque, N. M.
Member Federal Reserve System.

3

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
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TEtl.MS
by

For Little Ones

"psych-asthenia-

"

vearly. in advance. J:.00.
,Vn!,"'inHvnar"has a higher Wrcutotinn
to any other i.apoi' in New
.!,'., o,
n eel or
Newspaper
The American
The only paper in New Mexico issued every .lay
...
in lie year,
Mfc'MKRTt OP' TH B .VSSOCIATUn PUKSS
In
Th'e
Press is exclusively
news n eoited In
the ue for re publication of all
o..
it
nut otherwise credited in uus js..ci
the local news published herein.

,

.

.

mi- -

As
1

Ky Howard B. Garls.

the nit

i nci.e wiggily and

the People View

.WOKING "SAFETY

Foreign Exchange.
New York, May 31. Foreign exchange irregular. Great Britain
demand, $4.44; cables, $4.45 'i;
bills on banks, $4.42
France
cables,
demand. 9.12
9.13.
Italy demand, 5.23; cables,
5.2313.
demand. S.44 ;
Belgium
cables, S. 44', 4. Germany demand,
cables, .36 . Holland demand, 3S.S0; cables, 3S.85. Norway demand, 18.00. Sweden dedemand,
mand, 25.87. Dennlark
21.83. Switzerland demand. 19.15.
Mpain demand, 13. SO. Greece demand, 4.20. Poland rjmand. .02.
a
demand, 1.90. Ar
gentine demand, 3(1.37. P.ra.il de-- i
n-Mutnu, jj.io, Montreal,

DAUGHERTY PICKS
GOFF TO HANDLE
CONTRACT FRAUDS

It

60-d-

I'lftST."

Albuquerque, N. M., May 22.
Editor .Morning Journal,
The safety commlt-Ic- e
Dear sir:
of the mechanical department,
r:io Grande division, A. T. & S. 1".
railway, at its regular meeting at

Copyright. Jim. bi MeClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

ts.M.H A few Inylns hens, I: U, rla
Inland Hods. 1017 Houtti Wnltor.
UUI'K
KPINOTO.N
fur tiaU'lllnKl
blue ribbon winners. gt Phone
51
West Krult.
1'tm KAI.K Pure UleJ
Juiiiig White
i.PKnorn
nen, Jl each; also youiuf
cow.

511 North Third.
SALE lluichine eggs, S. C.
Drown Legburna. 13, $1.5H; S. C. Uiht
Llalk
Blown I.esliuniH, 33, $2. Iloblnson, old

Jersey

ihono l.'tSS
ttAl.L' Kun for riHichiiiL.. M
It. L lleiM. C. P. Ilav lrain (i; c nr'
l.echorns. Mrs. Gentry lraln. tl per'tct-'- 1
1
:
Son t h r. road w n y
' n r
T W KN T
on me same, nl 4
'I'owii,

kuu

5

Liberty Uonds.
New York,. May "I. Liberty
bonds closed: 3'is, $100.00; first
4s, $100.00;
second 4s. $100.00:
first 4 Us, $100.00;
second 4'is,
$1 00.00; third 4Us, $100.00:
fourth
4
Us, $100.04; Victory 44 8. $100.64;
3
$100.00.
Victory ?is,

far-

ran-- h
K.
While Leghorn chicks,
Twenty. fiv,, yean' experience with tneuhators.
Tott Poultry

!Jil per hundred.
Hunch.

hox 107.
w h,i

Pnptofflce
n :k.i

uai'iy
100;

60;

i'llots.
V.

itrt.j

phone

f,

Immediate bv
Marling hens anil

KI..M)

I'O;

parcel jjust piriiald;
II.

GRAIN

)?

l''OIi

Czecho-Slovaki-

clia-i'.-

Poultry-E- s

JFjORSALE

.36;

Johnnie and Billie Bushytail, the
Albuquerque. May ID, read your
'
, ,
,hoik,
uj editorial of May 1!) entitled "Safety
siciis m mcio viiggny
tho clangcrotM
hollow
bungalow one d a v. i' ii'sl,'' inofregard into tho
city witch-- !
boys
"I'm
'big to toll him!" chat practice
cars ami
slrcet
to
mi
wagons,
inir
terod rhino.
and wish to po on!
"No, raw it first, so I'm goin aut'iiiHil'iles
record a s endorsing this editorial
to tell him '." pan vi .lonnnle.
l, ,,,.,.
rabbit gentleman in the initowing resolution:
Whereas, it has been noticed by
hopped out on the porch, his pink
meniln rs of this committee thai
nose gently twinkling,
"What is it all about?" ask 3d boys in the city of Albuquerque cn- -;
Mr. I.ongears, "Why so much ex- gago in tho dangerous practice of
and catching onto wagons,
citement, .Johnnie and Uillie? And
if you can't inn lie, up your minds street ens and automobiles, and,
Whereas, it is the intention ot
who is to tell me about It, why
as Individuals and
either take turns, or tell mo both ibis c'liiiniittee
with all
:a,; a whole to
at once! What is it V"
in
these
ned
boys
educating
to
cuniei
you
see!"
ought
cried
"ih,
" in Hie Safety First' movement and
Pillio. "It's a bird and he
"He's stuffing a lot ot hooch cspc mlly against this dangerous
mils, from a, pile ot last, year's prai'l ice.
"Tlii efore, be H resolved that
ones, iri a tree," Interrupted Johi-pie- ,
"
'this committee go on record as
and
"I ciO'Ms the bird Is entntr
endorsing the editorial published
hatch little beechnuts out-o- f
Albuquerque Morning Jour-- i
the in The
nal of May 13, 1922, and urps that
lib, matter not lie lost sight of.
but as suggested in this editorial,
that all parents, teachers, city officials and all otners do all in their
to educate these boys,
power
iigaiii't such unsafe practices anil
thereby save needless loss of life
and injury."
(Signed) .1. TV McMurray. Chaiim'n
Asst. Atty. Gen. Guy D. Goff.
Safety members:
H. F. Pomerenk
F. ('. Hamilton
Assistant Attorney General Guy
K. K. Rteiner
.1. W. Thompson
D. Goff has been named by Attor- E. A. Parkins
II, A. Staples
General Daugberty to direct
I. S. Baker
i;. r. Skalla
prosecutions arising out of war
.1.
II. Wilcox
U B. Mackev
contract frauds.
M. l. Brasher
M. i.J. Garcia

t

sr.c

.,.,'

s

Throughout the cons during which
man was a wild animal, and compared with which
Ihc pei kid of civilization is as but a span, our ancestors, undisciplined and unorganized, ran away if
tluy could, when confronted with horror and peril
- in the World war. 'J lie instinct of
inlierited from these forbears and strongly implanted
c s:ineon?c:ous minn, catted to tne men ot J y 1
in
!' S to run awnytoo;
nnd
but the conscious mind
told them to ignore this Instinct and do their duty,
an
j lie. conilici, r rcuu s
ocy nceucu mo liiuer.
r olio wers will tell you.
produced the nervous dis
order repotted by General Ireland.
Jl. would add to the value ot the report if a
comparison could be made with the health of soldiers after previous wars. It may be that there is a
special cause for the present situation whi.'h did not
apply in other struggles.

Manager
Publisher

I

-

Bedtime Stories

oli.ici.lion.")
Tim psycho-analyst-

nil! say that the
with which the war veterans are afflicted
.lecjetan was caused by their repression of instinct for

kT'I; Erf en a l v es
Chi' '.no,
C .1 ANDERSON.
..Marquette
I'2d SI.. New
RALPH li. MULLICAN.
,
... i ..,...
,t ili. lim ii lu'l
m i
and oniry in
ot Albuquerque, N.
under ;.ct f Congress ot .March Ji.
M., pending-Ft

should be given the outlet they crave; they may
"sublimated"
that is, turned into channels ot
prcssion to w hich the conscious mind will raise no

Mesilla

Valley llateiier.v.
I.ni
'mors,
,.iv

Bioiilr.

Mrs.

Moee

bABV
eilii.'Ka
aim n.uuiiiug eiti
Muiiiitslii View g. c. 1!. 1. Jieds;
p,iz,
'winners nt HI Paso, Albuquerque
and
Denver; bred (or the liet In color, tvp
and fug produ, tl,,n. Order chut In ad- vance. C, P. Ilav. s Nurth nigh.
c ci
K ,r 5
ji n a il a'ti iiTFy,
ll'):'. Denver. Colo. v,. ean supply voU
with nry quantity of baby chicks,
10.(100 weekly.
Seventeen varieties

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, May 21. Lively but unTHURSDAY.
spectacular
trading and price
PAY SOMKTI11XG NOW.
changes today accompanied the
ot contracts for
final
settlement
ANOTHER DA V FOR MF.MOK1KS.
May delivery of wheat. The chief
There are two Kinds of ''Day in full" men. One
strugglo between opposing forces uy (luibrry
Parcel tiost
bless and is the man who pays in full on the nail; the other i.;
III
lot) iiuiftvci.
Tuesday was a day for "memories that
niiii:u lu ii.ou prepaid. Write for prices and full par.
who puts off paying anything on account
man
the
conflict
in
ended Monday when values smash- tieulnrs.
of
every
burn.'' It revived thoughts
until he can pay in full. Everybody likes the former
ed downward lO'.i cents a bushel
7 6 and the pivs-cn- t
FOR SALE Ranches
which America engaged between
as a result of liquidating sales on
the. "bojs" sort; hut the latter could improve his methods by
lor
memories
sacred
were
There
the part of leaders on tho bull side. KUlt SALI1; A Mnall ranch. Ihree-foday.
as
on
can.
account
he
23
to
is
thl
It
better
pay
Shorts covered freely today but met
mllo west of bridge; modern house. A.
ot every war who have met death unflinchingly on paying
cent at stated intervals than to hold up payment
J. Jumps,
per
no
obtainin
with
great
difficulty
the field of honor.
ing all the wheat they needed. i o ue
ot the until enough money has accumulated to wipe out an
c71 h vestnni
o
will bp the first anniversary
avonue, havo handled ranch propeitles
Prices closed irregular at 2"Jc net
account.
to
would
merchant
receive
Any
paywas
prefer
,i c advance, with May for .lenra.
to
decline
Pueblo flood. In that catastrophe the death list
ments on account by the week than to wait for five
$1.16 to $1.17 and July $1.1S", to KOP "A Lli On
acres iri
counted by hundred:- - and the properly damage by or six or s'ven weeks and then
near psvi'd road; rine
i r'firn finlchorl S.' n In S: n or FruitvHle,
receive the same
ot
an
a
case
was
It
merely
chlrke.. ranch; easy term; 10 graps
hundreds of thousands.
ileright
on.
a
oats
from
varvintr
shmln
l
or apply room 15, First
Phone
a valley amount that would have been paid in weekly
cline to 7,c to lc gain and provi-ne- y party.
unusually heay waterfall descending upon
Xallonal Bank, nr Hon South Wilier.
s.
sions unchanged to 10c lower,
5 N T SO N II A XClTTTii d rTn ImTiTi evT
which was unprepared lor me einei beiie.i
It Is a good thing for any man to learnthat
Much nervousness was apparent
must lie pnld.. make, offer; twenl,v-tw- (
l, ..on enncratu aung ourselves umi
!,.,,
t!
he
an
cannot
if
acres,
account
in
the
is
of
at
full it
the opening
wheat pit
house, screened porch;
his
pay
"en
Iwill be no high water in the Ido Grande valley this
homes,
cows,
implements,
orchalfalfa,
a
was
ana
mere
unci
not
to
lousiness,
wait, but to pay what he can; such
ard berries; owner leaving account of
We have settled back and said that the duly
summer
ot
in
fluctuations
period
rapid
N
Phone owner, r II 7 R
health.
menls get back into business, help the merchant
nr 3tS.
r
will hold tor another year. Then we
in ceil luun Realtor ropy Box '.. Old A Ihuouerque.
l'i .0.. rt. feiriiiriiii
has given h),r. credit, make it plain that he i,
place during the first few minutes
with equal propriety decide that since there was r.o'ho
i
FOR SALE Furniture
keeping his eye on his account, and causes the opin- owing largely to a sharp decline In
next.
danrige one year there will be none the
e?lTco
l lirm m e
Liverpool
quotations.
mean to pay as quickly as ho can. It
Heceiptsr, Fill! 8AI
"'at
fix- that!'
warns
It
a
story.
different
Pueblo tells
41,
loiltll Am-(Hies.
here, however, totaling only
1
'
""
is
were
suiiiciciu.
'""'
ji
smaller than had
much
',
cars,
HKPAlitlNlTkml
uphTdjter"!
nothing less than absolute protection
l
The
Asioelated
Uy
TreM.)
"' to pay a certain part of his account at stated "OK, don't
nir. PI. one HH-Krvlgenerally been looked for, and the
Bedding Co.
insists that the immediate danger should not be the
pick my 'eyes'.'
I.K - OKU te,,. SI).
early deliveries on May contracts, Fi 'IS
Not what i intervals; it is far better for ever? body concerned
omplete
M uid u d ot river bank safeguarding.
SI 0.000 bushels,
line of g'md u.ej furnilure.
a
of
were
also
'' ."oulll
Bob
iho
in
howioi
to
this
he
than
wait umil
rny
has
way
here but what may Come needs to be our concern.
good deal less volume than many '!: I.
n
m
In
o.i
to
the
account
whole
,;
old
In
one
enough
pay
broke
Billie
big.
CMie
I.K
the
S.
will
had
increase
too.
traders
height
of
ont;
expected. Then,
The rain
sri'irr, gulden
yesterday
Vail .Street.
hea r of a bird
"Did you
evleniliin dining room talile, for
shorts began without delav their
'the river. Successive rains would provide a dangei
New York, May 31. Tendencies
Tr YriTn:,n, The Keotiomlst.
I n"'"
IJjs
on! mi
Wiggily?"
for
the
up
operations
evening
It in hind to wuk up zeal for anything thrst does
to the cily of Albuquerque and the middle valley,
Fin: AI.!:-- '',r
in tiiilaj s irregular stock market month end.
,.., f f oitiiro;
"'o," air.v.el d nele WiggilyI
'
I'li'inoBraph, 1'il.y hir.-s-'
never did and
with a laugh.
and In o,
In the last few minules of the
were kngclv governed by developContinued cloudbursts like those which fell all not promise a good tiniij or financial lesults.
riirodilne, c "ok" UtoVO,
it
e
can be done
sir- millt
don't belie
ll eel .li rr. He. i;
day sellers of wheat were in a dements in the final hour of
Pueblo might cause serious trouble.
ud liili-kwe
saw
bil
d
this
"Eut
Sl
cided majority, and the price of ei. .'.I Xorih Third.
putting
session and other happenJt is to the interest ot the people living up an lj
The girl wlio prefers a porch swing to an auto- nuts in holes in a tree ' declared
May delivery was falling somewhat
inever yesterday's
recess
Millie. "It lie isn't going to hatch
down the valley to see that the banks ot the llu; mobile ride is
ings
FOR RENT Storeroom
After the close additional
size
I
swiftly.
hole
a
of
a
of
cost
y
the
of
big
probably
prill
;
thinking
high
mat"-is
ho
them
nut, what
going to do in Urn buck of
cluding industrial mergers.
deliveries on May contracts took
Grande are flood proof. That work would be
new pants
a home.
lny
,
h'
furnishing
with
lii
dam.-The decision of the United States place, aggregating 1.0 17,000 bushti ml
Mounfjiln
First
v.ile 1 was climbing over 1'uUs
rially reduced by the construction of proper
"We'll go and find out," decidels and
the day's total
for storing flood waters. This aim of the Middle
ed tile biinnv iiiu lo. Komi he was Si ml. msi s back fonts, tho fellows supreme court declaring the South- 1,857,000 making
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$9.05.
top,
Early
steady.
ewes, $7.00 r,; 7.23,
11.75;
Bird.
.100
Neb., was lured into tho country United Slates Steel
higher; bulk steers, sheand stock,
desires, or, lo put it in another way, frulu a conflict War is the business of overcoming an enemy's reC 8
.
low
utters
of n purpose by
near Sidney Monday
$8.65; canners,
night anil Utah Copper
between the subconscious and the conscious iniiuU sistance and tho accomplishment
iti f o(;m,i;o.
c.i!.ti:mi,a
force. It is pot a game. It Is not undertaken lu
beaten by a masked mob which
priced cows weak to 25c lower:
Mexico Cily. May 31 (by tho AsMan has inherited from millions of generations of the
YnrV
calves
strong
Money.
lBo
vp
off;
ot sport. People who aro fortunate do
bulls mostly
tore off Ills clothing and applied a
spirit
sociated
Mexico has exPress).
savage ancestors certain strong primitive instincts. not have to undertake it at all.
New York, May 31. Call money5 25c higher; stockers steady; bulk tended
coat of crude nil and grease, acrecognition to the new
$9.50 0 9.75;
niirh snd last loan,
and
heifers,
cows
When they do tbev will not say that they will
beef
The conventions of civilized society interfere wilh
cording to a special dispatch reGuatemalan governtuent.
Presi4
not use a weapon with which, if they used it, they
bulls, $4.25i 5.35;
low and ruling rate, per bulk bologna
ceived here.
per cent;'
the gratification of these instincts. Entrenched
ui s to
percent, built vealers to packers. $9.50 Cri dent Obregon, in a letter made
a British commander. We Want good Clean cotton
save, themselves.
If
victim
to
The
farm
might
staggered
Ceni,
the
public
office,
for
S
by
today
A
foreign
to
the subconscious mind, the theory is. they clamor
10.00; outsiders paid upward
and was driven back to call loans against acceptances.
atiacueq ny thousands or ncrvisnes, come; save, his
addressed President Orellnna and
rags, good size, no small house
$11.00.
recognition ;but the conscious mind sternly represses command and disperse the enemy by use of a
Sidney by a farmer.
wishes
p
for
cordial rela
expressed
and
'innnaPlrm.
Market
Sixty
Officers so far have been unable
gas. he. would be Inhuman if he did not do so, pieces. Bring them to the
Hogs Tlecelpts S,00l.
them. Unless the Instincts find an outlet, according
tions between the two notions.
The sentiment against gas reveals one of (he
of trie on 'da vs. 4'i per rent; six months - fairly active, opening 13e to 20c
the
of
learn
to
any
identity
to Freud, they may cause nervous disorders.
(It
laboos of (he sentimental mind and dors not promob or find a motive for its aeiion, i 4ti I" 4 'a per cent: prime mercan- lower than Monday's average or
JOURNAL OFFICE.
explained, however, that II iB not necessary that they ceed' from its reasoning.
luc to. :ic lower, than tlia high journal jiyam ads net resull
the dispatch says,
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KINGSBURVS KOLUMN

BRINGING UP FATHER

IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
5
rooms, electric lights, fur.
nished, east front, full size corner lot and only priced for
$1,750 with good terms.

evouuv-r-

i

onurvu-

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
soi, sliudo, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and c,
dandy plaoo to beat the landlord on rent davs.
SOLD ON BASV PAYMENTS,
?:i0.00 rash and balance $10.00
per month.
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ranch of five and one
acres with (rood house,
furniture and beat flock of high
producing; leghorns Included at
a real bargain. This place is
located five miles south of the
bridge and has over eight hundred feet on the paving.
As good a buy as you can find
with the best possible surroundings. A beautiful home on
Twelfth
street,
In
modern
every way.
I'OIl ItF.NT
Tiro
houses, nice
porches,
dishes
linens,
etc.
dollars
Sixty
each, water paid.
314 and S18 South Sycamore
street.

TOLD YOO A
THOUSAND TIME'S HOT TO
t:
SMOKE, IN THE.
U;,TH HNLL t FILLED

0

I

i

tL

r

i'

i

3

i

five-roo-

UMvrnsiTV

D, T. KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Estate, Loans end
Insurance.
Gold.
I'hone 907--

Real
210

XV.

Mil
0
WE

HAVE HOMES FROM.
J750 TO 415.900. WE CAN
MEET
REQUIREMENTS, ANT) WE GUARANTEE A SQUARE DEAL TO
BOTH BUYER AND SELLER.
AT YOUIt SERVICE.

yuUlt
R

CO,

Gold.

Phono 407.

ROBERTS-TURNE-

218 W,

r

FOR SALE

Wonderful opportunity to ret a
home In Fourth vard, consisting
of living room, dining room, don,
two bedrooms,
largo
fireplace,
closets, kitchen, built-i- n
features,
breakfast room, large lots shade
and garage. This home must be
sold at once. Price $5,800.
ACKERSOX & GIUl'lTrn,
Phono

Realtor.

120 S. Fourth St.

414.

FOR SALE
Five-roo-

South Arno.
FOR RENT Laritn,

co1 three-runapartment, nicely furnished; no alck.
Norlh Seventh.
I t'K RENT
Two furnished rooms, for
ngni Housekeeping;
adults; no alck,
7S
apartment.
phone 1KH-J- .

Apply

mOXE

THIS IS WORTH WHILE

A

On North Fourth St.
stucco residence and a
frame, with two nice
porches,
outbuildings,
largo
shade trees. Lot 97 ft. x 100 ft.
Also two lots adjoining, each
25ft.xl42ft. All for 14,000.
$500 cash, $50.00 per mo.
D1ECKMAW REALTY Col. '
REALTORS
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
309 V. Gold Ave.
Phone 670

modern
bungalow
sleeping
large glassed-i- n
furnace
heat,
fireplace,
porch;
hardwood floors, gar ace.. This
is an elegant home, located on
one of the best streets In the
Fourth avd. Owner Is leav-ln.- tr
town and place must be
sold at once. Let us show it
to you.
A. tr. MARTIN CO., Realtor.
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance. Loans.
223 W. Gold Ave. Phone 156

RUTHERFORD &G0EBEL
Repair Work

furnished
West TIJeraa,

F'OR RENT Two rooms,
sleeping porch:
prlvnM hath;
410
$40.
furnished,

North
simijihona 1142-.T- .
FOR RENT OuTsIOb" apartiuant. modern.
tnrea rooms, private
bath. Avarll)
parrmenis, zush North Second.
FOR RENT Two ana three-roofur- nlshed housekeeplna;
apartments. Al
North Second.
huquerqua Hotel, 216
FOR RENT Steam heated apartment,
In Park View court. 802 East Silver.
ll J. A. Hammond,
phona 162?-FOR RENT Two-roofurnished anart.
ment; hot and cold water, lights and
Phona paid: rent
reasonable. 421 H
noutrt jsroaoway.
Three-looTOR
RENT
apartment.
shower bath adjoining: also disappear
pea; not ana com water paid. Ap
ing R00
South Walter.
ply
FOR RENT Juno 1, detirable furnished
apartment, four rooma and
bath.
Klaesed In aleeplnir porch. 1011 West
i.entrai, prroni 10IS-FOR RENT Ona Ursa and ona small
apartment, furnished
completely for
housekeeping. Crana Apartments, 115
i"rtn beventn. pnona 31.
FOR RENT Two new three-rooapartments with glassed-i- n sleeping porches,
furnished,
or unfurnished.
Inqulra 801
Eoiith Walter, or phona Hits-.!- .
FOR RENT Threa rooms, modern and
completely furnished; close In; water
paid; small family; Just what you are
looKing Tor; to sc is to rent. Phone 18S,
FOR RENT Fu nisned apartments, convenient to sanatorlums; four rooms.
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
antral car Una. Call 1221 East Central.
or sea McMllllon A Wood, shnna 248.
AT THE WASHINGTON,
1002 West Can-tra- l,
e
very desirable email
apartment, furnished. Inquire apartment
1, or phona S3.
J. D. Eakln, proprietor.
FOR RENT Three large, cool rooms and
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining,
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat
and clean; desirable summer location.
(11 West Coal.
A PA RTM KNTS
LINEMAN
Under new
management. 312 South Third, phone
P14-Two and three-rooapartments,
modern, r.w and completely furnished;
dose In: all outside rooms.
Fon RENT Strictly private, thoroughly
modern apartment,
very reasonable
rent, close In; two nice rooms, sleeping
porch, bath, extra atore room in base-me41ft North Sixth, or phone 1142-J- .
FOR BENT Cool, thoroughly clean furnished apartment of two front rooms
and kitchenette: bath adjoining: large
screened front porch; close In; will not
rent to sick or children. 124 South Arno.

BUSINESS

CHANCES

HOTEL for sale.
Central.

BTATH

ROBERTS-TURNE-

avenue,

121

Va

West

West Gold
are buainesa opportunity
CO.. 21

Two-stor- y
orlck building
215 South First; location good for any
kind of business.
FOR SALE A-- l battery shop; good location; will sell at cost Apply 215
North Fourth.
FOR SALE Crlspette
popcorn outfit.
complete; good proposition for live
611 North First.
FOR RENT Cheap, aoven aorea of good
farm land, four miles north, all planted
In corn; good adobe house.
Inquire of
owner.
F. O. C.. at Glbson-FaLumber

FOR SALE

Company.
FOR SALE

A complote cleaning outfit
with Hoffman ateam
press. Taylor
and all equipment. Will
machine,
sewing
sell with or without location. Will give
terms If wanted. Box 67!, Gallup, N. M.
FOR SALE Indian trading atore and
ranch, located near Gallup, N. M.; good
fencing, etc.; fully
building, corralla,
equipped: excellent place for healthseekej ;
plenty fine water. Address Box 573. city.
FOR SALE One ot the finest cafes in
northern Arlsona long lease, excellent
trade, good locntlon; two ot the partners
ire to leave for Europe; act qulok. Address Postofflce box 314, Flagstaff. Aril.
FOR SALE Two grocerlea at invoice,
both money makera; established mercantile business; long time lease;
fountain doing splendid

business. Sea
West Gold.

Roberts-Turne-

r

Co.,

118

PERSONAL
IIMRCUT. 40c; children, Sao, ot
their home. Phone 2068-YOUNG MAN wanla to go to coast In
car, as PBSsenger or driver; will bear
own
spenseB. Address 11. E. J., care
journal.
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlshed and upholstered; overstuffed rockers, chairs
and divans made to order; all work
Stapleton'a
Upholstering
guaranteed.
MEN'S

Shop,

phone

13'17-.-

TYPEWRITERS
'i YPUWRlTEno
All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for every maExchine. Albuquerque
Typewriter
l:a South Fourth.
change, phone 903--

ATTENTION

OWNER LEAVING TOWN
This Is a nice home and the
If you don't
price is right.
think so call and' see It at
W. Tijeras.
Mrs. Otwell
will be glad to show you or
call
JAS. M. JOHXSOV,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loan
216 W. Gold.
Tel. 240
1309

FOR

Miscenanrom

SALE

FOR HALE Spitz-PoodSouth Edith.
FOR

BALE

OR

Phone 1804-FOR SALE Second-hanSALE

pups.

RENT
d

Rosea

102S

F?

"n,
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lln

o'"

"cel"t

"""

.ln..

111

S63--

207.

?

A

No.

1

A

"a,

OFFICE-Teams-

$20

Franklin

&

'

Company,

Realtors.
221 W. Gold

Phone 657.

TOWN

IN

This splendid brick home of
five rooms is located on the
best street In town and in the
prettiest block on tlin etreot,
beautiful
grounds with lawn
and fine shade and vines. This
home Is substantially built and
in splendid repair and you can
buy it for a great deal less than
replacement cost. It will not
be on the market long;, so
phone us today,
D, KELEHER,
Realtor.
Phone 410.
Sll West Gold.

T7

67

As Long As
A

New
ward,
wood

Per Load
Grade

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

SPECIAL summer rates. 166 per month;
,,ci,i o.mro,
private room with
sleeping porch and trav service. St.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 4 01.
miramontes"-"on-thic-me"s-

A

a

SANATORIUM-HOTE-

AnnvRiMnani.,

,

. i. tendane. ral.i h..a.,ualv
Call t40fl-J- I.
MRS. CARL

for tubercular
nurse .in ai-. -- 1.
.k

BEROLUND
Private Sana-tnrluSouth Edith, for health-seeker-

14141

mAm- ...i.u- pnrche. excellent meals, trsy
m

mni4rn
Bleeping

-- .

anennanre; cool, snauy
place for aummer. Phone 1365--

WANTED
HOUSE

cleaning.

Greer.
WANTED
i:n-w-

Good

.

Miscellaneous
Phon

E. F.

S082--

porch

Phone

awing.

WANTED
Furnlturo, any quantity.
Phone 603-- J.
WANTED Some one skilled In hardanger
cmiirniuery. lJhone 1 4 2 2 W.
KALSOM1XING;
also cleaning kalsomlne
.
and nmi.i.1
.nl- John
i.
'"""'""n. iinone
'"e HAVK aaveral gilt-edmortfirst
" want tnemr
ft Wood.
WANTED Second-han- d
Dortable too- writer, in good condition; Corona preferred.
.ay
Annlv
....w.i..
niginnuiBV
Sanatorium. rlr.f
MAX BARGAIN FTORE. at 816 South
rirat. win pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, ahoes anil
lurnuure. rnnne 858.
WANTED One hundred Rhode Island
Reds or White Leghorn pullets In exchange for a motorcycle. In good condi-

tion.
1414 South Kdlllr nh.n. nc-.-HAZOH BLADES Have yr r dull safety
.a.y. uiUR- - r en irarpcnea ; ingle ease
gna aotj per aoxen; an worn
guaranteed.
Holmes, at Ttuppe'a Drug

u.".o

RUG

CLEANERS
t-- 14
-- , - t),,
MATTRESSES renovated, 13.60 and up;
and
.ui,i.Uta ivpeireQ
packen. iurvio
Bedding Company, phone (M3-WANTED i Careful. Kodak finishing.
Twice dally aervlce. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed. Send your finishing
i
tn a rellehl. .
.nuiian.,1
i.'- ruin, u.nn.
Hsnna, Master Photographers.

WANTED

Position

Wan TKD Men's washing; silk a
ous,
riioni IdtlS,
WANTED Work by the hour.

""a,

auer

speci
Tbone

p. m.

WANTED To do general homlework or
work aa chambermaid. Phone 1656-WANTED Position by battery man and
good on starting generator systems.
Address M. 10, care Journal.
WANTED Permanent position by experienced oook, (whit woman), ritj
or country; beat references.
Addnss C
J. Tt., care Journal.
I AUDIT, check, open, close and keep
hook; prepare Unsocial atatemcnts,
Iricom
tax returns, etc Walter L
Wllllama, Elka' Club, phone 441.

frIONEY TO LOAN
0 LOAN On' Vauiiie','"
guns and everything

valuable

MONET "T6 LOAN on dlamonda. waTcltes

I00 l"wlry: liberal,-- reliable, confidential. Gottlieb
J.w.lrv o ins N 1st
CONFIDENTIAL losns on Jewelry, die"
wniones, Liioerty noncis, pianos,
automobllea; lowest rstos.
Rothmans,
117 South First'
Bonded to the etate,

Journal

8nt Ada

BriTTg KeEults

W. M. SHERIDAN,
Practice

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

WM, J, LEVERETT,
rhone

110.

& Wood,

Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second st. Ground floor. Phone 842.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

CHIROPRACTORS
IS end

Have

FOR SALE

BY OWNER

Two small houses on lot 60x
142 one partly furnished, one
rented
completely furnished;
for (35 per month.
Price,
Will sell separately.
$1,650.

MY K'UITV

Ttesldence,
Apartment and Business Sites
Priced KlRht.
nOBKRTS.TVRNFR
CO.
218 XV. Gold.
Phono 407

I'lion

aSAKli

Phone

AaclT.al.lA

coiner,

partially

btisinfss
u.

uooa wins.

FOR RENT

Rooms

FOR RENT
Room and kitchenette. 415'
North Second.
FOR RENT Good sleeping room, 612
North Second.
FOR RENT Glassed sleeping porch.
608 West Sliver.
FURNISHED ROOMS at
East Cen- -

tral.

Phone

2225--

FOR RENT
Furnished room.
eleventh, phone 729--

828 South

FURNISHED monerr. rooms; no alck; no
children 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT
Housekeeping room, aleep-Inporch. 410 6outh Edith.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished,
prlvste bath. 1211 West Roma.
FOR RENT Nice front room with bath.
in youtn Arno. phone 1408-FOR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
wun-- aas. sax a west central.
FOR
RENT
Room
and porch, near
boarding house, 208 North Edith.
FOR RENT Neatly furnlshedaleeFlng
room; close In. 817 South Third.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms; also
sleeping rooms. 609 South Second.
FOR RENT Furnished
nRTVtrnTTBei vnnn
housekeeping
rooms.
218 South Walter, phone 1867-FORDS FOR RENT Ratea 15c per mile.
81 per hour minimum.
and
Special rates FOR RENT Nice, clean Bleeping
week days. Ask for them; ilso auto reiioussKeeping rooma niij North Third.
pairing. 121 North Third, phone 680.
FOR RENT Three modern furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. 423 West
FOR BALE Nash touring 1921, pur- - Santa Fe.
""n m Rovemoer, run only 6,000 FOR RENT One room for light housemiles; perfect condition; many extras;
201 East
keeping, flO; near ahops.
'
must be eold at once; owner leaving for Lewis.
act quickly,
east;
rhono
mornings FOR RENT Furnished room, very at1835-tractive, cloae In, reaaonable. 110 West
SAVE upward of 60 per cent on tested Copper.
parte. Studebaker, Dodge, OMsmoblle, FOR RENT Three rooms, partlv furMaxwell,
nished and bath. 806 Horth. Eighth,
Grant, Overland,
Chevrolet,
E. M. F. ; Interstate.
Chalm phone 637-ers. Paige, Bulck, Dort, Stoddard-Daytoe
RENT Nice
sleeping
and othere. Englnea for atatlonary, truck FOR
rooms.
816ft
Albuquerque Hotel,
ana tractor use.
North Second.
or
Any part
accessory for snv auto.
leeplng room, adAUTO WRECKING CO. FOR RENT Modern
ALBUQUERQUE
613-1- 5
bath.
Averlll Apartment,
joining
West Central, phone 434.
Now Mexico's oldest wrecking house. 208 H North Second
Used care bought, aold and exchanged.
FOR RENT Well furnished room, close
In, 915 per month. Phone 1524-R- ,
or
SAVE
6
per cent on dismantled call 609 South High.
parts, tires, batteries, anrlnrs. wheels.
FOR
RENT
nice
Three
well
rooms,
large
hearings, rims, fenders, electrical equip
furnished, modern, close in, ground
ment, magnetos, gears, axles and drive
shafs, rtdlators. etc.: a enmotete line of floor: no 'sick. 813 West Iron.
parts for Overland, all models: Wlllys-Knlgh- t, FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, ad4. 4. 8: Bulck. 4: Studebaker.
joining bath, in private home, close In.
4, 6: Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland, 114 South Arno, phone 19S2-0; Hupmoblle.
Maxwell, nleaaure IMPERIAL ROOMS Nl e. clean rooma
end trucks: Chevrolet, 490-B. ; Mitchell,
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
.
A complete line new rlnge. Theater.
6; Saxon,
211ft West Central.
gears, pinions and transmission gears FOR RENT Unfurnished kltchon and
and axl shaft for any car. Mclntoah
also three bed room, fur- large
porch;
Auto Co., jims Wcat Copper.
nisnea pertly, igs. south. Edith.
WHEN IN NEED OF
FOR RENT Large front room, ground
TIRES, rims, carburetnra. spring, msg- floor, four windows, one block off car
neto generator, wheels, gsars, axles, line.
401)
West Fruit, phone 2042-bearings horns, aceossorles
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping room
and
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
housekeeping apartment, by the Afty,
WE HAVP1 SAT.VAOF.D TO DATE THE
week or montn. 60214 west central.
FOLLOWING
MAKES OF CARS:
Bulck C24. C2S. D4S, D65; Csdllle. FOR RENT Front room, well furnished1.
Chalmers. ChBndler. Chevrolet 490, FB.
adjoining bath, use or phone, close In;
t,
Ttsbv Grsnd:
Dodge. Dort. one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
Ford. Hup 20. 11. K. N.; Maxwell. Mitch- FOn RENT Two desirable
light house
ell Olds 8, Oveti'and. every model; Saxon
keeping room, clean and well ventll.
4 and a: studebaker
4 and C; Willys-Knigh- t,
417 South Walter, phone 1908-ated.
every model.
If yon don't eee your oar In the bov FOR RENT Two furnialied housekeeping
rooms, with siseping porch;; no chll-drelist remember.
Mr. Roy Morris, 1103 South Edith.
WB ARE FALVAOTNO T.ATB MODEL
CARS EVERT DAT.
BEST Bleeping room in town for 812S0
In addition to the largest stock of nsd
per month, nicely furnished, clean,
parts In the stste. wa esrrv a COM- cool; prlvste entrance and bath; no sick.
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts, Ti09 West Iron.
axle shaft and general accessories, for NEWLY FURNISHED
outside sleeping
car.
evjrr
rcom. running water, close In, by day
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST.
or
week.
Lineman
Apartment, 313 South
VIADUCT OARAGB.
Third, phone 014-600 SOUTH SECOND.
Two
FOR RENT
Largest psrts home In the stste.
large rooma well furnished, moSern, close In, ground floor,
back
and
front
with
porches; vacant June
CARPENTERING
1.
Call at 808 West Iron.
PETTIFORD THW ODD JOlTlf AM. FOR RENT Exclusive, woll furnished
All kinds of work. Phone 1473-room, with large sleeping porch, hot
WE DO ODD JOB carpenteilng
nd water heat and bath; centrally located.
house bluldlng. reasnrmble: tnvesMgate Phone 1744-621 West Coal.
our low price: estimate
free.
Phone FOR RENT One large room furnished
2396-J. F. Kluken. 21 8 Tsl.
for light housekeeping, and canvassed
BUILDYnO.
CONTRACTING
AND
all sleeping porch. In modern home; east
kinds: all kinds adobe a specialty: exposure; cool and clean; garage If
e.
A. H.
estimates furnished frc
1223 South Edith.
1224 North Eleventh, phone 49.
FOR BENT Furnished light housekeepI WANT you to Invvsttgete my low prices
room
with sleeping porch; also
ing
on anv kind of a building proposition room
on ground floor:: gss, bath-- , plione;
have In view. A. R. Pulmer. Bunga well people,
no
children. 416 West
low Builder, box 41, cltr. Phone 1768-Gold, opposite postofflce.
BUILDING,
alteration, repslrmg. large
outside
All
HOTEIl,
lobs or small! work by fiontraet of If OCCIDENTAL,
rooma and new furniture, furnished or
the day; nssonsble prices; wnrle
unfurnished
also
aleeplng
apartment;
estimates fret, Call E. E. John- - room at 34 to 37 per week; hot and
son. 176S-1S John.
oold water In each room; new management. J23 ft East Central. W. F. Harnett,
WANTED Housesphone 1633-WW WANT five-roobungalow direct
DRESSMAKING .
i
wn,,,,
cieiii ,ri.-vgive eiretr.
""'"rr. ona n., rare uournsi
WANTED
To buy for cash a four or
five-roomodern home: must be at a PLEATING, agcordlon, aide and bjx;
bargain price. Address William Jay,
mall order. N, Crane,
816 North
car Journal.
Seventh, Crane Apartment, phone 114.

modern.

utrk-tl-

and.
C.

iin
cnwijo

Improv- -

and

fifty-foo-

ms-n-

t

.

lot.

at

rlaaaed-l-

leaping pjveh,
University hetghta. Phtfne

OH TRAPIS Property
1811 South Itiph; would

car aa part payment. Call
any time.
SAL.fc
FB
By ownei, auDuroan home.
house. Cell at FOR
four rooma and aleeplng porch, city
nun ivnit-- r, in rear.
Post- FOR RENT Small furnished house. 18 water, fruit trees, grape arbor.
office bo 213, cltj.
per month, phone tr.ll-w- .
BAt-FOR
Hood modern furnlehetl c
FOR RENT Furnished
bungalow West
In highland, convenient to mops;
Central, for summer. Phona Ita
terma. J. A. Hammond, -i Eaat bllver,
FOR
RENT Unfurnished hon.
.1. phone 15t;;-n- ,
large rooms, close In. Apply 809 South FOR SAMS tlood lot. email houm?, VirArno, phone 231S-.- I.
ginia boulevard; will take email payFOR RENT Hottsea, an
lnds; furnished ment and University Hnlghts lut toward
and unfurnished.
McMllllon A Wood. payment. Call at H?H Columbia.
Realtors, 20B West Gold.
FOR SALE, iNew !.omea oy owner; u.-FOR RENT Five-roofurnished bouse;
alx room, 824 Weat Gold; one alxroi.n.
No sick or small children.
four-roo210
401 Wesl 110 North Maple; one
Lead, phone 1932-R- .
North Maple; or me. Call 121 Weat Sil1949-FOR RENT Three-roover,
phone
cottage,
at 408 East raclflc
coxy modern h"me,
Inquire FOR PALB
613 East raclflc.
facing Weat Central, only five bltta
FOR RENT Well furnished five-roofront bualneas district;
garage, ahade
modern house, 814 West Marquette. trees, lawn and basement, at a, bargain.
Apply owner, 1117 Kent avenue.
Inquire Dr. Kasterday.
One foui'-rooFOH KALE. OR TRADK
FOR RENT
Unfurnished four-roohouse, on thrre
,:0 rer 'nonfJ. Inquire 814 house, one three-roovr
lots, close In; will trade for vacant lota
ijnone isr,8-- j.
IF TOI! want a home and a good garden, (n right location. Thla property la clear.
our, 116 Xvorth Broadway,
call at Hattnn'a store, west of Baralae Scott R Id en
phone mS-J- ,
our
plsn.
un
LIST your vacant houses-wFour rotmi brick house,
the City F(3R KALE built-in
with bath,
featurea, hardwood
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
ftoora,
glassed-i- n
service. 207 West Gold, phone 447.
sleeping porch, two
acreena
;,arage,
large lot.
porches,
FOR REM Nice four-roocottage. 807 aeventy-on- e
foot front. Iuqulre of owner.
West Hazeldlne. Inquire Broad
Co.. 220 Smith Second, phone 734.Blcycl 521 South Eighth.
FOR RENT Three-roohouse with FOR SALE Cottage in south hlKhlanda,
four rooms, large screened porch, water,
leeplng porch, furnished. 224 Norlb
lights, large lot, garage, chicken houae,
Sycamore, 945 monlh. Phon ucg-w- .
etc, $100 down, balanc like rent; priced
FOR RENT Modern brick seven-roofor quick sale. Call at 1100 South
house, furnished suitable for boarders right
Walter, or phone 61)J.
or home. 118 Norlh Mnple. phone 2275-FOR RENT Itrlck house, six rooms and FOR SALE Small modern cottage with
double garage, screened porch, bath
leeplng porch, completely furnished; built-in
features, etc.; newly decorated
nice location, near high chool.
Phone1
throughout, well furnlahed, on corner lot
1647-only one block from car
line; terms
FOR RENT Small bungalow, two roome
down, balance like rent. 1100 South
and aloeplng porch, completely fur- Walter, or phone 633.
nished for housekeeping. Inquire 416
West Coal.
LOST AND FOUND
FOR RENT Nicely furnished new four-roo- LOST
rted lldlriK hat, suitable reward
bungalow: bath, front and back
for
porch, garage: ir,06 East Central. Apply 901-J- . return to 748 West Tijeras. phone
724 F.aat Central.
LOST Qolrl wrist watch (Klglnl, beFOR r.ENT For two months, five-rootween 307 South Walter and Fourth and
house,
with
completely furnished
127S-reward.
sleeping porch, end boy to take care of Central, rhone
.
266-JLOST Leather key case, name Inside,
lawiv
Phone
C. If. Schumaker; return to office, 10,
FOR RENT Three-roomodern fur- N. T.
Armljo building: reward.
nished house; two glassed-i- n
Bleeping
STOLEN
One
porches. 604 East Pacific
Inqulr at LOLST, STRAYED OR
909 South Walter.
muley red and white spotted cow. with
cotton baiter; eatra larae bag; reward
FOR RENT Three-roobrick house, tor
any Information. 1 80S South' Walter.
modern and furnished, aleeplng porch
and front porch, cellar and yard. Ap- LOST Sometime yesterday on Centra!
407
or
Walter.
South
Second, a government envelope adply
dressed to Dr. Mathews: liberal reward
FOH RENT Modern seven-roounfurfor
the
return of ame.
West
813U,
nished house; desirable location. Inquire Mr. Sherman at First Saving Bank Central.
LOST Grip, containing acetylene burnand Trust Co., phone 8.
er and Igniter, one gate valve and
FO R KENT
Well furnished four-rooor
pspers: finder call 2408-11modern house, 340 per month; two big business
leav
at W. M. Foater
office, 3104
515
North Fourteenth street.
porches.
West CsntraJ.
Inquire 1416 West Roma.
FOR RENT Three-roomodern house,
a
Alboquerqne-SantFe- - To
glassed sleeping porch, garage; also
DAILY ST.KiK
houso with glassed sleeping
To Taos (Bead Dona)
porrh. Inquire 1006 South Edith.
Leave
7:30 a. m.
Three-rooArriv
10:30 a. m.
FOR RENT
furnished
'
Leave
12 .10 u. m.
bath and sleeping porch. Phone
381-Leave
13:30 p. m.
call for keys st 1624 Eaat CenArrive
4:00 p. m.
tral, between nine and twelv.
To
(Bead
Albiiejaerqu.
Four-rooI'p
modern house,
FOR RENT
Albuquerque ...Arrtv... 7:00 p. m.
with large eoreened porch, furnished,
Santa
Fe
4:00
Leave...
p.m.
with chicken yard and garage. Apply
Santa F
..Arrive. ..13:45 p. m.
lias South Edith, phone 117S-J- .
Espanola
Arrive. ..11 :1B a. m.
Nice
FOH RENT
Taoa
r.eav. . . 7:30 a. m.
house, comFARE TO SANTA FE, 14.50
pletely furnished; bath, large lot, fruit
bee Broad
TO TAOS, SI l.SO.
trees, 1009 South Fourth.
Bicycle Co., 220 South Second, phone 734.
Albiujuernue Headquarters
B'ngllng
furnished Brother" C1ar Store. 310 West Central
Clean three-rooFOR RENT
Aver. i. Phona 800.
'bungalow; all modern convenlenceB;
Santa Fe Headquarters
Bank Confecglassed-isleeping porch; newly decor-atetionery. riinDe
333 per month. 616 East Silver.
four-rooNew
house
FOR RENT
screen porch, ahed, garage, fire plaoe,
TIME CARDS
chicken yard; ona block from Presby"2
114 North Cedar.
terian Sanatorium.
FOR
RENT
Unfurnished house In
Fourth ward; four larg room with
bath, shade trees, lawn and garage;
modern In every respect. Phone 1122-FOR RENT Nicely furnished new atucco
bungalow wtth modern conveniences,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch; ga and hot
t WfSTBCCK.-Dall- y.
wator; adults. Will give leaae If wanted. Train.
Arrive. Ptpart.
803 South Edith.
Rent reasonable.
No. 1 Th Saout.... 7:20 pro 8:30 pm
FOR RENT About Juue 3, w are leav- No. I Calif. Umlted.U:30 am 11:00 un
ing for th eaet; bav aaveral houaes No. t Fargo Fast.. 10:50 am 11:20 am
which we want to lease from three to No, 3 The
Navajo.. 13:88 am 1:04 am
six months, o that w will not have to
SOUTHBOUND.
depend on other to look after them No. 28 El Paso Exp
10:10 pa
while we are away; house located In No. 37 El Piso
11:1
in
Eip
highlands, close to carllne and will be
EASTEOUND.
at bargain prices; thre to five
1 Th
Navalo. . 3:10 pm 8:40 pm
rooms: modern exc'It heat. Apply 714 No.
No. 4 Calif. Limned. 4. Co pm 6:40 pm
East Central.
No. 88. F. BIKht.. 7:2 pm 8:10 pm
m ?:60 an
FOR SALE Real Estate No. toThe Seen
tKNT

J

.

K.S2-J-

uwnr, seven rnoint

puruh;

FUlt.FAT.E

FOR RENT

14S6--

I3y

Ktvrnpion, 47 North Twelfth,
l,
f OK bALR Three nn tiome. Eat
Eaat (Silver and
Unlvralty
TTelRhta, 3. A. Hammond. 834 Enat fillver.
you WUH.'K HALE Jl.QtO cash, thrte-room- a
M.

IX1ANS

8 ' i IV. Gold.
Offere rlnKA In

In

bungnlow.

NORMENT'S AGENCY CO,
! 1

Houses

modern four-roohou;
cash payment and rent for balance.
ROtj Bout ri Kdith.
NOTIUMJ CASH, only $..0, buvt almost
new
modern thipe-rooi- n
lurnlifred

Seleot

riKAIj ESTATE

t:hlronnicfor.
tu ArmlJa Building.

FOR SALE

LOTS
We

M. D.

Limited

to
GKN1TO . CllINAnr DISEASF9
AD
1SEASKj OF THE SKIN
Wassermaa Laboratory In Connection.
Citizens Hank Blng. Phone 8S,

f

AUTOMOBILE

-

j

And wishes to sell this well
built four-roobrick home,
two porches, bath, maple floors,
will include window shades
and coal range; well located in
Third ward, four blocks from
pjatoffice. Place Is almost new
and the price is $4,400; $1,200
cash, balance $45.00 per month.

i'ult

SALE Bulck Four, cheap.
en
West Coal.
F'nt-Roomi- i
SALE Overland truck, 1107 North
FiR.
.
.cum, pnone 1 ft j.
ROOM AND BOARD.
608 West popper'
FOR SALE Hudaon
FIRST-CLAS- S
eyeedster, excellent
table board. 110 South
a oargain
Phone 14s-Arno. phone 1327-.- I
FOR Sale 1918 Ford roadster, wTfh
ROOM AND BOARD,
45 per month; no
817
irucK
unacnaoie
North Third.
oofly.
sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR SALE
6
FOR
Bulog touring ear"
RENT Glassed-i- n
porch, with
rcortn Maple.
u"arq.
ROOM with sleeping porch and board; city
FOR SALE Some extra good used cars;
gentlemen only. Phone 1679-eaay terma. Mclntoth Auto Co.. 811
FOR RENT Roomand Bleeping porch";
' "t
"
u' am ir oesireo. rnnne 1340-.- I.
FOR RA1.K
t...-- ,.
R.ir,rnvi;
CANVAS sleeping porch,
with board.
btJdebaker. five passenger,ouiun,
8260; Ford
410 per week
1207 Eaat Central.
Jin west Hoia.
ROOM AND BOARD Rates reasonable.
m rpuin jiroanway, phone 197I-GOOD condition, full equipment;
bargain
ROOM AND BOARD;
J224
price, to sell.
North Second,
tS5
month;
also single room, 611 Southper
Broad way.
JAMESON
RANCH
bargain In city, a real buy; light
Reduced rate"--. for . BEST
-alx
A- -l
new condition, only
, the liimini, -m.i -- n' 4 iiinuj. aiiuiuen run a touring.
r.w ,h,n...ji
it... win sen.. or
nor,h
f
town.
Phone :
7.". ,mlle"
trade for good roadster;iitiira,
what have you 7
t.om see It and make an offer. 301 North
VERY PLEASANT glassed-i- n
sleeping
i
iiiro. r niing ntatlon.
yurcn ror two, witn board; evervthlng
new.
Miss Kemp, 110 North Mople,

m

heat,

Realtors.

&

1903--

,

hard-

208 W. Gold. Insurance. Loans.

I Can Pave Yon Money on Tonr
Building and Repairing
BECAUSE
I do the work myself. I have no
overhead expenses. Phona mt and
save money.
J. L. Dt'RLING,

P'one

All

Areola

floors.

McMillion

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

CO.

south front.

"

of the Stomach.
Sulla. 8. Bnrnett Building.
DB. P. C. CLARKE;
Kye, Far, Nose ond Throat
Barnett Building.
Phone 884.
Office Hour
toll m.. and 2 to 6 p. m.

LEAVING. TOWN

home In Fourth

alx-roo-

8r:OK)NB7"

Disease

CLIENT

features. Can
room, built-i- n
be finished In few days. Better let us show you this one.

$16.00.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

110.

Phon

PHYSICIANS
AND
DB. S. I. ltLUIO.V,

breakfast room, fire place, sun

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

WM, J, LEVERETT,
Phone

Better

It Lasts

COURT

New, clean, cool, strictly modern
apartments, now ready In fine PROFESSIONAL CARDS
location, with garaae, if wanted.
ATTOKNKYel.
For 'appointment to see them,
call
JOHN W. WltSON,
J. A. HAMMOND,
Attorney.
Room 1, IT and 19. Cromwell Building.
82 1 E. Silver.
I'hone 1522-T- t.
115S--

Another Opportunity,

with Board

man.

JOMph Col"er'
tere

ADDITIONS.
Down, $10 Month,

AN'DEnSON

FOR

dependable man with nlca

rlWMr""

EMPLOYMENT

dairy

builders.

.

218 West Gold.
Phone 407
CHOICE
RESIDENCE
AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

U.I.

An

412-J-

They will never be any cheaper, and the selection will never
be better, the terms are $10
down and $10 per month. I
Ask Us to Show You.

Corner Tala and Central.

24U-R-

Ton fully intend to own your
oome day. Buy the lot
today and be one of the home

TO BUY YOUR LOTS ON
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

... . .. "ELf r WAN7ED

FINEST

,

lionio.

NOW IS THE TIME

863--

J

PARKVIEW
WHY DELAY?

$10.00

University Heights'
" Realty Co.
Phones

ROB'T. McCIXGHAN,
Ilealtor.
W. Gold.
Phone

204

.

and
SALE Two refrigerators; reason- - 110laborers, for Arlaona; good wages
South Third, phone 854--'a Boum r irst.
ne WANTED
TR? BODDY'S MILK.; UEST IN TOWN-PhoUniversity student or gradu
ate able to
2412-Rwork on fruit ranch and
tutor
boy one hour per day.
SALE
Roller canaries. 21a South Address J. O. Morris,
"i?
Socorro, New Mex- ICO,
""tw. pnone 1667-- j.
TA,L,E BULGARIAN milk, from imported
Phone 241.1-R- 4
FOR SALE New terronlcs. Inriulre IS:! WANTED Man and wife to work on
wouth Broadway, phone 231
dalrfy ranch. Address O. W. Smith.
Box 22, Santa Fa, K M,
if AL,EBranl new bicycle. Inquire
Ja "mimi'g, inaian school.
r0 SALE Marigold and cosmos plants, WANT
RELIABLE AGENTS to sell the
'
2ii North Twe fth.
best Health and Accident Insurance
FOR SALE One "Universal"
for
electric
the
money In the world. The
vacuum cleaner, cheap. 14Z4 East Gold.
company of Ita kind In America largest
99 out
"
of loo claims paid the day proof received.
ROOFINO
EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1SS4-No different classes "A," "B." etc Live
SAL E Mana ETcyc'le,
gems nave made 8500 per month. Roberts"'
good
Co., state agenta for New
rea"onable- - Inquire 818 South -Turner
Mexico aid Arlinna.
218 West Gold,
New Mexico.
FOR SALE One-torefrigerating plant,
Female.
nlnes. Mann's
n.T iv0
l(il-Y- .
WANTED
Cashier . DeLuxe Cafe.
'.... inmne 'I'"""?
FOR SALE Room 8x12 on wheels.
WANTED
Ap
Experienced cook. Apply 108
or 214 North
,n,ral
.
"alter. Phona H28-WW ANTED
Cook: must have references.
aA'B At " bargain, men's aecond- ppiy bos west Copper.
.....u ii. Minna, in gooa condition. 607 'A WANTED
Woman cook for private famWest Central, in rear.
ily, upper Pecoa, at Cowlea, N. M. For
FOR SALE Good
Excelsior particulars, phone 2t94-condition. Call WANTED Spanish
at B15 South I?.
girl for light houseWalter.
work; no washing or
call beFOR SALE An
Underwood portable, tween 6 and 7:30 p. m.; Ironing:
good wages. 215
two
good as new. South Nln'h.
m. Call""dat 110 months;
E,.t Silver.
WANTED
An elderly lady In need of
TYPEWRITERS, .all makes, fit and ..up;
a home, for very light housework and
13 tier month.
i..,,
to manage two children. Phone 1063, or
Bourn n'ourtn.
apply to 815 North Eighth.
FOR SALE One round
room, WAITED Elderly woman to keep house
dining
table.
feet
.iLmlnn. ; SlX
,
for gentleman, for about three months,
,
ivuiiu
laoie, iwt North Fourth.
while wdfe Is away; must be good cook
FOR SALE-- Will
e
sell all my fine Homer and have city references. Address
Box 628, city.
piaeona, .none 29-Mrs.
v,n,aui
niginorer, pus Morth First
WANTED
Good woman cook to fill
FOR SA1E Uaod tractora,
permanent position under ideal conand
with' gang plows. Hardware ditions; must be good pastry, mest and
Department, J. Korber A ComDanv
vegetable cook; no bread to bake or
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cat-ta- dishes to wash; wagea unimportant. In
cheese; also fresh milk In gallon applying atate .where you have been
lots,
working during the past year and how
ewayne'a Dafrv. nhnn. iqir-- u
FOR SALE Planoa and player pianos; long at eah place, If more than one.
wages received, your nationality, age and
pre-wPhona
108.
valuea.
Geo. p.
Learnard Piano Co.. 214 South Walter. general experience. Addresa V. R., caro
Journal.
SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments,
Mnle and Female.
.a or uita, rnvate or ulass Instructions un above.
Fred K, Bills. Ph joj-.- t
PREPARE for a superior iwsluin by
Inditon SALE Laran rptrlanritni- - TKX. vidual
attending our Summer Sessions.
Pounds CanflCltv; tarn v.r.rU
Instruction; rapid progress. Spectwo large kitchen tables.
Western School for
217 South ial Bummer rate.
Private Secretaries.. Phone 901-tOR SALE Alrdale pupplea, malea, 115;
FOR SALE Livestock
females, tlo. c. W. 'lunter
north end Rio Grands boulevard Ranch,
Phone FOR SALE Work horse. Phone 351.
2409-n- r
FOR SALT Milk cow. Phone 2401-RFOR SALE Ivory bed complete, 0x12 FOR
SALE Jersey cow. Phone 2411R3.
Axminster rug, tvory kitchen table,
SALE Two A-- l Jersey cows. Phone
porch awing; no sick. 710 A'ortti Eighth, FOR
S162-n
FOR your HOME-MAD- B
Fin Rufua Red and
CAKES, phone FOR SALE
1956-buck and doea; also frier. 710
Mrs. Grant, or Formbals' grocery.
Special attention to orders for West Lead.
psrtloe or banquets. TRICES RIGHT.
FOR SALE Twenty does, 100 young, all
aises. very cheap; leaving town. 1600
SOFT SPOTS Seal and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot South Elm.
troubles, (1. Plantar Arch Sunpurts. Thoa. FOR SALE One good Jersey miUc cow,
P. Ksleher Leather Co.. 401 West Central.
giving plenty milk; will sell very cheap.
StO North Broadway.
Scott RMenour.
ASBESTOS
PAINT
r OD for all kinds ROOF
ot roofs, tl par gal- FOR SALE Horse, weight about 1,100
lon.
The.Maniano Co,, 110 South
pounCs. (1 W. Hunter ranch, north end
Walnut, phone 1834-Try a built up Rio Grande boulevard. Phone xids-k- .
mot; win last as long as the building. FOR SALE Five spana matched Iron!
FOR SALE Three-piec- e
mahogany livarray norses, o yeara oio, wcihhi
ing room aet, Hoover vacuum cleaner, Z.3QQ span, 8150 a span, yrrono obi-- .i
Wilton rug. i6; Roya! typewriter. No.
SALE One of the best little milk
FOR
10, and table; also good fravenatte over-coa- t,
cows In town, for 176; come and eee
88.
Ill North-- Rim, phone 1M8-W- .
her milked; also some young laying
h.r.. 611 North Third.
brown stallion,
MILL WOOD Will have a limited supply I HAVE for service, fine thla
horse la a
weigh 1,000 pounds:
of mill slab wood. II full truck load, sure
has
mi.de a trial
foal getter and
delivered. Thonea 180, 169S-record of 8:1 a a trotter. Simon Garcia, 1205 North Arno
USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP ana seat I HAVK twelv bead good young horses
and nisres for sale, all brok to work,
dreaelng. Effect o Auto Enamel. Vala-pa- r.
1.000 to 1.400 pounds; good match
Valspar Enamel on automobile. welgl.t
namess
ed
teams; also good aeconn-nan- a
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
for
Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement,. Sat- 1668-J- .sal. 310 North Troadway, phone
Scott Ridenour.
isfaction assured. Thoa. V. Keleher Leath- ens Wet, Central. Phone '.067-- J.
FOR SALE Mining property, the Ameri- MATTRESS RENOVATING
can Turquoise Company Mines, better MAf TRESB RENOVATlNtf. 88.60 and up.
known ss the Tiffany Turquoise Mines, . Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,
In the Cerrilloa district:
Ervin
Phone Cll-packing.
fitly acres patented. Thla property la a Valuable cop- Bedding Company.
per and gold proposition and the turquoise In It should partly pay the coat
FOR RENT Pasture
of operation.
For terms and further
address J. P. McNulty, Cerrll-lo- s, KfoLfi"Exce"lle7irt
.
N. M,
stock. Phone A, W, Pegan, 8410-K- i,

f'"

4jo

ffljg

r

FOR SALE
$13,000
Eight room home; not
just a house, in lowlands.
Five room brick stucco,
$5,500
Just completed, Fourth ward.
Good terms.

This office will remain open
evenings for the .convenience of
those that are unable to see
University Heights lots durinrr
business hours.

Player piano. WANTED
Phone
WANTED
elaotrln

and other flowera.

INT'L FEATUM Semm

J,

Priced to sell
$3,900
REALTT SALES CO.
114 S. Second St.
Thono 860.

Remodeling.

ia

FOR BENT Newly decorated, moat rest-- ,
ful and attractively
furnished four
rooms; modern; Janitor servlco once t
week.
If Interested see this Ideal apartment. Don't phone. McCrelght'a Apartment Home, 215 West Lead.

with

'General Contractors

nicely
501

J

Swell Home For Sale
.-

for

1978--

122 SV

heights lots

Are in good demand In the
further and most Restricted
district; also have a few lots
left In the first district. Ten
Dollars per month secures any
one of them for vou.
Main Office:
Second and Gold Arenne.
H, CHAS. R0EHL
Phones 840 890.
Real Estate.
Insurance.

L

Wnite stucco, iiobe
bungalow, modern, gnrngo, outbuildings.
TOR RENT
Furnished apartment; alio
terms. If deNorth
thirteenth
street;
l.iso-tt.
Phone
Karaga.
sired.
Fun lii'jNT Dpslriihle apartment, close M.BOO
frame
white ntucco
in. s::3 North Fifth.
bungalow, modern, oak floors, built-i- n
OFFICE ROOMS
FOU rtENT
features, frnraff and other outbuildLight housekeeping aparl-men- t.
Fourth ward.
401 south Seventh.
ings; Seven-rooand well lighted. Heat
Spacious
13. boo
lot
wwewnir, modprn,
FOR Itls.vr Threo housekeeping rooms,
hot and cold water, and janitor
IOOxH:, corner, close In, Highlands;
private bath. 819 North Fourth.
fine location.
service
Included.
FOR rtENT Nice -- partment
fcrlclr, modern, tut taot two $3.500 Five-rooJ. KORRER A OO.
rooma.
ble far two families; Highlands, close
Imperial Hotel, over Faatimt
Aulo Department.
theater.
in.
ONE SMALL and una
large furnished
apartment, with hot water. l:ig West
A. FLEISCIEIR, IKeaSHotr
Tt'ima.
Aotnmihll
FOR SALE
FOR RENT Attractively furnished
Flr, Aerideni,
insurance,
Surety liot la. Loans.
80S South Walter,
apartment.
SECOND
WARD.
No. Ill S. Fourth St.
phone 1128-(74.
.'alephona
Five-rooframe, close in, well
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished, modtwo
furnished;
sleeping porches,
ern apartment, front and back porches.
710
garage; suitable
two families.
$3.700

South Second.
OR RLNT Modern,

good

half

HAUL-DQN--

I

irr-- W

FOURTH WARD
A

f'M'TI

tr

good

Dwellings

Three-roo-

redJnvestlKate

sc:-r,-

FOR SALL
Olil Town.

thirty

lots,

by

owner.

'

N".' 28
From Kl
80
From Bl
No, 80 oonneot

Pssu

;

SS

urn

J. R. Zamora.
Case 7:eC ini
No. 13
FOR SALE One good fifty-foat relen
lot on
Eaat Sliver, near Highland park, on fur Clnvla. Pecee Valie- -. Kaaar City and
O
Cnaat,
easy term. J. A. Hammond, 124 Eaat
Silver.
No, 33 oenneot. at neloB with Nix ll
od point Mac and with
FOR SALE
We still have a few lota left from CIotI
In Cannon addition at 3110, 310 cash
and 86. If you are short of fund to get
your cottage we can help you. Call W. J.
Leverett
Hilton, Phone Itlt-Jl- .

itLC

Page Ten.'

DODGE SEDAN

CONDITIONS HAVE CHARGED

REMEMBER

DIVINE TAKES

NEW AGENT FOR

That is the Strawberry situation as compared with
other years. This year the eastern berries are replacing the California.

FIELDS; SEE
PICTU

find Today
Will likely be the best time this year to preserve

Lars:e shipments are due Ihis morning quart
boxes. You cannot even hope to buy them cheaper
than they are now.

WARD'S

i

CA

S H

STORE,

Phone 28

markable example of motoring under difficulties.
The picture will be shown at the
Orders Delivered for 10c
508 West Central.
"deal on June 1, 2 and 3, special
arrangements to this effect having
been made with J. Korber and
tho local JJodgo Brothers
dealer. It was produced by George
iT. Bishop, Inc., of Shreveport, La.,
who was so Impressed with the ex
traordinary service demanded of
LET'S GO
the cars used in oil field work, that
ne set out at Ills own expense to
record some of the motoring activities on film, convinced that the
general public would bo amazed at
Ids revelations.
The picture no
sooner came to the attention of
Hodge Brothers, Detroit, than they
ucquired all release rights and the
result
is that "Endurance" is now
IN HIS GREATEST PICTURE
being exhibited all over the world
by Hodge Brothers dealers.
Indicative of tho unusual character of tho film is tho enthusiastic
comment of the Shreveport Times,
which' devoted 'almost an entire
page to tho subject, although bad
roads and oil fields are not at all
Also a Sunshine Comedy, "A PERFECT VILLAIN"
uncommon subjects to tho readers
of any paper published in that lo
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES
cality.
"All who ever traveled over the
roads of North Louisiana, leading
through the oil fields," said the
Times, speaking of the producers'
plans to make the film, "know that
a venture of this nature warrants
application in advance for a life
Insurance policy."
Later, referring to one of the
numerous trips required to com-- 1
plete the picture, the Times said:
U
"Mr. Bishop and his fellow adr
venturer selected the third day of
the three-da- y
rainy period for one
of the trips.
had
gone forth: 'Roads
"Signals
No chance to get to
impassable.
Haynosville, to tho Caddo oil fields
or any other place where wealth
comes from the suil in back
strea m.'
BEADED BAGS
"But Mr. Bishop and Mr. Morgan
rurthman
said nothing Is impossible in this
'EROME SVOBf
MOCCASINS, CURIOS
day of modern transportation In a
closed car. They started on their
venture. The trail led from Shreve- PILLOW TOPS
Throughout
port to Haynesvllle.
down in
RUGS the
trip the rain poured
BASKETS
were
torrents.
The roads
practl- ji'ally impassible. Swirling eddies
NAVAJO JEWELRY
in the water-glazemire miglil
even have caused the hardened nia- AT REDUCED PRICES
riner to hesitate.
Their sedan,
forward steadily.
however, went
They reached their destination."
Again, speaking of later trips,
the Fame paper says:
"Hu nning up the sleep slope of a
hill, they permitted tho car to fall
MUSIC & JEWELRY STOKE
on
its side. There is no camouflage
117 S. First St.
Plume 917-- J 9 about
the Ktunt. H is real. It hap- pencil (is filmed.
"
j
"Tlit! car falls on lis side, !ho
woman watching the picture gasp?
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
ml n torn a short exclamation of
fear for tho safety of the two InDOINGS
Kven tlin hardest
trepid nutouts.
I
and there is a
PRESENTS
One of the surest Indications of man has his doubts
feclinjj lest all may not be
Ilia steady growth of University queer
well.
a form emerges
Heights is the fact that for the
"Suddenly
present year the water department through the window opening. It is
Mr.
Mr.
Morgan follows.
Bishop,
has Installed on an average of ten
meters a month. Not a bad record They climb out. Both are unhurt
car Is turned
iur u, uiMiriui mat not so very long find smiling.overThe
with the aid of anago was considered only a desert. completely
car
a
and
other
rope. After it Is
Henry Mitchell lust week purchased through W. J. Leverett a righted the glass ina the windows
is drawn up. Not
single crack.
choice lot on Cornell avenue, south The
windshield is undamaged. The
of Coal, and ordered in water pre.
I
mnn
ncccflT
nfi
nnuAure
and see
car
Hear
the
motor?
chug
v.
nvwiv
paratory to building a cozy home it bound forward as Mr. Bishop
at once
on the Juice.
If you want to find solid enjoy turns
"There are many other fenturcs
ment, plant either some ampelopsis of equal Interest
in 'Endurance.' "
or wild grape to run over a trellis
or nrbor. In a very short time you
NOTICE.
will have a dense, cool shade.
Arthur R. Pearson, for the past
about this season of the yeai
Along
and
when you come home from town, nine years with the Whitney 'Hardhot and tired, go into this nook, ware company, has this day been
listen for a while, to the lazy, con- admitted to an interest in the
tented hum of tho many bees, and Plumbing Supply Business, hereyou soon v'orget that you were ever tofore conducted under the name
tired, and think that this is an- of W. C. Thaxton, nt 1111 North
in
other "advantage of a home in Fourth street, which wilt In the
future be conducted under the firm
University Heights."
name of Thaxton Supply Company,
at the same address. Mr. Pearson,
DEATHS AND FUNERALS who is a practical and experienced
I
REGULAR PRICES
j
plumber with a number of years
JIRON Julia
infant experience in his home town of
Jiron.
Tenn.. before coming to
Knoxville,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tiofilo
Jiron, died early yesterday morn- Albuquerque, will be the active
ing at the family residence, 1320 head of the business. We shall
South Barelas road, after a short endeavor to sell only goods of
I
illness. Funeral services will be merit at a fair margin of profit,
l
held this morning at 9 o'clock. and on this basis solicit tho patronBurial will be made at Santa Bar- age of the public. W. C. Thaxton,
6.
4
Co
Phone
and
Coal Supply
bara cemetery. Garcia & Sons will John H. Woods. Arthur R. Pearson.
Albuquerque, X. M., June 1, 1322.
Mrs. Esther Jordan who was op-- !' be in charge.
erated upon at St. Joseph's hospl'al
LOPEZ Jose Amado Lopez died BITTNER HOUSE
ROOMS
Jlonday is reported to recuperating
yesterday morning at his residence 310$ South First.
rapidly.
Phone 221-on
North Arno street after a short
Factory wooS, full truck load,
four dollars. llahti Coal Company. illness. lie leaves his parents and
four
sisters, besides many relatives.
1.
Phone
are still
Albuquerque council No. 641. Funeral arrangements
fourth degree assembly, Knights of pending. Meadows & Martinez are
in
charge.
Columbus, will meet tonight at 8
DTERS AND HATTERS
o'clock at St. Jlary s hall.
HUG CLEANING
M iss
SALAS
Salas.
Victoria
There is an undelivered telegram
at tlio Postal Tclcsruph office for aged 16. died yesterday evening at Pbone 453. Cor. 6th and Cold
tier apartments on South
East
C A. Jordan.
Will F. Mycr, f.22 Wen SI nr. street. She is survived by her parents
was
one
and
The
sister.
been
sick
who
has
body
avenue,
quette
the past week, was up and down taken to Crollott'it funeral parlors
Us
town yesterday.
pending funeral arrangements.
To replace that broken window
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Lyon will
SANDOVAL
Cannuto Sandoval,
leave this morning for the upper
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 43 North First.
Itlo Pecos where they will stay aged 6S. died last night at hla resiMr.
been
dence.
Sandoval had
several weeks.
F. F. Trotter, who was in Call-- 1 sick for over two years.
Bright's
fnrnia, returned to the city Monday disease was the cause of his death,
lie is survived by one daughter,
afternoon.
John Fee drove to Kstancla in Mrs. Pablo Montoya of this city.
Funeral arrangements have not
his automobile yesterday.
e w e 1 e
been made yet.
PR. FRANK E. MacCRACKEN,
mi. HA1SY B. MucCRACKE:,
HAY FEVER
ASTHMA
Osteopathic' Physicians.
Violet Ray Treatment
118 South Fourth.
K. 1' . Uuilrtliig. Plume orrice 80-D.
R.
DR.
MURRAY.
Residence 89-N. T. Arm! Jo Bldg.
Phone It,
com-pan-

t

f.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA

i

"BLACK ROSES"

pASTIK Navajo
THEATER

INDIAN

Let's Go Today

Blankets

d

ROTHMAN'S

i

W

ir'

'

Also "Fox Hews"

Larry Semon

A

The Star Boarder

LOCAL ITEMS

'

1

TAKES DP

E AT IDEAL

If the film 'Endurance" seems Interesting and even startling to the
newspapers and other natives of the
oil field districts, it is a foregone
conclusion that anyone who has
never attempted to tour those regions will consider it a most re

them.

PUEBLO INDIANS

.

Let

Send a Man

I

,

The

FOGG,

J

Graduation Gifts

Strawberries For Preserving
In quart baskets. We are promised fancy stock.
10 Pounds SUGAR (Ask Us About It.)
50c
25c
Fancy Colorado Potatoes, 10 pounds
New Potatoes, 3 pounds
25c
We should have a shipment of Summer Squash,
String Beans and Cucumbers.
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.

SKINNER'S
WILLY-NILL- Y
PHONE 60.

205 South First St.

A

WAN TED

We pay good prices

for fire,
Rifles, shot
Musi
be in

arm
uch as
Gum. Pistols.
Acondition.
213 South First Street
-l

IRK

BUILDING
CORPORATION FORMED

semi-fina-

Tho final strokes of DIvln were!
When his opponent!
spectacular.
naa mm tnree flown and threo to
go. Divine took the sixteenth, sevnineenteenth, eighteenth and
teenth holes, winning
the club
championship, Otero played excel- a.tlinv a. no.,, .Inn.,il
among tho younger players. Divine
is ine present siaro cnampion ana
winner of several
country club
tournaments.
The medal scores of the final
play were:
Otero 39; 46 and six on the
nineteenth hole. Total 91.
Divine
41; 40 and four on. the
nineteenth hole. Total 85.

Mie-!en-

tow n .

Mr. Mites is the present coun'v
commissioner from district three,
Chaves county, and his connection will bring strong financial
support to the already strong InPresent banking constitution.
nections will be maintained and
in addition the bank will enter
the federal reserve system.
The officers of the bank will
remuin as at present, John W.
Pou of Roswell being vice president nnd Will t'rton cashier,
while Mr. Miles assumes the presidency.
Mr. Miolenz retires to attend t",
his large farming and ranching
interests which demanded his full
lime and attention.
MY 6HM.J.ED P1NON
NUTS
will he delivered from the Fred
Harvey News stand. Albuquerque,
N. M.. UNTIL FURTHER
Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North

BILL'S SHOP
215 South Second

St.

FINE SHOE REPAIRING

Ladles'

Half Soles
75c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear .,..40
Men'a Half Soles
Oe
Rubber Heels, Goodyear. .. ,40c
CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP.
213 S. Second St. Phone 507-Free Call and Delivery.
Work Done While Tou Wait.

GUY'S

JlgnesMyres

AND PRESSING
Sec the
NEW WAY DRY CLEANERS
Under New Slanugeincnt
THORNE & MADOLE
Phone 80(1
220 West Gold.

Gorgeous gowns are worn by Miss Ayres in this production. In fact, every time she appears in a set she has
a different mode to offer.
ADDED ATTRACTIONS

CURRENT

FOR SALE
CARNEAUX SQUABS
Buo
Dressed, each
iOa
Undressed, each
Car- of
For Sale 130 pairs
breeders.
neaux pigeon
Phone 1605-930 N. 11th St.

IQ99

EtgiiftXr

ACTS OF VAUDEVILLE- -

C

ORA CLYDE, Nut Comedienne
LA RUE & GRESHAM
Singing, Talking and Dancing.
REGULAR PRICES.

Touring
Cash Offer This
Week Takes This Car.
See Owner, 406 N. Third
Best

Phone

2

Famous Sulphur
Hot Springs

Lvbi c Th
CONTINUOUS

Now under new management who assures better
accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been
thoroughly renovated.
Stage, round trip Sulphur
Springs $25.00
For further information,
phone 907-- J or call at
203 South Second street,
Albuquerque.
C. TARTAGLIA,

R

Apartment, completely furnished; three rooms and bath,
Call at 1005
sleeping porch.
West Central.

FOR RENT

McCREIGHT'S
Home
Apartment
.113
Lend
West

J venue.

p,

M,

Proprietor

Dr. S. Mabel Skeels
Announces the Opening of Her
Office for the Practice of
OSTEOPATHY
In the Citizens' Bank Building

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
cleaned

latest

by

process.

PHONE

i

624 TODAY

SERVICE
Colorado Potatoes. 100 lbs... $2.25
NEW MEXICO POTATOES,
100 lbs
$2.00
10c
Loose Macaroni, lb,,
10c
Iioose Spnghettl. lb
HOME SORGHUM, gnl. ...$1.00
Pure Sorghum, 2U, 5 and 10 lbs.
25c
Hebe Small Milk, 6 for
18 Ills. Sugar
$1.00
75c
Gallon Apples
75c
Gallon Peaches
..
40c
Glassed Jar Pears,
Glassed Jar Peaches, t'A, S3
Glassed Jar Apricots, 2', a lbs 3Ac
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb
20c
Comb Honey
30c
2V
flaked Hominy, S lbs
Lima Beans, 7 lbs
$1.00
Black-Eye- d
Pens. lb..
12ic
1 Gal.
fiOc
Cider Vinegar
:i.ic
aok or meal
Milk Herring, 3 for
25c
25c
Pig Bacon
Star and norsehoe Tobacco.. 80c
Peaches and Plums, zy2 lb.
cans
25c
AND

CASH

2',j-lbs-

--

"TTIE LAUNDRY
OF QUALITY"
Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Hats
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs

Phones 148 and 449.

SOME DRINK
Take a pint glass or mug, put
about four ounces of cream in
It. Chen pour in a bottle of
Manzano Iron Water Oh, Boy!
Thia makes the famous Koumiss drink.
For those who
have a weak stomach, set the
bottle of Iron Water in a pitcher of warm water for about
five minutes, pour the water
from pitcher, put another lot
9f water in still warmer water,,
set bottle in five minutes more.
Then pour the bottle of Iron
Water in with the cream. This
will digest in any kind of a
weak stomach.
At all soda
fountains.

--

It Leads Them All!

FRANK TROTTER

-

118 West Gold Avenue.

CHOCOLATE-CRE-

A masterpiece of film art that is unparalleled
for praise and merit.

AM

COFFEE
Sold At This Store.
We Seii

Is acknowledged as one of the biggest pictures
of the year, filmed in the Orient under the desert
suns it tells a story of the Arab and his cousin in
the Occident.

Skinner's

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodle and

other Macaroni Products.

A

CERRILLOS
UNIFORM SIZE.

EGG

Special Spectacle Unequaled
It Stands Alone!

COAL

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE
More neat Units per Pound.
More Pounds per Dollar.

The Most
(

Satisfactory, Economical end Convenient
Stove and Ranges. ' Order a Ton Today.

IIAISfJ

COAL

ADDED ATTRACTION:
Fuel tor

"SHIP AHOY!"

Phone 91

CO.

A Goldwyn Graphic Feature.
NOTE Advance in Prices.

Matinee: Adults, 25c; Children 10c.
Night: Adults 35c; Children 15c. (Tax Included.)

,

Tonight

DAriCE

Tonight

On the Best Floor in New Mexico

ELKS' BALLROOM

LOST
Between Twelfth St. and the
High school, a pair of glasses,
in green case marked Montgomery, Ala. Return to A. B.
Milner. Walton Studio.

FTH

BENEFIT OF THE ELKS' BAND

ELKS' ORCHESTRA
Admission, per couple $1.00; tax 10c; total $1.10

Service.
Cars
Open and Closed Best in Town;
Best Drivers, Good Service.
Always Plenty Gas.
Rea'dy to Go Any Time Anywhere.
Office Ringling Bros.' Cigar Store.
Phone 600.
R. W. BROOKS, Mgr.
t
24-Ho-

Newly decorated, most restful
ind attractively furnished four
ooms: modern: Janitor service
once a week. It interested see
this ideal apartment. Don't
phone.

TO

LAST TIME TODAY

LOST
Pocketbook containing valuable
papers. Please mail to
JOHN C. GATL1N, 810 S. Edith

1

mm

Sulphur Springs Hotel

Sunday

FOR RENT

Ask Your Doctor
ABOUT

Yale Bulgarian

ICECREAM IS A FOOD
A. D. A. is best.

Have you tried it?
.

ALBUQUERQUE
Served at Bracy's
Cafeteria
BODDY'S Jersey FARMS
Phone 2413-R-4

,

2089-- J

.

picnics, baseball tames,
and long trips a specialty. '
Phone 371, 324 Sooth Second.

EVENTS

Extra Added Attraction

Owner leaving city.

WANTED

Attention, Mr. House Buyer!
Brand new adobe, plastered
and out, electric lights,
water, fenced, chicken house,
fruit and shade trees. 1309
Owner must
North Seventh.sell this week.

t

BARGAIN

St.

Cleaner and presser for tailor
Come immediately.
shop.
A. M. NASH, Beicn, New Mcx.

'1

'The Ordeal"

SACRIFICE

CLEANING

j

I

1

M. 1). D. O.

TRANSFER

Speed Wagon at
Your SerTicc.

Living room, bed room, large
bath adCloset,
kitchenette;
joining; private entrance. Large
screened front porch. Cool. No
sick or children,

Osteopathia Specialist.
825-Stern Bldg. Tel. 701--

Tenth.

When things look black, bring
your clothes to us.

.adoiph iukor

FURNISHED
APARTMENT
124 South Arno

lc-tfl-

MIELENZ'S INTEREST

Dexter. N. M.. May 31. A busi
ness deal of more than usual im- portanee to this section was consummated last Friday when W. II.
Miles purchased the Interests o?
Fred Mielens in the Dexter State
bsnk. a local bmklng institution
which was founded by Mr.
in the early days of the

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

.MeCnnnfl.

ing. Daily's Kash & Karry.

re-

TAXI LINE"

Stand in Alley By
Meyer & Meyer Tailor Shop.

ls

C. R. CONNER.

mil

TODAY AND TOMORROW

25 cents to Any Part of the City
Special Kates to Picnic Parties
Largo Seven Passenger Cars

Tho Glldersleeve Electric Co.,
Sit East Central. Phone 797-Strawberries for Preserv-

(Special Correipnmlence (a The journal.)
Santa Fe, May 31. The reorganization committee, which pur-

IN DEXTER STATE BANK
PURCHASED BY MILE

176

Grover Divine won the Country
club golf tournament bv defeating
Antonio Otero in the final round
on Tuesday
afternoon. In the
played In the morning
Otero defeated Dr. O. S. McLan-drcs- s
and Divine won from Joe

ij

THEATRE

WI

J.

LA FONDA

chased La Fonda hotel, at the
ceivers' sale to protect the investment of the stockholders, has
formed and incorporated a new
with the corporate
corporation
namo of La Fonda Building corauthorized capital
The
poration.
stock is J200.000, of which $2,000
The incorporators
is subscribed.
are: Charles Springer, Cimarron,
$fi00: Dnn T. Kelly, Santa Fe,
$300; o. W. Lasater, Santa Fe,
$300; Henry Dendahl, Santa Fe,
$200; C. J. Roberts, Santa Fe,
$000. v
La Fonda hotel was built by
popular subscription at a cost of
Financial diffiabout $200,000.
culties were encountered by reason
of some of the subscribers failing to pay up and the original
recorporation went into hands of disceivers, under order of th
comtrict court. The hotel is
pleted, but has not yet been furnished. The new corporation hopes
soon to sell or leaso the property
under favorable terms. Failing tc
do either, it is believed the corporation will furnish and operate
the hotel.

.

11922
'""

FROM A. OTERO

Harmon P. Marble of the Crow
Creek Indian agency In South. Dakota, who has been transferred to
the southern Pueblo agency, will
take charge of the local office today. Mr. Marble takes the place
of Leo Crane, who has been transferred to the Crow Creek agency.
Mr. Marble has been with the
Crow Creek agency for the past
four years. He has had previous
experience with southwestern Indians, having spent two years with
the Arizona Navajos. He also spent
in
six years at Keshena. Wis
Indians.
charge of the Menominee
in
located
been
Mr. Crane has
three
Albuquerque for theIn past
the govern
has hern
ment Indian service for the past
nineteen years, spending a part of-ui
that time in the Washington
fice. He Is considered an authorand is at presity on Indian affairs on
his experient writing a book
ences with the southwestern Indians. Mr. and Mrs: Crane will
leave on Saturday for their new
post.

MPIRE Cleaners

.

GOLF TODRNEf

June

,

Wo Are Always Busy.
THERE'S A REASON.
Expert Watch Repairing at
Reasonable Prices.
All Work Guaranteed.
S E M A N
C
&
21S South Sccouil

--J

i.

'

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank You!

Phone 351

Call Again.

ur

321 North Second St.
JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

